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Sum m ary
Active Galactic Nuclei are among the most highly energetic objects in the universe,
but they are still poorly understood. Of particular interest at the moment is the existence
and effects of massive accretion disks near the centre of AGN. Accretion disks have been
invoked to explain both the UV and soft X-ray continuum in AGN and have also been
used to try and explain the characteristics of the observed X-ray variability in AGN.
This thesis describes both optical and X-ray observations of Active Galactic Nuclei.
The optical data consists of a soft X-ray selected sample taken from the E X O S A T High
Galactic Latitude Survey. In chapter 1 , an extensive introduction details current theories
about the continuum and line emission in AGN. Chapters 2-5 then go on to detail the
results obtained from AGN identified from the E X O SA T HGLS, w ith detailed studies
of both the continuum and line emission properties. The conclusion from the analysis is
th a t the E X O SA T HGLS contain objects with a strong soft X-ray excess, and th at the
origin of the soft excess is from the high energy tail of an accretion disk. The edge-on
disk model of Laor and Netzer (1990) is favoured. The emission lines indicate th a t these
objects axe in no way different from other AGN, and imply th a t the soft X-ray excess
must be em itted anisotropically. There is also a slight suggestion of a change in the
spectral characteristics of the AGN as a function of luminosity.
The last chapter (chapter 6 ) concentrates on the X-ray variability of a nearby Seyfert
galaxy NGC6814. The E X O S A T observations reported in this thesis axe unique, since at
least one of the observations shows evidence for periodic behaviour, particularly in the
form of recurrent flares. Different models for the production of these flares are discussed.
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The nice thing about science is th a t one gets such wholesale returns of conjecture
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C h a p ter 1

In trod u ction
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are among the most luminous objects in the universe and
offer a unique opportunity to study the highly energetic and extreme behaviour that
must occur in them. Many different classes of AGN have been discovered ranging from
extremely luminous objects, such as quasars, down to nearby galaxies th a t only show
a very low level of activity. Much recent work has gone into attem pting to obtain an
overall picture of these objects by multi-wavelength studies and, at least for some classes
of objects, similarities are emerging which may suggest a ‘unified’ picture.

1.1

A b r ie f o v e r v ie w o f t h e str u c tu r e o f A G N

AGN are extremely complex objects w ith many different processes occurring in different
regions and on different timescales. A detailed picture of the structure of the centre
of an AGN is, at present, very difficult to obtain but there is some general agreement
on the overall structure. At the nucleus is the so called central engine. The innermost
regions produce most of the highly energetic emission; X-rays, 7 -rays etc. Variability
studies indicate that the inferred size of the central engine is small (~ 1013 cm) and this,
together with the high luminosity of these objects, has led people to believe th at the
central engine consists of a massive black hole (~ 1O7M 0 ) onto which m atter accretes.
Accretion onto the black hole is thought to occur via a disk, and these disks have been
invoked to try to explain a variety of phenomena including the collimation of radio
jets. Perhaps the strongest observational evidence for accretion disks comes from the
observation of their thermal emission in the form of the so called ‘blue bum p’ (ie. Malkan
and Saxgent 1982).
It is not clear where the different continuum processes occur, and what connections
exist between them. As an example, there is little evidence for a direct connection
between the X-ray and optical emission in NGC4051 on short timescales (Done et al.
1990), though on long timescales the X-ray and optical d ata are often correlated (eg.
in NGC6814 Sekiguchi and Menzies 1990). Certainly continuum emission is observed
on much larger scales than th a t required for the central regions.
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Figure 1 . 1: A Simplified picture of the center of an AGN
thought to arise from incoherent synchrotron emission and (in the case of radio jets) can
extend for hundreds of kpc. The exact mechanism for collimating these jets is poorly
understood,but they could be collimated by the inner p art of an accretion disk.
Surrounding the ‘central power-house’ are the so called Broad and Narrow Line
regions (the BLR and NLR) which are believed to consist of clouds or filaments of gas
which are photoionised by the continuum radiation from the central regions. From the
variability characteristics of the optical/U V lines it is clear th a t the BLR lies closer to
the center than the NLR. The narrow line emission almost certainly originates from
photoionised or shocked gas clouds but the origin of the BLR emission is a m atter of
some controversy. The lines could be em itted from gas clouds similar to those responsible
for the line emission from the NLR, or from the photospheres of stars bloated by incident
X-rays (eg. Penston 1988). Another more controversial possibility is th at they could
arise from an accretion disk (Dumont and Collin-Souffrin et al. 1990).
Figure 1.1 shows a simplified diagram of the structure of an AGN. As can be seen
from the figure, the distance scales range from ~ 1013cm up to 1021 cm. The sizes of
the clouds are not meant to represent any physical size but are ju st to distinguish one
type of cloud from another. A detailed discussion of the observational signatures of the
current models for the various components of AGN is given in sections 1.3 to 1.5.
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1.2

T h e d ifferen t c la s s e s o f A G N

Active Galaxies have been classified into a number of different types of objects. Figure 1.2
shows some of the different sorts of objects found in the E X O S A T High. Galactic Latitude
Survey (see chapters 2,3,4)- Detailed below are five possible ‘classes’ and often each class
can be subdivided into smaller sub-classes. In some instances the classification seems to
be a little arbitrary and it is likely th a t overlaps exist.
1 . Narrow Emission Line Galaxies (NELG): These are very low luminosity ob

jects (L(H a) < 1041 ergs s -1 Filippenko 1989) where only narrow lines axe
observed and any non-therm al continuum is usually swamped by starlight.
There can be some confusion between those objects where the line emission is
dominated by photoionization by stars and ‘active’ objects; line ratio plots are
often used to distinguish between them (Veilleux and Osterbrock 1987). The
active NELG’s can be classified in a number of different ways, the two most
common being low-luminosity Seyfert 2 ’s (ie. Phillips, Charles and Baldwin
1983) and Low Ionization Nuclear Emission Region objects (the so called
LINER’s (Heckman 1980)). These low luminosity AGN (LLAGN) seem to
be relatively common. Heckman (1980) found th a t up to a third of nearby
galaxies showed some evidence for activity, and other workers (eg. Keel 1983)
have shown that 50 - 80% of early type spirals and ellipticals have LINER
like activity.
2. Seyfert l ’s: Seyfert l ’s axe the ‘original’ Active Galaxies, first discovered by
Seyfert in 1943 (Seyfert 1943). They have strong perm itted lines which are
generally broad (of order 1000-5000 km s-1 ) and have [O III]A5007/H/3A4861 ~
1 . Seyfert l ’s can be subdivided into Seyfert l ’s, Seyfert 1.5’s - Seyfert 1.9’s

and Narrow Line Seyfert l ’s. The essential difference between the different
classes is in the line profiles of the perm itted lines. The broad component of
the line decreases in im portance in going from a Seyfert 1 to a Seyfert 1.9.
Seyfert l ’s generally have large covering factors ie. the volume taken up by
the BLR clouds is laxge (eg. f c ~ 1 in NGC4151 (Pounds et al. 1986)) and
in general the host galaxy can be seen. This host galaxy is often a spiral (eg.
Adams 1977).
3. Seyfert 2’s: Originally these objects were distinguished from Seyfert l ’s by
having perm itted lines (such as Hf3) of the same w idth as the forbidden lines
(such as [O HE] A5007). The width of these lines is generally of the order
of 200-500 km s- 1 . However, it is now usual to use line ratios as a more
secure diagnostic in order to distinguish between narrow line Seyfert 1 ’s and
Seyfert 2’s. As mentioned above the [O III]A5007/H/3A4861 for Seyfert l ’s ~ 1
whereas Seyfert 2’s generally have [0 III]A5007/H/?A4861 > 3. Seyfert 2’s axe
likely to be quite common. In a study of the Wasilewski field (Wasilewski
14
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Figure 1 .2 : Five different sorts of Active Galaxy, ranging from the bright, variable BL
Lacs, to the weak Low-luminosity AGN. All the AGN are taken from the E X O S A T High
Galactic Latitude Survey.
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1983) by Osterbrock and Shaw (1988) the ratio of Seyfert 2 ’s to Seyfert l ’s
was found to be approxim ately 4:1.
4. QSO’s: Quasars are generally split into two types, radio loud (QSR’s) and
radio quiet (QSO’s). They are very similar to Seyfert l ’s, though generally
brighter (ie. logio(L 0pt) > 40.6 (Stephens 1989)). Studies of line and con
tinuum correlations of bo th Seyfert l ’s and QSO’s indicates a continuity in
properties between the two classes. However, in QSO’s the covering factor is
generally much smaller ( / c ~ 10 -3 ) and the underlying galaxy is less promi
nent. Imaging studies of the host galaxies of QSO’s (ie. Sm ith et al. 1986)
indicate th at many quasars reside in galaxies with disturbed morphologies ie.
ones th at may have recently undergone a collision or merger. There may also
be a general tendency for radio loud quasars to reside in ellipticals, and radio
quiet objects to reside in spirals (Smith et al. 1986).
5. BL Lac’s: BL Lac’s are highly luminous AGN whose spectra are dominated
by the continuum and which show no evidence for line emission. They are
characterised by strong radio emission and are highly polarized. They also
tend to be highly variable even down to a timescale of hours (ie. Pica et al.
1980a). It is thought th a t the difference between ordinary AGN and BL Lac’s
is just due to an orientation effect such th at in BL Lac’s our line of sight is
directly down a jet. Elliptical galaxies are generally thought to be the host
galaxies of BL Lacs (eg. Perez-Fournon and Biermann 1984).
As can be seen, there is likely to be much overlap in the properties between different
AGN, and indeed this is why many people are trying to unify all Active Galaxies into
one reasonably simple model.

1.3

T h e c e n tr a l e n g in e

W hat is thought to lie at the centre of AGN? The processes occurring there involve the
release of large amounts of energy ( 1042 — 1046 ergs s-1 ) in a small region (< 1017cm).
Such energies place severe constraints on any possible emission mechanism.
Three possible explanations have been suggested:
1 . Dense Star Clusters
2 . Massive Stars, ‘spinars’ or ‘m agnetoids’

3. Accretion onto massive black holes
Accretion onto a massive black hole is generally considered the most likely mecha
nism.
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1 .3 .1

D e n s e S ta r C lu ste r s

A dense star cluster can produce energy via supernova explosions (Colgate, Colvin and
Petschek 1975). If the stellar density is high enough, stellar coalescence m ay produce a
large population of ~ 100 Mq stars and nearby supernovae can trigger instabilities in
neighbouring stars. Ten supernova events in one year are enough to release ~ 1052 —
1053 ergs into the surrounding medium, mainly as 7 -rays and highly energetic particles.

Under this scenario the BLR could then be produced by cooled ejecta th a t escaped from
the cluster. Such a scenario implies th a t the AGN would undergo repeated flaring on
the timescale of about one month. However, there is increasing evidence of variability
timescales much shorter than this, w ith flaring on a timescale of days to hours (eg.
NGC4151 Lawrence 1980, NGC6814 M ittaz and Branduardi-Raymont 1989) as well as
fast X-ray variability (eg. NGC4051 Lawrence et al. 1987). Such variability is difficult
to reconcile with the SNR model.

1 .3 .2

‘S p in a r s ’ or ‘m a g n e to id s ’

Gravity powered models have concentrated on making the fast particles and magnetic
fields needed to promote synchrotron emission. In these collapsing m agnetoid and spinar
models (see Cavalier, Morrison and Wood (1971) and Pacini and Salvati (1978)) a large
rotating body loses angular mom entum to the surrounding gas via the interaction of
a magnetic field with the surrounding m aterial. This can produce optical and radio
emission via the synchrotron process and X-rays by inverse compton scattering. Unlike
the SNR model, rapid variability can be produced since the differential rotation of the
body would generate a strong toroidal field which would give rise to violent hydrodynam ic
explosions or to flaring events similar to those seen on the sun.
If the large body itself is centrifugally supported then the rotation period will become
progressively smaller as it shrinks following angular momentum losses. Therefore, a
hallmark of this model is a shortening period accompanied by the brightness increasing
leading to a crescendo. After th a t the spinar collapses into a black hole. However, such
a scenario seems at odds with observations. Since nearby objects (ie. Seyferts) are less
luminous than the brighter, younger objects (the quasars), such a model would imply
th a t the Seyferts are powered by some other mechanism, such as accretion onto the
black hole formed at the end of the^spinar’s lifetime. Since there are m arked similarities
between the emission in Seyferts and quasars it seems unlikely th a t two such divergent
continuum models could explain the continuity between the two classes.

1 .3 .3

M a ssiv e black h o les

The most likely evolutionary end point of the above models is a black hole and LyndenBell (1969) has suggested accretion onto such an object as a possible energy source in
AGN. It can be shown th a t the maximum efficiency of accretion of m a tter onto a non
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rotating black bole is 5.7%. However most stars rotate, so any black bole formed by
the collapse of a star is likely to have significant angular mom entum . Also, unless the
accretion process is strictly spherical (ie. no angular momentum in the accreting gas)
the black hole will gain angular m om entum through the accretion process. Therefore a
Kerr black hole is more likely than a non-rotating one. Under this scenario the maximum
efficiency of conversion is 42%. It is unlikely th at this maximum efficiency would ever
be achieved due to some swallowing of the radiation but efficiencies of up to 1/3 are
thought to be possible.
There are a number of reasons why a black hole model (or at least a single central
mass) is to be preferred. Perhaps the most direct evidence comes from the observation
of rapid X-ray variability (~ 1000 s) in some Seyferts. Such variability severely limits
the volume from which the emission m ust be coming from (ie. Terrel 1967). Further,
observations of radio galaxies have indicated th at the central engine has m aintained a
preferred axis for millions of years (ie. Pauliny-Toth 1981). This would be difficult to
m aintain for a cluster of stars. C entral light cusps (Sargent et al. 1978), superluminal
expansion (eg. Cohen and Unwin 1984) and observations of the G alactic Center (eg. Lo
and Claussen 1983) provide further indirect evidence for spinning, relativistically deep
potential wells.
W hat supplies the material for accretion? The luminosity can be w ritten in terms of
the accretion rate M and the mass M as

L = ^w

r

where R s is the Schwartzchild radius R s =

(L 1)

This can be rew ritten in terms of

the accretion rate to give
M ~ O.377

Xl O^ergs/s,

M Qyr 1

(1.2)

If the efficiency of conversion 77 is of the order of 0.1 then for a lum inosity of between
1042 —1046 ergs s -1 the accretion rate m ust be of the order of 10“ 3 — 1 M© yr- 1 . Such

an accretion rate can easily be obtained from mass loss from stars. The num ber of stars
in a typical galaxy is of the order of 1011 and the average mass loss rate is of the order
of 10-11 M© y r -1 for a star of 1 M©. Unless such material is forced out of the galaxy by
some inter-galactic wind, it will gravitate to the center and will be able to fuel the active
nucleus. A further possibility is th a t stars themselves can be disrupted and either fall
into the central regions or, in the case of massive stars, have their extensive atmospheres
ripped off.
Interactions and mergers can also fuel the central engine. Quasars are preferentially
found in regions of high galaxy density (ie. Yee and Green (1984)) and it may be th at
close companions act as ‘triggers’ for the start of the activity (Yee 1987). Evidence for
interactions has been seen in the disturbed morphology of the host galaxy. Hutchings et
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al. (1984) claimed th a t in their sample of 78 objects one third of QSO’s appeared to be
interacting. Such interactions or mergers would provide a natural source of fuel for the
central engine.

1.4

T h e c o n tin u u m e m is s io n fro m A G N

In general the emission from AGN can be split into two components. Continuum emis
sion, which provides the driving force behind the other processes, and line emission.
The continuum emission in many AGN is quite complex and probably arises in many
different regions and under different conditions. Due to the complicated nature of the
continuum emission, it is easiest to look at each class of AGN in turn.

1 .4 .1

N a r ro w E m issio n L ine O b je c ts

As mentioned above, these are low-luminosity objects with weak line emission and where
any continuum emission is likely to be swamped by starlight. There are as yet few studies
of these objects in the UV (where the contribution of starlight is much weaker), and in
those objects which have been looked at in the UV the evidence for a non-thermal
continuum is weak (eg. NGC7469 Puchnarewicz, private com munication). In general
line ratios are used to try and determine the origin of the continuum. There are three
different mechanisms for exciting line emission in these objects.
1 . Starlight: The line emission could arise in giant HII regions (eg.

French

1980). In this case, the excitation mechanism is starlight from hot O or
B stars photoionising the surrounding gas.

Such galaxies are not ‘active’

in the accepted sense of the word. They can, however, be discriminated
against by studying line ratio plots (eg. Veilleux and Osterbrock 1987). The
prim ary difference between non-therm al and starlight excitation is th at in a
non-therm al continuum a significant fraction of the energy is em itted by Xrays, whereas for an HII region the ionization is due to UV photons from hot
OB stars (Osterbrock 1974). Since the absorption cross section of H°, He0,
He+ and all other ions decrease rapidly w ith increasing energy, any keV X-rays
can penetrate deeply into the predominantly neutral region th a t lies behind
the region ionised by the UV photons, and create a partially ionised zone.
Electrons em itted by X-ray photoionization and Auger processes can effect
line strengths by collisional excitation. It is in such a region th a t im portant
discriminatory lines axe em itted, such as [0 I] A 6300, [S II] XX 6716, 6731 and
[N II] A 6583. These lines can be used to discriminate between HII regions
and emission excited by non-therm al processes, since a partially ionised region
does not exist in classical HII regions (Osterbrock 1974).
2. Power-law: A non-therm al continuum is most often invoked for the brighter
active galaxies, such as the Seyferts and Quasars. Is is often represented as a
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power-law which may arise from Synchrotron emission. As shown above, it is
possible to distinguish HII region like objects from those w ith a non-thermal
excitation source. However, there is little direct evidence for a power-law in
the spectra of NELG’s.
3. Shocks: The shocking of a gas also leads to line emission. Again, it should
be possible to distinguish between photoionization by a non-therm al contin
uum and shocks from line ratios, since shocked m aterial will be dominated
by collisional ionization. Contini and Aldrovandi (1983) use a model which
included both photoionization and shock models, and concluded th at shock
models best describe LINER like activity.
There is still a lot of controversy about the power source for m any NELG’s. For
the Seyfert 2 like objects studied by Phillips, Charles and Baldwin (1983), the obvious
candidate for photoionization is by a non-thermal power-law. For other objects differ
ent mechanisms may play a role. As an example the power source for LINERS is still
poorly understood. From line ratio studies it is clear th at LINERs are not HII regions
like objects (Veilleux and Osterbrock 1987) but the optical line ratios of LINERs can
be consistent with both photoionization and shock models. However, the lack of UV
observations of any UV non-therm al continuum adds strength to the shock model inter
pretation. Other possible mechanisms are th at the line emission m ay arise from a cooling
flow, which as well as emitting the observed X-ray emission (H alpern and Steiner 1983),
can explain the optical emission (Fabian et al. 1986a). Gas could also have been shocked
by galaxy mergers or interactions, and not from any ‘activity’ at all (eg. Fosbury and
Wall 1979). Therefore for this class of low luminosity AGN, the situation is far from
clear.
One final excitation mechanism has been proposed to explain the emission properties
of low luminosity AGN. These are the so called WARMERs discussed by Terlevich and
Melnick (1985). Terlevich and Melnick interpret the spectrum of Seyfert 2 ’s and LINERs
as an evolutionary sequence where the ionization sources are extreme WC or WO WolfRayet stars. Such stars can reach very hot temperatures which model calculations predict
can be up to 200,000K. At such tem peratures, the incident ionising spectrum of a 3
Myr-old cluster including warmers is nearly a power law of slope -1.5 w ith a cut off at
about 0.3 keV. The line ratios obtained are similar to those found using a non-thermal
photoionization continuum. Terlevich and Melnick show th a t as the cluster evolves,
the characteristics of the line ratios change from those of Seyfert 2 galaxies to LINER
emission. Such a connection has been inferred from line ratio plots done by Baldwin,
Phillips and Terlevich (1981) and Ferland and Netzer (1983). Therefore, in this scenario
the connection between Seyfert 2 emission and LINERs comes from the evolution of a
cluster of stars.
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1 .4 .2

S e y fe r t 2 ’s

Seyfert 2 ’s are at higher luminosities than the NELG’s (ie. L(H a) > 1041 ergs s-1 ). They
are characterised by having strong forbidden lines (H /?/[0 IIIJA5007 < 3) where the line
widths of both forbidden and perm itted lines axe narrow (of the order of a few hundred
km s-1 ). The optical continuum of Seyfert 2’s can be represented as star light diluted
by an underlying continuous continuum (Koski 1978), and is mostly unpolarised. Line
ratios indicate th a t the lines seen from Seyfert 2 ’s are similar to those observed from
the narrow line region in Seyfert l ’s which may imply a similarity between the two
classes. Theoretical work on the line emission from the narrow line region of AGN show
th a t Seyfert 2 galaxies are consistent with a radiatively dom inated scenario, with shocks
being relatively unim portant (eg. Contini and Aldrovandi 1983). Therefore the ionising
continuum is likely to be a non-therm al power-law of the sort seen in Seyfert l ’s and
QSO’s.
Further strong evidence for a connection between Seyfert l ’s and Seyfert 2 ’s is the
recent work on their polarisation properties (Antonucci and Miller 1985). Antonucci
and Miller showed th at when certain Seyfert 2 ’s were observed in polarized light broad
emission lines could be seen (ie. NGC1068 see figure 1.3). This may imply th a t the BLR
is shielded from our direct line of sight, but can be seen in light scattered off obscuring
m aterial, probably in the shape of a torus. Further evidence th a t the nucleus of NGC1068
contains a Seyfert 1 like nucleus comes from E X O S A T observations where a medium
energy X-ray slope of —0.68 was found, this value being very close to the canonical
value of —0.7 for Seyferts (Elvis and Lawrence 1988). Interestingly, soft ( 0.02 - 2.5 keV)
X-ray emission was also observed, which at first sight would appear to contradict the
obscuring torus scenario. Elvis and Lawrence interpret these X-rays as arising from a
photoionised electron scattering region lying within the dust torus. Krolik and Kallman
(1987) showed th a t such an electron scattering region would produce large amounts of
Fe K a by fluoresence.. The large equivalent width of Fe K a observed by Ginga therefore
supports this model (Koyama 1989).
Other evidence also exists for torii in Seyfert 2 galaxies. Imaging studies of NGC5252
have shown a conical structure in [O III] emission with a central band perpendicular to
these cones. This central band of absorption has been interpreted as a torus collimating
the emission cones, and such a torus could be identified w ith th a t necessary to obscure
the BLR (Tadhunter and Tsvetanov 1989). All of this evidence strongly suggests th at
at least some Seyfert 2’s contain obscured Seyfert 1 nuclei.

1 .4 .3

S e y fe r t l ’s an d Q S O ’s

The continuum emission of these AGN has been widely studied over a large wavelength
range extending from the radio to the X-ray. Figure 1.4 shows the spectrum of Mkn841
from the radio to medium energy X-rays showing most of the contributions to the con-
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Figure 1.3: The total flux and the polarized flux for NGC1068 showing the broad lines
seen in polarized light (Miller 1989).
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timium in a Seyfert galaxy.
1.4.3.1

T h e m ed iu m energy X -ray em issio n

The X-ray emission observed in AGN must come from a region very close to the black
hole, since variability studies indicate a very small em itting region. It is found th a t the
medium energy X-ray spectrum (2 - 10 keV) of individual AGN is adequately described
by a single power-law with a mean index of ~ —0.7 (Turner and Pounds 1989). Such a
power-law provides im portant constraints on the hard X-ray emission mechanisms since
the spread of value is small (a ~ 0.17 Turner and Pounds 1989). There are a number of
different mechanisms for providing such a spectrum:
1 . Synchrotron self-Compton models. Here synchrotron photons are upscattered

to X-ray energies by relativistic electrons which are part of the electron pop
ulation emitting the synchrotron radiation. As noted by Turner and Pounds
(1989) to get a power-law spectrum with a slope of ~ —0.7 the relativistic elec
trons must have a power-law distribution of the form iV7 = 7 -2,4. However,
for such a distribution the cooling time of these electrons (ie the time it takes
the electrons to lose a significant amount of their energy) is shorter than the
escape time (~ R fc where R is the radius of the em itting sphere). Therefore
the distribution of electrons will cool and so steepen the X-ray slope. This
would therefore require a continuous re-acceleration or continuous injection
of the electrons.
2 . Compton cooling of therm al electrons. This was studied for a two tem perature

disk model by Shapiro, Lightman and Eardley (1976) where soft photons
are Compton upscattered by therm al electrons from the disk. Their work
suggested that the typical slope would be ~ —1 , steeper than observed.
3. Optically thin thermal bremsstrahlung. Given a high enough tem perature
(>25keV) the spectrum can look power-law-like in the range 2-10 keV. How
ever, this process has a low efficiency and would therefore require a larger
volume than that indicated by variability studies.
4. Electron-positron pair production. The standard model (ie. Done and Fabian
1989) assumes that mono-energetic particles of ~ GeV energy are continuously
injected into the source. Soft photons (such as those arising from the inner
regions of an accretion disk) are up-scattered by the injected particles via
inverse comptonisation forming a high energy spectrum which extends to 7
ray energies. The overall spectrum produced by the injected prim ary particles
is a power-law of slope a = —0.5. By interacting w ith photons of lower
energies, 7 -rays produce electron-positron pairs which also scatter photons to
X-ray energies. The equilibrium overall spectrum is steepened to the observed
a ~ —0.7 both because 7 -rays are depleted and because the created pairs
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Figure 1 .4 : The continuum emission from Mkn841 from the radio to the X-ray from
Arnaud et al. (1985). Shown on the diagram are the different contributions to the
continuum
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contribute to the emission mainly at lower (X-ray) frequencies. The exact
effect of the pairs depends on the compactness of the source ie.

' =

{ 1 -3 )

where L is the luminosity of the source, R is the size of the em itting region
and ctt is the Thomson cross-section. The more compact the source, the
more im portant the pair production process. There are, however, a number
of problems with this scenario. Lightman and Zdiarski (1987) and Done and
Fabian (1989) concluded th a t to reproduce the observed X-ray slope of a ~
—0.7 required a compactness of ~ 30. However, this produces too many 7 -rays
to be consistent with the 7 -ray background. An attem pt at re-accelerating
and re-injecting the electrons cooled by up-scattering the soft X-ray photons
reduced the number of high energy 7 rays, but could not steepen the slope
from a = —0.5. Therefore, pairs may not be im portant in determining the
shape of the 2-10keV spectrum. Pairs may still be im portant in some objects,
for example NGC6814 M ittaz and Branduardi-Raymont (1989).
Higher resolution observations are now indicating th at the observed medium energy
X-ray spectrum is likely to be more complex than a simple power-law. Ginga observations
of AGN are starting to show the presence of cold m atter near the center of the AGN,
both from the variability of soft X-rays and from the observation of Fe lines and edges
in the X-ray spectra (ie. Pounds 1989). Further, Pounds (1989) summed the spectra of
seven AGN and found that the shape of the spectrum was significantly different from
a power-law. A good fit to the d ata was made by including the effects of reflection
or scattering off cold material near the center. Such material is consistent with th a t
expected from an accretion disk.
1.4 .3 .2

T h e R ad io - o p tic a l c o n tin u u m

Radio continua are generally categorised into three types of emission - steep spectra
sources, turnover sources and flat spectra sources. It is generally accepted th a t the radi
ation received is synchrotron emission. Steep spectra sources are thought to arise due to
optically thin synchrotron radiation which gives rise to a power-law spectra. Turnover
sources are probably sources which show synchrotron self-absorption, where the electron
population of electrons emitting the synchrotron radiation can also absorb it. The flat
spectra sources can be explained either as the superposition of multiple components
with different turnover frequencies (C otton et a l 1980) or radiation from a single inhomogeneous component with a radial dependence on the magnetic field (Condon and
Dressel 1973). This synchrotron emission is generally assumed to extend to higher fre
quencies giving rise to the observed IR /optical power-laws and there is some evidence
of it extending down to X-rays. Zamorani et al. (1981) andiW orall et al. (1987) have
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Figure 1.5: The distribution of slopes from the Wilkes and Elvis (1987) sample, showing
the radio loud (solid line) and radio quiet (dashed line) quasars.
shown that radio loud quasars are relatively more luminous in X-rays th an radio quiet
quasars. Wilkes and Elvis (1987) have interpreted this as being due to a multicomponent
X-ray spectrum with different slopes a = —0.5 and a = —1. In radio loud objects, the
a = —0.5 component dominates, whereas in radio quiet objects the a = —1 component
dominates (see Figure 1.5). The flatter component could be due to synchrotron selfcompton emission. Worral et al. have also shown a connection between radio spectral
properties and X-ray emission in th a t flat spectra radio sources have a higher X-ray
luminosity than steep spectrum sources. This all probably implies a connection between
the radio and X-ray emission.
The relation between the IR and the X-ray emission has been studied by Elvis et
al. (1989). In an earlier paper (Elvis et al. 1986) eight PG quasars were found to have
IR slopes consistent with the X-ray d ata in th a t an extrapolation of the IR power-law
gave good agreement with the observed X-ray flux. The situation now is slightly less
clear in th at other IR studies have shown th at a single power-law is probably not a good
description of the IR continuum, and there are likely to be m any other components to
the IR emission, such as dust and starlight (Carleton et al. 1987, W ard et al. 1987
and Edelson and Malkan 1986). Further evidence against such a simplistic single powerlaw model comes from the optical d ata where polarisation studies have shown little
evidence for a non-thermal (ie. synchrotron) continuum. Some polarisation has been
detected in NGC4151 (Schmidt and Miller 1980) but in general there is no direct evidence
from polarimetry of a strong non-therm al source in the optical (Schmidt and Miller
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1985). This may imply a tangled magnetic field in the emission region, or substantial
reprocessing.
T hat there should be some connection between the emission at different wavelengths
seems reasonable. After all, the continuum flux is a consequence of the emission from
the central engine. However, it is likely th a t significant reprocessing occurs. Done et al.
(1990) observed NGC4051 simultaneously in the IR, optical and X-ray bands to search
for correlated variability, which would be expected if the IR-X-ray emission arose at the
same location. However, no such correlated variability was seen therefore implying th at
the optical/IR emission arises in a different region than the X-ray emission.

1 .4 .4

T h e r m a l e m issio n - th e b lu e b u m p

The feature th a t dominates the energetics of many AGN is emission from a therm al
component seen in the UV/EUV - the so called UV or blue bump. Broad band mea
surements indicate th at there is progressively less variability going from the blue (U
band) to the red (K band) which suggests a second blue component (C utri et al. 1985).
Mushotzky and Wandel (1989) found th a t the flux at 7500A is more strongly correlated
with the X-ray data for a sample of QSO’s than the flux at 4200A. This they interpreted
as implying a separate component in the blue causing the reduced correlation. This
second component can be identified with the blue bump, first observed as a flattening of
the IR power-law at optical wavelengths and discussed by Shields (1978) for the quasar
3C273. He interpreted the optical excess as therm al radiation from an accretion disk of
effective tem perature 104 —105K but his d ata only covered a small wavelength range so
detailed fits to the excess were not possible. This was remedied by the work of Malkan
and Sargent (1982), where high quality d ata spanning 2.5 decades of frequency were
fitted with a variety of models including power-law, black body emission,Balmer contin
uum emission and line emission. They found th a t the IR and X-ray d ata could be joined
relatively smoothly with a power-law of index —1.0 to —1.2 but th a t a ‘blue excess’
started to appear around 1 - 2 /zm. At this stage only single black-bodies were fitted
with tem peratures ranging from 20,000 — 3 0 ,000K. Further work by Malkan for high
redshift (z~ 2 ) quasars showed th a t a single tem perature approxim ation was not really
good enough and the data were more consistent w ith a range of tem peratures (Malkan
1983). This is precisely the behaviour which would be expected if the emission was due
to an accretion disk. Figure 1.6 presents multiwavelength spectra of a sample of PG
quasars clearly showing the blue bump rising from ~ 1fi (Elvis et al. 1986). However,
not all AGN show strong UV bumps. A recent study of PG quasars has shown th at
several have weak blue bumps (McDowell et al. 1989, Figure 1.7), and there is even
evidence th at one object (PHL 909) may show the high energy tail of an accretion disk
(see as an excess of soft X-ray photons over a medium energy power-law) but a weak
UV bump. The exact meaning of this is not yet understood.
Further evidence for accretion disk systems has been found from studies of AGN
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Figure 1.7: Some weak bump quasars from McDowell et al. (1989).
in the soft X-ray region (0.02 - 2.5 keV). Observations by the E X O S A T satellite have
shown the presence of a soft X-ray excess lying above the medium energy power-law. In
a survey of nearby bright AGN, Turner and Pounds (1989) found th a t up to 50% of AGN
may exhibit such excesses. Objects such as Mkn 841 (Arnaud et al. 1985) and Mkn 335
(Turner and Pounds 1988) show correlated variability at medium and soft X-ray energies
which indicates th at the soft X-rays originate from the central regions. In these cases it
is usual to ascribe the excess to the high energy tail from the optically thick emission
of an accretion disk. Such disks provide a plausible explanation for both the UV bump
and the soft X-ray

excess, with the UV emission coming from the cooler outer

regions and the soft X-ray emission from close to the centre (ie. the model of Czerny and
Elvis (1987)). This view is supported from the variability studies, w ith the UV bump
being ~ constant and the soft excess varying. Pounds et al. (1987) have fitted the soft
X-ray excess of Mkn335 with accretion disk models and find good agreement with the
observations. They infer a black hole mass of < 107M®. However, in some objects the
soft X-ray excess may not be due to an accretion disk at all. Hot intercloud gas can also
provide soft X-ray emission. The best example of this is NGC4151, where a constant
soft excess was interpreted as emission from a hot inter-cloud medium (Holt et al. 1980,
Pounds et al. 1986, Perola et al. 1986). Einstein observations have shown extended
soft X-ray emission which would be consistent w ith emission from th e ICM (Elvis et al.
1983).
Apart from direct observations of the blue bump, line ratio studies have been used
to try and determine the strength and shape of the continuum in the (so far) unob
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served EUV. Most line intensities are determined by the ionization param eter U =
Q(H)/4:Trr2cN e (where Q (E ) is the number of ionising photons) and are only weakly
dependent on the shape of the continuum. However, since the opacity of a gas is a
strong function of photon energy, different lines will be sensitive in different ways to
the shape of the ionising continuum. Binette et al. (1988) showed th a t the (narrow)
HeIIA4686/H/? line ratio implied th a t the flux at lOOeV was significantly less than th a t
at 912A(13.6 eV) in most objects they studied. Other studies have looked at broad line
ratios, but unfortunately, most line strengths are dominated more by the physical con
ditions under which they are em itted than the shape of the continuum. The problem is
further confused by the possibility of having multi-component models, w ith different line
species being em itted in different regions with different physical param eters. In a study
of the effects of an accretion disk spectrum on theoretical models, Krolik and Kallman
(1987) showed th a t overall line ratios were marginally consistent w ith a 10 eV bump (ie.
a simplistic disk spectrum with kTfe=10 eV) but other continua only gave marginally
worse fits. The only useful pair of line ratios found by Krolik and Kallman (1987) to
distinguish between strengths of bumps is O VIA1034/C IV A1549 and FeII(opt)/Lyo:.
However, 0 IV A1034 is blended with Ly/3, and the strength of the Fell(opt) lines is
notoriously hard to estimate due to the blending of many m ultiplets.
An interesting development on this issue are the observations of the spectrum of
the quasar HS1700-1-6416 (Reimers et al. 1989). Because of its high redshift (z=2.72),
HS1700+6416 has been observed down to 330A(rest frame). U nfortunately it is difficult
to interpret the d ata below the Lyman limit (A < 912A) due to the effects of absorption
along the line of sight (ie. from the Lyman forest). Reimers et al. attem pted to remove
the effect of the absorbers and they found th a t the spectrum could be fitted with a
single power-law of slope = —0.55 from the UV into the EUV (see Figure 1.8). As they
point out, if H17004-6416 is similar to other quasars then the spectrum must break to
be consistent with the X-ray data. From their spectrum of H1700+6416 this break must
occur below 300A. A similar study by Clavel and Santos-Lleos (1990) of the Seyfert 1
Fairall-9 showed th a t in F-9 the break point must lie above 912A. They interpreted the
difference between the objects as due to quasars (ie. H1700+6416) having hotter disks
than Seyferts.
1 .4 .5

O th e r c o n t in u u m c o m p o n e n t s

Apart from the therm al and non-thermal components discussed above, a number of
other emission features are known to exist in the spectra of AGN (see section §1.4.3.3).
Studies in the IR show a complex multi-component continuum and a num ber of different
mechanisms have been invoked to explain it.

A part from a non-therm al power-law

and UV bump, three other contributions to the IR are known of - starlight from the
surrounding galaxy, thermal emission from cool dust (from the galaxy) and therm al
emission from hot dust which has been associated with the broad line region. This
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Figure 1.8: The EUV spectrum of HS1700+6416 showing a fitted a = —0.55 power-law
to the d ata which has been corrected for the Lyman forest. The thin line is the original
spectrum before removing the Lyman forest.
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emission has been studied by a num ber of authors (ie. Edelson and M alkan 1986, W ard
et al. 1987, Carleton et al. 1987, McAlary and Reike 1988). The exact deconvolution of
these components depends on some assumptions regarding the underlying emission from
the central engine. In particular the derived slope for the non-therm al power-law can
differ strongly depending on whether dust is assumed to strongly affect the continuum.
Carleton et al. 1987 showed th a t a single continuum shape modified by the effect of
dust could explain all the observations. Indeed, Ward et al. (1987) and Carleton et al.
(1987) have classified AGN into three categories - relatively dust free which show the
nuclear continuum, reddened objects which show the effect of dust, and those objects
dominated by starlight.
A further component often seen in AGN is a small bump which starts to rise into
the blue at about 4000A. Current theory assumes this to be made up of both Balmer
continuum, and Fell blends (Wills, Netzer and Wills 1985). The Balmer continuum
arises from electrons th at are captured and fall directly to the n = 2 level of hydrogen.
As such it can only exist below 3646A but here it can make up a significant fraction of
the flux (see chapter 3).
1 .4 .6

Q la za rs

BL Lac objects, optically violently variable objects (OVV’s) and highly polarized quasars
(HPQs) are often grouped together under the denomination of blazars. Such a classifi
cation concentrates on the variability and polarisation properties of these objects. The
distinguishing feature between BL Lacs and other blazars is th at BL Lacs generally show
no evidence of optical emission lines while O W ’s and HPQs do.
The continuum distribution of Blazars has been studied by m any people over many
decades of frequency. The broad band radio-through-X-ray spectra of Blazars are smooth
and generally convex with the emission flat in the radio steepening down to the UV/Xray region. Unlike the situation found for other AGN there is no evidence for a UV
bump. However, the exception to this may be 3C446 where some evidence was found
for a blue bump when the source was weak (Bregman et al. 1988). The X-ray spectra of
these objects, and in particular those of the BL Lacs, are quite complex. In some objects
there is evidence of a steep soft X-ray spectrum with a flat high energy tail (eg. Urry
1986). Such high energy tails have been ascribed to synchrotron-self-Compton emission.
However, Barr et al. (1989) showed th a t for objects taken from the EXOSAT database,
BL Lac spectra can be represented by a broken power-law with the spectrum steepening
at higher energies.
One of the most typical characteristics of Blazars is their variability. All blazars are
highly variable with the timescale of variability decreasing with increasing frequency. In
the radio the most variable objects have variability timescales as short as weeks, but most
sources change in intensity by only 20% over several years so th a t tvar ~ 1 —10 years (eg.
W altm an et al. 1986). Optical variability is generally more rapid and timescales of days
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are not uncommon. Even faster variability has been seen in several objects where half
m agnitude changes on a timescale of hours have occurred (eg. Pica et al. 1980a). In one
case the timescale was even shorter when OJ287 varied in the J band by a factor of ~ 2
in 50 seconds (Wolstencroft et al. 1982). As would be expected, the fastest variability
is observed in X-rays. Most BL Lacs th a t have been m onitored vary by a factor of 2
on timescales shorter than 1 year and many also vary on timescales of a few hours to
days. The very rapid variability sometimes

seen is difficult to explain without

invoking relativistic bulk motion in these objects which lends support to the theory th a t
the continuum emission could arise in relativistic jets.
There has also been a suggestion of periodicity in some BL Lacs. Several optical and
radio periods have been reported for OJ287, all of the order of 20 minutes (ie. Carrasco
et al. 1985). Much longer periods P £5 years have been reported in the light curve of
3C446 (Barbieri et al. 1985). Such periodicities are probably easiest explained in the
context of an accretion disk rather than in a relativistic jet. However, the absence of any
strong therm al emission from an accretion disk, similar to th at seen in quasars remains
a mystery.
The simplest jet model involves Synchrotron Self Compton emission (SSC), where a
relativistic electron population radiates synchrotron photons and the same population
of electrons Compton scatters the synchrotron photons to higher energies. The basic
model comprises a stationary volume filled with a uniform density of relativistic particles
radiating isotropically. If the particle distribution is a power-law in energy n ( E ) oc E ~ p
then the em itted flux will be a power-law in energy Fu oc

z/- ^ - 1 ) / 2

with a steepening

above a so-called break frequency z/& due to energy dependent losses. The simplest
assumption for the emission is th a t of optically thin synchrotron emission. However, the
very flat radio through IR spectrum observed is more likely to be due to opacity effects
than to an intrinsically flat electron distribution with a low self-absorption frequency.
W ith the superposition of different radio components, each w ith its own optically thin
synchrotron slope and a different turnover frequency, a flat spectrum can be obtained.
This model is supported by the finding th a t when multifrequency VLBI maps of spatially
resolved flat spectrum sources axe made, they reveal a num ber of separate clumps each
with different synchrotron characteristics. The next stage is to generalize this into a
continuous inhomogeneous SSC model ie. a simple jet model. Such models seem to be
able to represent the overall characteristics of Blazars quite well.
It is usual to invoke jets to explain the continuum emission of Blazars. Relativistic
jets aligned along our line of sight would give many of the observed characteristics ie.
strong variability and high polarisation. Such jets may emit much of the radio emission,
but may be less im portant for the X-ray emission. Maraschi et al. (1986) showed th a t
X-ray selected Blazars tend to be radio quiet. This may imply th a t the radio emission
is beamed (ie. in a jet) but the X-ray emission is not. Under such a scenario an X-ray
selected sample would not be biased towards those Blazars which were beamed towards
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our line of sight, but a radio survey would be.
One final point needs to be addressed. There axe strong sim ilarities between the
continuum emission of the OVV’s and the continuum of the BL Lacs (ie. Maraschi et al.
1986). However, O W ’s show emission lines whereas the BL Lacs do not. There are two
possible explanations of this. The BL Lacs could be preferentially orientated towards
our line of sight so we are looking down a jet, and the boosted jet emission would then
dominate other spectral features such as the lines. The alternative view is th a t the BL
Lacs do not have any line em itting gas around them. Guilbert, Fabian and McCray
(1983) showed th at because of the steeper X-ray spectra found in BL Lacs compared
to other AGN, a broad line region would not be expected to form. This view may be
supported by the work of Maraschi et al. (1986), where the continuum of OVV’s and
BL Lacs were shown to be of the same strength. If the lack of line emission was due to
our preferential line of sight down a jet, then we would expect the continuum emission
in BL Lacs to be far brighter than th a t for a corresponding OVV.

1.5

T h e e m issio n lin e s

Over the years, a very large am ount of work has been devoted to the study of emission
lines in AGN. Observationally, the emission lines show a large range of ionization states,
line widths and line fluxes. Quasars and Seyfert I galaxies show very broad perm itted
lines, with velocity widths typically of about 5000 km s-1 (FW H M ), and narrower
forbidden lines with widths up to about 500 km s- 1 . The lines are generally assumed to
arise in photoionised gas clouds confined by a hot intercloud medium (ie. Krolik et al.
1981). The most reasonable interpretation of the line widths is th a t they are Doppler
broadened by mass motions, the derived cloud tem peratures (a few 104K) being too
small for thermal velocities to account for the broadening. The clear separation in line
widths suggests th at the broad perm itted lines and the narrow forbidden lines arise in
physically distinct regions. These two regions are generally referred to as the Broad
Line Region (BLR), which lies close to the centre, and the Narrow Line Region (NLR),
which lies further out. More recently, evidence has been found for line emission from an
intermediate zone between the BLR and NLR, where the inferred density of the clouds
is of the order of 106 —107 atom s cm-3 (vanGroningen and deBruyn 1989).
1 .5 .1
1.5.1.1

T h e B r o a d L in e s
T he E m ission Line clouds

Beforetalking about the models used to describe the line emission, it is necessary to know
where the photoionised m aterial comes from. It is generally assumed th a t the filling
factor (ie the percentage of the volume taken up by the clouds) is small for quasars (~
0.01) and increases as we go towards the Seyfert l ’s (eg. NGC4151 f c ~ 1 (Ferland and
Mushotsky 1982)). Small values of the filling factor probably imply a distribution of small
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clouds or filaments. T hat gas exists near to the central engine has been dem onstrated
for NGC4151 where Clavel et al. (1987) showed th a t the gravitational potential felt by
the NLR gas is larger than th a t for the BLR.
BLR clouds are often represented by cool clouds (T ~ 104K), confined by a hot
intercloud medium (T ~ 108K). Observations have shown th a t in many objects U ~ 0.01
for the high ionization clouds. The uniform ity of the value of U has been used to argue
for a two phase model for the BLR. Krolik et al. (1981) have shown th at owing to a
therm al instability the two phase model can only exist for a small range of the radiationto-gas pressure ratio which corresponds to the ‘measured’ value of U. It may not be as
simple as this, however. Fabian et al. (1986b) showed th a t for the Seyfert Mkn841
(which displays a strong soft excess) the soft X-ray photons would destroy any two
phase equilibrium state thereby destroying the clouds. Since Mkn841 is not particularly
remarkable at optical wavelengths, Fabian et al. suggest th a t the BLR is shielded in
some way from the source of the soft excess w ith perhaps a toroidal BLR shielded by an
accretion disk.
There is another possibility. Strong similarities between the emission line spectra of
AGN and various types of stellar sources have been noticed, and the similarity extends to
the UV (eg. Penston and Allen 1985). Indeed, Penston and Allen (1985) suggested th at
BLR clouds are irradiated stellar chromospheres. P uetter (1989) showed th at conditions
identical to those inferred in a BLR cloud could arise in the bloated atmosphere of a
star irradiated by UV radiation. Such a model removes any dependence of the BLR
from the continuum emission, since there is no need for a two phase model. Bradley and
Puetter (1986) dem onstrated th a t if the BLR cloud motions are Keplerian, the cloud
orbits must have a eccentricity near to 1 and the clouds must have a roughly constant
cross-section. As Penston (1988) notes this is consistent with stars in parabolic orbits,
but th at ‘standard ’ BLR clouds constrained by the external medium would change their
sizes and cross sections and suffer drag which could cause the m otion to deviate from
Keplerian. A potential problem with this model, however, is th a t the required number
of stars (up to 106) implies much more mass in the BLR than is observed. However, this
may be got around by the stars being bloated dwarfs.
Kazanas (1989) has made a slightly more detailed study of stars as BLR clouds. In
his model, the emission arises from the winds from evolved stars such as red giants.
The wind provides a density-stratified cloud which can naturally account for the small
observed range in the ionization param eter. This is because whatever the incident flux,
there will always be a region in the wind which is at the correct density for line emission.
The model can also explain logarithm ic line profiles by using the distribution of stars
around a black hole without requiring inflow or outflow. W hat is unclear about these
models, however, is whether the line ratios (especially the Fell flux) would be correct.
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1.5.1.2

M od els for th e p ro d u ctio n o f th e Broad lines

The most successful model for the production of the broad emission lines is th a t of
a system of photoionised clouds, w ith the ionising radiation arising from the ‘central
engine’ (ie. Kwan and Krolik 1981). In most AGN the broad emission lines are either
perm itted or semi-forbidden. Collisional de-excitation is generally invoked to explain
the lack of forbidden line emission in BLR clouds, which implies n e > 107 atoms cm- 3 ,
and the presence of broad C III]A1909 indicates th a t ne < 1010 atom s cm- 3 . So called
‘standard’ photoionization models have implied th a t the density in the BLR may lie
closer to 1010 than 107 (eg. Davidson and Netzer 1979). It would be wrong, however, to
think of the BLR as having a uniform structure, since there is evidence th a t the BLR
stratified according to ionization state (ie. Ulrich et al. 1984), so in some

is .

regions the density could be higher th an the 1010 atoms cm-3 inferred from broad C
III]A1909. The determ ination of the tem perature is even more difficult to determine
unless both the lines CIII] A1909A and CIII] A977A are observed. W hen these two lines
have been measured, the tem perature is always such that T e < 3 0 ,000K. Note th at such
a tem perature is not enough to produce the C++ ions by collisional ionization so the
ionization must be radiative in nature.
Photoionization as a mechanism for line emission in AGN was first proposed in the
sixties due the similarity between the emission lines seen in Seyferts and those seen in
photoionised nebulae. Since the clouds are likely to be dominated by Hydrogen and
Helium the structure of the clouds can be divided into three main regions. At the face
closest to the continuum source there will be plenty of photons of all energies. Most of
the photons with e > 54.4 eV will be absorbed in maintaining the He++/H e+ balance.
Behind the He++/He+ ionization front lies a zone where the remaining photons (except
X-ray photons) have energies e < 54.4eV and where He+ and H+ predom inate. From
these two regions the high ionization lines are em itted, such as Lya, OVI, NV, CIV,
CIII, Hell and Hel. The third and final zone consists mainly of He0 and H° with photon
energies mostly below 13.6eV. Low ionization lines (such as M gll, Fell, C II and most
of the Balmer lines) are likely to be em itted from an excited HI zone at the boundary
between the HII region and the H° region. This zone is heated by X-rays, trapped Lya
photons and Balmer and Paschen continua. W ithin these stratified zones the heavier
elements axe ionized according to their ionization threshold (for a review see Davidson
and Netzer 1979).
The gas is assumed to be prim arily heated by photoionization. Cooling of the cloud
results from the line and continuum emission th a t is produced by recombination and
bremsstrahlung emission. For a stable situation the heating and cooling must be in
balance.

Line emission from the cloud arises from recombination and cascade from

upper levels but optical depth effects can alter the relative intensities of some of the
emission lines. Perhaps the best known example is for hydrogen. Since the atoms axe
most likely to be in their ground states, the gas will be optically thick to each spectral
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line of the Lyman series. However, relatively few atoms will be in the n=2 state, so the
gas will be transparent to the Balmer, Paschen etc. lines. So called Case B emission is
where all the Lyman lines apart from Lya are degraded into a Lya photon plus higher
order lines. The Ha/H/3 ratio for Case B is 2.88.
Early photoionization codes produced hydrogen line ratios very close to case B val
ues. In particular the ratio Lya/H/3 was ~ 40. However, observations of this ratio
(eg. Baldwin 1977) showed it to be more like 5 - 10. The solution was to use models
with high densities and large optical depths. In such models the Lya photons are thermalised (ie. Lya is unable to escape and is eventually collisionally destroyed) while the
Balmer photons axe actively produced by collisional excitations. Transfer of the radia
tion through the cloud is a potential problemfor any photoionization model. Resonance
lines (perm itted transitions whose lower levels axe ground levels) can have very laxge
optical depths. There are a number of ways of addressing this problem. Many models
use the so called local escape probability m ethod which calculates the probability th a t a
given photon will escape from a shell of gas (eg. the so called ‘stan d ard ’ model of Kwan
and Krolik 1981). Collin-Souffrin and Dumont (1986) showed th a t this approximation
works well under certain conditions (ie. if the Balmer continuum was optically thin).
However, similar work by A vrett and Loeser (1988) indicates th a t escape probability
methods do not model the energy balance well. In the case where the Balmer continuum
is optically thick (ie. r# >1) then the effect of line flourescence between the lines and the
Balmer continuum must be considered (ie. Netzer, Elitzer and Ferland 1985) and the
transfer of the diffuse Balmer continuum should be solved exactly. Collin-Souffrin and
Dumont (1985) showed th at when the optical depth of the Balmer continuum is of the
order unity it can have strong effects on the ionization rates and this can have im portant
effects on the UV line strengths. One further potential problem with these photoioniza
tion calculations is the anisotropy of the em itted radiation, stressed by Ferland, Netzer
and Shields (1979). Collin-Souffrin et al. (1985) showed th at this can be quite large for
some lines ie. Lya, Fell UV m ultiplets and M gll are em itted preferentially towards the
ionising source.
It is generally found th at photoionization models axe reasonably successful at ex
plaining the high-ionization lines in AGN, but axe less able to explain the low-ionization
lines such as M gll A2800A and Fell. The problem may lie in the assumption of a single
type of cloud em itting all the line radiation. In the standard model (ie. Kwan and
Krolik 1981) the ratio of C III] A1909/C IV A1549 is weaker th an observed. Since C III]
is strongly dependent on the electron density, this implies th a t the assumed density in
the HII zone is too laxge and should be ^1010 atoms cm- 3 . However, the model gives
too laxge a value of H a/H /L The model of Collin-Souffrin et al. (1982) indicates th a t
for the correct Ha/H/5 line ratio, a density of 1011 cm-3 was more appropriate. They
therefore suggested a two component model, with different clouds em itting the low and
high ionization lines. A stratification of the BLR is supported by observations of line
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variability where the higher ionization lines seem to come from a region close in to the
nucleus (ie. for NGC4151 Ulrich et al. 1984).
1.5.1.3

T h e Iron Line prob lem

The most commonly reported discrepancy between the photoionization models and the
low-ionization lines is th at of Fell. Observationally Fell lines are very difficult to measure.
This is because of the number of blended lines which makes it difficult to separate the
Fell lines from other lines and in particular makes it difficult to determine where the
continuum lies, especially in the UV. Indeed, Netzer (1988) claims th a t the only way to
measure Fell line strengths is in theoretical modelling of the spectrum . The im portance
of Fell emission cannot be underestim ated. It is becoming increasingly likely th a t UV
Fell lines axe seen in nearly all AGN, even those with weak optical Fell (ie. Netzer et
al. 1985). Further, the total Fell emission found in AGN spectra makes up a significant
fraction of the line emission seen. Such strong emission can cause problems since the
total energy available in standard photoionization models may not be enough to produce
such strong Fell flux.
There are two possible excitation mechanisms for Fell emission: radiative or colli
sional excitation. Calculations by Collin-Souffrin et al. (1979) showed th a t assuming a
radiative excitation mechanism implies a high degree of ionization of Fe in the excited
HII zone with almost all of the Fe in the form Fe++. F elll transitions have been reported
(ie. Hartig and Baldwin 1986, W ampler (1986)) but axe only of m oderate strength. Fur
ther, under a radiative regime, Collin-Souffrin et al. find th a t most of the Fell should be
seen in absorption. Another argument against radiative excitation is th a t the Fell UV
lines axe very strong (ie. Wills, Netzer and Wills (1985), W ampler (1986)) and for some
objects (eg. PG2302+029 (Wampler 1986)) there may not be enough energy below the
Lyman limit to produce the Fell lines assuming a radiative excitation mechanism.
Alternatively, one can use standard photoionization techniques and assume the Fell
axises in the excited HI region which is heated by X-ray photons from the external
ionizing source. In this case the prim ary excitation mechanism for Fell is collisional
excitation of the lines. However, such a model (ie. Kwan and Krolik 1981) predicts
F ell line strengths of order 2-3 too weak. Also, as pointed out by Grandi (1981), these
calculations do not reproduce the shape of the Fell emission, and in particular the high
excitation Fell lines axe not strong enough in the simple model. This problem has been
addressed by a number of authors (Netzer and Wills 1983, Wills, Netzer and Wills 1985)
who considered line fluoresence . They concluded th at the inability of the ‘stan d ard ’
model to explain the high energy transition could be explained by wavelength coinci
dences and the overlapping of different F ell lines exciting the high energy transitions.
Other workers have tried to find the optimum conditions under which Fell emission
can arise. Joly (1987) used a photoionization code which could cope w ith optically thick,
high density media. The models were run on homogeneous media in the absence of any
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incident radiation. She came to the conclusion th a t the physical conditions th a t are
best suited to the emission of the optical Fell lines are of a cold medium (6000K< Te <
8000K) of high density (n jj > 1011 cm- 3 ) and of moderate to high column density
(1022 < N h < 1025 cm-2 ). In this model the Fell em itting region must be shielded
from the continuum radiation in order to have a low ionization degree which reduces
H/3. However, Joly also found th at the conditions necessary for the emission of the
UV Fell m ultiplets required a low column density, and a more excited region, like a
transition region in a photoionised cloud. Such a region is incompatible with those
conditions needed for optical Fell emission. W hen an attem pt was made to model both
the optical and UV lines using a complete photoionization code w ith optically thick
media illuminated by a hard X-ray spectrum (Collin-Souffrin et al. 1988) the line ratio
Fell 4570/H(5 was found to be consistent with the observed ratio only for the case when
the m aterial was in hydrostatic equilibrium. Collin-Souffrin et al. suggest th at such
conditions could arise in an accretion disk. Under this scenario we are left with a two
region model, where the UV lines may be em itted from photoionised clouds which orbit
the central engine, and the optical lines are em itted from denser m aterial shielded from
the continuum. An accretion disk could provided the correct conditions and a heat
source for this second region.
One further issue needs to be addressed, and th a t is the correlation of the Fell lines
with the other properties of AGN. Under a radiative scenario the Fell emission could
be related to the shape of the continuum, and therefore we could expect to find correla
tions between continuum measurements and the Fell line strengths. Such a correlation
was claimed between the soft X-ray properties of quasars and the optical Fell emission
(Wilkes, Elvis and McHardy 1987). In their sample of 9 quasars a correlation was found
such th a t the Fell(opt) line strength increased w ith a steepening of the soft X-ray slope.
However, Boroson (1989) showed th a t with a larger sample the correlation disappeared.
The lack of any correlation is more in line w ith a collisionally dominated excitation
mechanism than a radiative one. One other correlation has been found to exist. In radio
loud quasars the optical Fell emission is generally weak whereas radio quiet objects have
strong optical Fell emission. This correlation m ay be related to different environments
around the quasar. If the optical and UV lines are em itted from different regions (see
above) then the dense, cool medium required for optical Fell emission may be absent or
obscured in radio loud objects.
1.5.1.4

A n isotrop ic con tin u u m em issio n

As mentioned above, there may be some difficulty in providing enough X-ray flux to
promote the production of Fell in a standard photoionization model. Other problems
exist in a simple photoionization regime. As noted by a num ber of people (ie. Gaskell
and Sparke 1986), the size of the BLR as determined from variability studies implies a
higher density for the BLR than is usually assumed. As an example, for NGC4151 U
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(the dimensionless ionization param eter U = Q (H )/4 w r2cNe) is of th e order of 10-0 -75
(Ferland and Mushotsky 1982). The luminosity is of the order 4 X 1043 ergs s-1 and the
number of ionising photons Q(H) can be estim ated as ~ 3.4 X 1053 photons s- 1 . The
size of the BLR estimated from variability measurements is ~ 6 lt-days, or 1.56 X 1016
cm. Therefore an estimate of the electron density is ~ 2 X 1010 atom s cm- 3 , 2-10 times
higher than th a t assumed. For other objects it can be even higher (ie. for Aknl20,
Gaksell and Sparke estimate N e ~ 2 X 1012). As noted above, the lim it on the density
set by C III] A1909 does not necessarily apply to the whole BLR b ut it is not clear what
the effect of different Ae’s has on photoionization models.
Netzer (1987) tried to get round these problems by assuming the UV continuum was
em itted anisotropically. Such anisotropic radiation has been seen in AGN (ie. Wilson,
W ard and Haniff 1988). In Netzer’s model the X-ray emission arises from the central
portions of the central engine and is assumed to be isotropic. The UV radiation is
assumed to originate in a disk and varies due to limb darkening and the smaller cross
sectional area of the disk if viewed edge on (see Figure 1.9). If we define 9 as the
angle between the position of the cloud and the axis of the accretion disk then L x / L u v
increases with increasing 9.

Since the ionization param eter depends mainly on the

photons near the Lyman edge, U decreases with increasing 9. Netzer finds th at under
such a scenario those clouds which see the disk edge on will em it strong Fell, M gll
and C III] whereas those that see the disk face on will emit C IV, O VI and Lya:. In
order to account for the observed line intensities, the covering factor should increase
with 9, which is not unreasonable if the clouds form a disk like distribution due to their
significant angular momentum.
1.5.1.5

Line em ission from a ccretio n disks

Since continuum studies indicate th a t accretion disks exist in AGN, it seems reasonable
to expect line emission from such disks. One of the arguments used to support the cloud
theory is th a t the total em itting volume within the BLR (ie. th e to tal surface area
for emission) is much less than the to tal volume as derived from variability timescales.
However, as pointed out by Collin-Souffrin (1987) an accretion disk would also have a
small filling factor. One potential problem with the cloud theory is in explaining the
relative smoothness of the line profile. If discrete clouds are the cause of the line profile,
upwards of 10,000 clouds are required (eg Attwood, Baldwin and Carswell (1982)). A
continuous em itting region would explain the smooth line profiles more naturally.
Accretion disks have been used to try and explain the so called ‘energy budget’
problem, commented upon by a num ber of authors (Netzer 1985, Collin-Souffrin 1986).
As pointed out by Netzer (1985), the to tal observed luminosity of th e BLR (including
free-bound and free-free emission) cannot be explained by the simple re-emission of the
observed continuum absorbed in the UV and X-ray range. The to ta l flux radiated by the
BLR is of the order of 8 x Lya. Netzer computed the total flux as a function of Lya for
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Ryd

Figure 1.9: The change in the observed spectrum of an accretion disk as a function of
angle (Netzer 1987)
an input spectrum consisting of a -0.7 power-law in the X-ray (ie. Turner and Pounds
1989), and a UV power-law with slope —a. To reach the required value, a < 0 which is
in clear contradiction of the observed value of ~ 2. Netzer suggested th a t the broad lines
we observe are reddened, and since Lya is the most sensitive line to reddening, after
correction its intrinsic value would increases w ith respect to the to tal intrinsic flux. As
pointed out by Collin-Souffrin (1986), however, the FeII(opt)/H/3 problem (where the
theoretical models underestimate the Fell(opt) flux) is worsened by reddening. Therefore
it seems unlikely th a t reddening can explain the energy budget problem. Collin-Souffrin
(1986) suggested th a t the solution to the problem could be provided by an additional
heating source for the low ionization lines and suggested th a t such a source of heating
could be found in an accretion disk.
Theoretically an accretion disk seems a reasonable solution to some of the problems.
Not only does it offer a solution to the energy budget but it also provides the warm,
dense medium required for the low ionization lines and especially Fell (see above). Line
emission from accretion disks is not w ithout its problems, though. Shields (1978) pointed
out th a t for an accretion disk to produce sufficient flux in the central core, the disk must
extend over a laxge range of radii. This in tu rn implies a large range of densities and
broad [O III]A5007 would be expected to be visible. However, Raine and Smith (1981)
showed in their disk model th a t the lack of broad [O HI]A5007 does not necessarily
preclude emission from an accretion disk if the density falls off faster than r -3 . It must
also be noted th at some recent observations have shown th a t broad [O HI] does exist in
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Figure 1.10: The model assumed by Collin-Souffrin et al. (1988) to explain both low
and high ionization lines
some objects (eg. Stirpe, van Gronigen and de Bruyn (1989)).
Recent theoretical calculations have attem pted to model the emission expected from
an accretion disk.

Work by Collin-Souffrin et al. has shown th a t emission from a

disk requires a source of external heating (Collin-Souffrin 1987): such an external heat
source can be obtained from the emission of the central regions of the disk which either
intercepts the outer part of the disk directly due to the shape of the disk, or is scattered
onto the disk via a hot Compton thin medium (Jones and Raine 1980, Begelman et al.
1983). Collin-Souffrin et al. (1988) have therefore proposed a two phase model with the
high ionization lines being em itted from free flying clouds, and the low-ionization lines
being em itted from a disk (see Figure 1.10). Dumont and Collin-Souffrin (1990) show
th a t such a model is capable of explaining the observed line ratios including the Fell
line fluxes.
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I

1.5.1.6

B road Line profiles

There have been many studies of the line profiles seen in AGN. These can be split into
two separate regimes, one assuming all the line emission comes from free flying clouds,
and the other th a t the line emission comes from an accretion disk.
In general line profiles have been categorised into two m ain groups - bell shaped
profiles, and triangular profiles with extended wings, the core of which can often be
approximated by a logarithmic profile.

It is, however, likely th a t a whole range of

profiles exist. Differences in profiles can exist between different lines, indicating their
formation in different regions. For example, Joly et al. (1985) found a difference in
the full width at zero intensity (FW ZI) between H/3 and C IVA1550 (with the FW ZI
of C IVA1550 being greater than th at of H/3) which implied th a t C IVA1550 is formed
in a region closer to the nucleus. Observations monitoring line profile changes seem to
indicate th a t the motion of the BLR clouds may be chaotic (ie. Ulrich et al. 1984).
Many line profiles axe asymmetric. A study by Sulentic (1989) showed th at in only 15%
of the objects he considered were the lines truly symmetric.
A number of theoretical studies have attem pted to explain the line profiles. As a
first approxim ation the triangular lines appear to be well fitted by electron scattering
profiles (eg. Weymann 1970). However, in general such models cannot reasonably pro
duce sufficient line widths, requiring very small dense regions, and they cannot produce
asymmetries. The broadening has therefore been attributed to Doppler broadening due
to either mass motions of clouds or emission from an accretion disk. Blumenthal and
Mathews (1975) discussed the possibility of optically thin, outflowing clouds which pro
duce a logarithmic profile. Optically thin emission is, however, incapable of explaining
the observed line ratios. Problems also exist for optically thick clouds since the individ
ual clouds will emit their radiation anisotropically (eg. Kwan and Krolik 1981). This
can cause problems for simple inflow or outflow models since observationally Lya (which
is mostly em itted from the illuminated face of the cloud) is found to be symmetric. Al
ternative scenario’s have been proposed. Kwan and Carrol (1982) suggested clouds in
parabolic orbits which can produce a symmetric Lya. However, an extension of this
model including dynamical drag predicted an asymmetry in the blue core and wing of
Lya because the drag traps clouds w ith low angular mom entum which then fall into the
centre- Alternatively, Bradley and P u etter (1986) looked at clouds in Keplerian orbits
which started out in high eccentric orbits and then decayed due to drag. They kept the
clouds cross-section constant implying some sort of unspecified confinement. Under this
scenario acceptable line profiles result naturally from the decay of the orbits and are
independent of the assumed emission anisotropy. As mentioned in section §1.5.1.1, such
a scenario is consistent with the BLR clouds being the photospheres of stars rather than
clouds of gas.
One im portant way of determining the kinematics of the BLR is by looking at the
velocity dependence of line ratios. This has been done for a num ber of objects (eg.
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Figure 1.11: An example of a doubled peak profile in a cataclysmic variable (WZ Sge
(Gilliland, Kemper and SuntzefF 1986)).
Shuder 1982). Virtually all Seyfert galaxies are found to have a velocity dependence of
the Ha/H/3 ratio, starting from ~ 5 at zero velocity, to ~ 2 in the wings. The dependence
of line ratio on velocity has been used to try and prove the existence of accretion disks
in AGN (see below). VanGroningen(1987) looked at the velocity dependence of the H a
to H/3 line ratio in Mkn335. The Ha/H /3 ratio was ~ 3.2 in the line core and ~ 1.5 in
the extreme wing. He interpreted this as emission from an accretion disk where the low
Ha/H/1 ratio in the wings is caused by the higher densities in the disk at small radii.
Due to an asymmetry in the line he also proposed a wind em anating from the disk,
which em itted most of the higher excitation lines. It is interesting to note th a t Mkn335
has a very strong, variable soft X-ray excess which has been interpreted as continuum
emission from an accretion disk (Turner and Pounds 1988).
An obvious signature of an accretion disk is the ‘horned’ profile which is seen in some
cataclysmic variables (ie. Figure 1.11). Such profiles are produced by contributions from
separate rings of gas in Keplerian orbits around a central mass. The rings closest to the
central object have the highest velocities and contributes to the outer wings of the profile,
whereas those at large radii move slowly and form the bulk of the line core. A central
dip occurs because of the relative dearth of gas having zero radial velocity. Such profiles
have been seen in AGN ie. 3C390.3 (Osterbrock, Koski and Phillips (1976)) and Arp
102B (Halpern and Chen (1989)). The line profile of A rpl20B has been modelled by
Chen, Halpern and Filippenko (1988) and Halpern and Chen (1989) as emission from
a relativistic accretion disk (incorporating doppler boosting and gravitational redshifts)
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Figure 1.12: An example of a doubled peak profile in A rpl20B (H alpern and Chen 1989).
The solid line shows a relativistic disk model.
which is needed to explain the skewness of the profile (see Figure 1.12). However, in
general horned profiles which could be due to accretion disks axe not seen, though as
pointed out by Alloin et al. (1989) the dip could be masked by narrow line emission.
It also is possible to get accretion disk profiles th a t are not horned. If the emission
is modified by scattering in some hot Compton heated m aterial (ie. Raine and Smith
(1981)) then single peaked profiles can be produced. More recently a detailed model of
the line emission from an accretion disk (Dumont and Collin-Souffrin (1990)) has also
produced single peaked profiles.

1 .5 .2

T h e N a r ro w L ines

Lying further out from the center is the so called Narrow Line Region (NLR), which
emits narrow (a few hundred km s_1) perm itted and forbidden lines. There are clear
differences between the line ratios from the narrow and broad line components, implying
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different physical conditions. As an example, the H /?/[0 III]A5007 ratio for the BLR is
of the order of 1 whereas in the NLR it is £0.3. This is thought to axise because of a
smaller ionization param eter U for the NLR, since it lies further away from the centre.
Variability studies also support a larger distance for the NLR th an the BLR since in most
objects the NLR line fluxes are constant on a timescale of decades. Only in 3C390.3 has
any variability been observed where the NLR faded over a period of 8 years (Clavel and
W amsteker 1987). Imaging studies have shown th a t the so called extended NLR has
been seen out to ~ 20 kpc (eg Unger et al. 1987).
The NLR primarily emits forbidden lines, which puts a constraint on the density
of the gas at ne < 107 cm- 3 . The line ratio [S II]A6716/[S II]A6731 can be used to
estim ate the density of the gas and gives values

a r o u n d . 102 — 103

cm- 3 . A tem perature

estim ate of the gas can be obtained from the [O III]AA4959,5007/[0 III]A4363, and
gives tem peratures of the order of ~ 104K. As with the BLR, such numbers only refer
to the region em itting the particular species of ion used, and so does not necessarily
represent the density or tem perature for the whole NLR. An interesting result to come
from studies of the NLR is th at the line w idth often correlates w ith the critical density
N cr an d /o r the ionization potential (IP) of the ion (ie. Filippenko and Halpern 1984).
The line width is almost certainly due to doppler broadening of the lines. W hittle (1989)
has shown that the width of [O III] correlates with the rotation am plitude of the galaxy
which implies th a t the [0 III] width is determined from the gravitational potential in the
bulge. This being the case, the dependence of line width on N cr or IP can be interpreted
as a stratification in the NLR with respect to ionization potential w ith zones em itting
ions w ith smaller ionization potential lying further away from the center.
In some nearby objects the narrow line region can be resolved and both imaging
studies and long-slit spectroscopy have shown evidence for asym m etric distributions of
emission. Unger et al. (1989) used Taurus imaging on the so called Extended Narrow
Line Region (a region of high ionization lines which lies up to 20kpc from the nucleus)
of NGC4151 and inferred a cone of UV radiation em itted from the central regions. Such
anisotropic radiation fields have been seen in other objects (ie. Pogge (1989)). The
kinematics of the NLR is more difficult to determine. W hittle et al. (1987) has shown
th a t some forbidden line emission can be associated with radio structure with the [O
III] velocity indicating an outflow of the radio lobes. W ithin the NLR, line profiles
are generally blueward-asymmetric (ie. Dahari and De Robertis 1988) which has been
interpreted as radial motion of the clouds. The asymmetry can arise either through infall
w ith absorption occurring within the clouds or frombutflowwith absorption occurring in
between the clouds. Shaw and De Robertis (1989) showed th a t the strongest asymmetry
occurs in high N,„ or IP species, and they interpret this as evidence for infall with
intrinsic absorption within the em itting clouds. However, other studies have indicated
th a t outflow may best represent the d ata (ie. Aldrovandi and Contini (1985)). The
situation is obviously still far from clear.
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As for the broad lines, photoionization is invoked to explain the NLR line ratios (eg.
Davidson and Netzer 1979) though standard models have some difficulty in explaining
the [0 III]AA4959,5007/[0 III]A4363 line ratios (Ferland and Netzer 1983). It m ust be
remembered, however, th at most models assume a single em itting cloud, not the s tra t
ified structure th a t is likely to exist. As already mentioned in section §1.4.1, in some
narrow line objects (ie. LINERS) shocks have been invoked to explain the line ratios.
Contini and Aldrovandi (1983) have developed a model including both photoionization
and shocks and showed th at most AGN can be described under a radiatively dominated
regime, while LINER’s could be described by a shock dominated regime. For the ra
diative dominated AGN shock velocities o f aro u n d . 300 km s_1 are estim ated which is
consistent w ith measured line widths (ie. Shuder and Osterbrock 1981).

1.6

C o n c lu sio n

It is now accepted th at AGN consist of a massive black hole at the centre and it is
becoming increasingly likely th at the m ethod of accretion onto the black hole is via an
accretion disk. Surrounding the central engine are clouds of gas which are photoionised
by the emission from the centre. Other line emission processes, such as shocks will also
contribute to the observed spectrum. Beyond such simple statem ents, however, it is
difficult to ‘unify’ the whole picture. Many people axe trying to form a unified picture
and the idea is that all AGN are similar in makeup, it is just the viewing angle th a t is
different. As has been mentioned earlier, there is certainly evidence th a t some Seyfert
2’s (ie. NGC1068) are obscured Seyfert l ’s. However, the situation may not be as clear
cut as this. If Seyfert 2’s were obscured Seyfert l ’s, then this would imply th at Seyfert
l ’s should tend to be face on. However, as noted by Pogge (1989) Seyfert l ’s have similar
extended emission to Seyfert 2’s and are not obviously face on versions of Seyfert 2’s.
Therefore, while some Seyfert l ’s may be face on Seyfert 2’s it is by no means clear th at
all of them are. Similar orientation effects have also been invoked to try and explain the
apparent differences between quasi-stellar radio sources (QSR’s) and radio galaxies, with
the radio axis of QSR’s aligned to within 45° to our line of sight, and radio galaxies
aligned > 45° (Barthel 1989). Under this type of scenario BL Lacs are beamed towards
us with the jet lying within ~ 18° to our line of sight. However, OVV’s seem to have the
same continuum mechanism as BL Lacs but w ith lines. This may imply a lack of gas
in BL Lacs. Therefore, trying to unify AGN may not be strictly possible, with different
objects having different surroundings w ith different mechanisms dominating.
The rest of this thesis is based on observations of Active Galaxies with a bias towards
their X-ray properties. In the first 3 chapters, observations of a

soft X-ray

selected sample will be described. There is strong evidence, both from the X-ray and
optical data, that these objects have a strong soft excess. From a detailed study of the
continuum properties, it is likely th a t this excess is caused by an accretion disk, but
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th at the relative strength of the disk is highly variable from object to object. Under a
standard photoionization model, the change in the strength of the EUV bumpaffects
the line emission properties of the clouds. However, it is unclear th a t the d ata shows
any real effect, and there is no strong evidence for line emission from an accretion disk.
Chapter 6 concentrates more on the innerm ost regions of an AGN. The X-ray study
of the Seyfert galaxy NGC6814 shows some unique features in its behaviour, such as
periodicity.

The periodic behaviour of NGC6814 can be interpreted in a number of

ways. Pair-production may be im portant, which would lend support to the pair produc
tion models of Done and Fabian (1989), or the periodicity could arise from an accretion
disk. As has become obvious, accretion disks axe likely to be fairly common in AGN. In
other respects, NGC6814 seems similar to other objects of its class, so either we have a
preferred view of the nucleus, or the periodic behaviour is transient and other objects
could display similar behaviour.
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C h a p te r 2

T h e E X O SA T H igh G alactic
L atitu d e Survey
2.1

I n tr o d u c tio n

Since the first discovery of X-ray sources in 1962 (Giacconi et al. 1962) all sky surveys
(such as those done by the UHURU and Ariel-V (Giacconi et al. 1974, Villa et al.
1976, Cooke et al. 1978)) and ‘serendipitous’ discoveries (ie. chance discoveries of X-ray
sources lying nearby known sources) have substantially added to our knowledge of X-ray
em itting objects including the emission from Active Galaxies. X-ray selected samples
are extremely useful in trying to understand the processes th a t occur in ‘active’ objects
since the X-ray emission is likely to come from the central regions of the objects. Both
multiwavelength studies of such objects, as well as direct comparisons with samples
selected by other means (ie. with different selection biases) extend our understanding
of both the physical processes producing the X-ray emission and its relationship to
the mechanisms producing emission at different wavebands. Of great interest to these
studies are observations by the E X O S A T satellite which have extended the study of
X-ray objects into the previously unobserved soft X-ray band.

2.2

T h e E X O S A T s a t e llite

During its three year lifetime, the E X O S A T satellite made 1780 observations with point
ing directions approximately evenly distributed across the sky, and therefore provided an
excellent opportunity to discover serendipitous sources. The E X O S A T satellite consisted
of two low-energy (0.02 - 2.5keV) imaging telescopes (L E I, LE2), a proportional counter
for medium energy observations (2 - 10 keV) (ME) and a gas-scintillation proportional
counter (2 - 20 keV) (GSPC) for higher resolution spectroscopy th a n th a t obtainable by
the ME detectors. The instrum ent most suited for finding serendipitous sources was the
CMA (Channel Multiplier A rray), since the ME and GSPC did not have any imaging
capabilities. However unlike the ME and GSPC, the CMA had no intrinsic energy res
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olution other than could be obtained through the use of filters. The CMA images cover
a large field of view (~ 2 degrees) with a pixel size of about 4 arcsec. The accuracy
of any source position at the center of the CMA field is of the order of 6-7 arcsec, but
becomes worse as the source location moves towards the edge, where the accuracy is
only 1.5 arcmin. This degradation of the resolution is due to an increase in size of the
point-spread function as it moves off axis, and is mainly caused by coma in the optics
of the telescope.

Lexan 3 filter

IPC bandpass

0.0

1.0

2.0

3 .0

4 .0

5 .0

E n ergy (keV)

Figure 2.1: The filter responses for the E X O SA T Lexan3 filter (solid line) and the
Einstein IPC filter (dotted line)
The m ajor advantage of the CMA over other imaging detectors (ie. the IPC Imaging
Proportional Counter on Einstein) lies in its sensitivity to soft X-rays below 0.5 keV;
previous imaging detectors such as the Einstein IPC were more sensitive to harder Xrays (see Figure 2.1). This is very im portant, especially for the study of Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN), since recent observations with E X O SA T have shown th a t for bright,
nearby AGN the so called soft-excess (see chapter 1) may be very common with up to
50% of objects exhibiting it (Turner and Pounds 1989). This soft X-ray excess (which
is strong in the E X OS A T bandpass) is a relatively new phenomenon and as such is not
yet fully understood. The most common theory is th at the soft X-ray excess is the high
energy tail of an accretion disk (eg. Mkn335 Pounds et al. 1987). A nother explanation
for objects where the excess flux is constant with time (ie. NGC4151 Pounds et al. 1986)
is th a t soft X-rays are em itted by hot gas such as th at from the j intercloud medium.
The presence of accretion disks in AGN is very im portant since emission from such a
disk will dominate the energetics. The presence of a strong bump in the EUV can place
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constraints on the physical environment surrounding the central engine (ie. Fabian et al.
1986) as well as modifying the line emission from the m aterial surrounding it (ie. Krolik
and Kallman 1987). Clearly the only way to determine w hat is occurring is to study
those AGN with soft excesses in detail. E X O SA T high galactic latitude fields are ideal
for such an investigation since the reduced Galactic absorption will help to preferentially
select strong soft X-ray em itters.

2 .3

S o u r ce se a r c h in g E X O S A T field s

The unique, highly elliptical orbit of the E X O S A T satellite (w ith a 4 day period) enabled
long (<105s) exposures of the X-ray sky to be obtained. The background level at the
centre of the the CMA field of view was 9 x 10-6 counts/s/pixel, and at the centre
the optimum box size for detecting sources is 3 pixels (Giommi 1985). Therefore the
minimum detectable count rate (for a 5a detection) is 5^/(8.! x 10-5 X t)/t, where t is
the exposure time. For the longest exposures (~ 105 seconds), this becomes 1.45 X 10-4
counts/s. For a power-law spectrum with a slope of —1.45, this then gives a limiting
sensitivity of ~ 10-13 ergs cm-2 s-1 in the soft X-ray energy band (0.02 - 2.5 keV).
This is, of course, a lower-limit to the limiting sensitivity, since most exposures were
not as long as 105 seconds, and the sensitivity of the detector varied with position
(see figure 2.2). This variation of the sensitivity with detector position is due to two
facts: the variation of the PSF across the field of view, and the non-uniformity of the
background in the CMA. Note th at this variation of the background means th a t any
background determination must be done locally. As fax as source searching is concerned,
the im portant thing is how the Point Spread Function varies as a function of distance
from the centre. As mentioned above the PSF increases in size as you move off axis, and
this variation has been tabulated by Giommi (1985).
Fourteen CMA fields of high Galactic latitude were requested from the E X O S A T
database and analysed at MSSL by myself using an improved version of the program
AUTOSEAR w ritten by C.M artin (1988). These were fields w ith the lowest Galactic
column densities, selected using the Stark et al. 21 cm survey. These fields with low lineof-sight column densities axe those th at were expected to produce the largest number of
X-ray detections. They constitute a subsample of the E X O S A T HGLS (see section §2.4).
The E X O SA T CMA was a photon counting device, so the error on the local back
ground is going to be approximated by the squaxe root of the to tal background counts
(ie.following Poisson statistics). Therefore to detect a source at a given significance
(taken to be 5<j), the total counts contained within the PSF at position x,y (ie. to
tal counts - background counts) must be greater than 5 times the squaxe root of the
background counts ie.
source counts
„
----------------------------- r > 5
^(background counts)
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Figure 2.2: The change in sensitivity across the field of view (G(X,Y) is the ratio of the
sensitivity at the center over th a t at X,Y) (Giommi 1985)
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Each, image was searched using a sliding box technique, where at every point in the
image counts were summed in a central ‘source’ box with a local background being de
term ined from eight surrounding ‘background’ boxes (see Figure 2.3). These background
boxes were placed at a radius such th a t at least 99% of any possible source would be
excluded from the central box. Since the PSF changed across the image, the optimum
box size used to determine the source and background counts varied, depending on the
position in the image. Giommi (1985) discusses how to determine the optimum box size
as a function of position in the CMA field. All points where there was a 5a excess above
the local background were displayed on top of the original image (see Figure 2.4).

99% o f P SF

O ptim al box size at X ,Y

Figure 2.3: A figure of the distribution of boxes showing the central box and the eight
boxes used to determine the local background.
There are a number of problems w ith such a simple m ethod of source searching.
Points found at 5a in the field are not necessarily real sources. Some checks were made
to test the reality of the sources. The search was done both at 4.5cr and at 5a and those
sources th a t showed no increase in size (in terms of the num ber of detection boxes above
the threshold) in going from 4.5 to 5<r were assumed spurious. A check was also made
to ensure suspected sources did not coincide with known detector defects. An example
of the sort of output obtained is shown in figure 2.4. Note how the ‘sources’ cluster
around bright regions in the detector (particularly at the edges), as well as around the
real sources.
2 .3 .1

T h e r e s u lt s

A to tal of 21 sourceswere found in the 14 low column fields analysed using the method
outlined above. A list of the fields, together with the exposure times and line of sight
column densities axe given in table 2.1. Identifications are given for any sources th a t have
catalogue entries. It can be seen th a t both the exposure times and the column density
play a large role in the detection of sources. The presence of interstellar m aterial has
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Figure 2.4: The field of TY PYX showing the ha detections
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large implications for the study of soft X-ray sources. Interstellar m aterial absorbs X-rays
prim arily by photoionization. This process is a strong function of energy, affecting soft
X-rays more than harder X-rays (eg. Morrison and McCammon 1983). At energies below
0.1 keV the absorption is dominated by Hydrogen and Helium, whereas at higher energies
absorption due to the heavier elements becomes more im portant. This absorption offers
a severe constraint on the objects th a t can be observed in soft X-rays. In order to take
such absorption into account when obtaining flux estimates, our estim ate for the value
of N h comes from the Stark et al. survey, which has a resolution of about 2°. A simple
linear interpolation was made from the three nearest points in the survey, to give the
value of N h

2 .4

the source.

T h e H G L S sa m p le

Using a source searching technique similar to th at described in section §2.3, Giommi
and collaborators at ESTEC analysed a much larger sample of CMA fields (Giommi et
al. 1990). From the total of 1780 observations made by E X O S A T , 445 images were
selected to form the EXOSATYLigh. G alactic Latitude Survey (HGLS) using the following
criterion
a) Only observations made using telescope LEI were included.
b) Only pointing with a galactic latitude > 20°.
c) Only those observations with an exposure time > 2000 seconds.
From these fields, a total of 213 serendipitous sources were found. All the sources
were cross-correlated with both galaxy and star catalogues. If a catalogued source lay
within the X-ray error box, its X-ray to optical flux ratio was obtained, and the source
was presumed identified if this ratio was typical of th at class of object. After the removal
of previously catalogued objects, around 90 objects remained to be identified. MSSL
undertook to identify about half of these remaining X-ray sources.

2 .4 .1

T h e id e n tific a tio n p r o c e ss

MSSL applied for and was granted three weeks of time on the W illiam Herschel Telescope
(W HT) in February 1988 in order to carry out spectroscopy of candidate counterparts
of the unidentified X-ray sources. As a first stage in the identification process, finding
charts were obtained of all the X-ray positions using a measuring machine. Significant
augmentation of the existing plate measuring software by myself enabled approxim ate
magnitudes, as well as accurate positions (to a few arc seconds) to be derived from
Palom ar plates. All candidate objects (ie. those that lay w ithin the error box) were
measured and R magnitudes were determined. A visual inspection was then made to
determine which of the objects in the vicinity of the E X O S A T position were likely to be
the X-ray source.
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Most of the optically bright objects in the complete HGLS had already been iden
tified, either through previous observing runs, or by the catalogue cross-correlation.
Therefore, most of the unidentified objects were likely to be faint, and indeed the aver
age R magnitude of the unidentified objects was 16.1. From previous X-ray samples it
is known th a t most faint objects are Active Galaxies. Because of this, any objects th a t
appeared blue on the Palom ar plates were classified as high priority candidates, as were
obviously extended objects.
Given the large amount of objects to be identified, all finding charts were carefully
filed and all objects observed were carefully logged. At the telescope, the on-line d ata
reduction software at the W HT enabled im mediate identifications of candidate objects
in most cases. Most objects within the respective error circles were observed. Out of
the 40 fields looked at, 10 contained stellar objects and 30 contained AGN. These 40
identifications are referred to as the MSSL sample in the rest of this thesis.
Up to date, 95% of the E X O S A T HGLS has been identified. Table 2.2 shows the
current list of identifications. In brackets are the number of objects identified by MSSL.
Source Type

No. of sources in HGLS

Stars

130(8)

Cataclysmic Variables

5

W hite Dwarfs

5 (2 )

Normal Galaxies

7

Emission Line AGN

49 (28)

BL Lacertae Objects

13 (3)

Planetary Nebulae

1

Unidentified

7

Table 2.2: The sources found in the HGLS sample to date (Giommi et al. 1990). The
numbers in brackets refer to the MSSL sample.

2.5

T h e M S S L sa m p le

2 .5 .1

T h e D a ta A n a ly sis o f th e o p tic a l s p e c tr a

All but four of the spectra were taken on the William Herschel Telescope with the Faint
Object Spectrograph (FOS-2) in February 1988; six fields were observed in June 1988
and uncalibrated spectra for th at run were produced by Dr. A.Smale. The other four
fields were taken on the AAT by Dr. K.Mason and L.Puchnarewicz in January 1989 and
were reduced by L.Puchnarewicz.
A detailed description of the FOS instrum ent is given in Allington-Smith et al.
(1989). In brief, FOS is a cross-dispersed, high throughput spectrograph using a CCD
as its detector, onto which both first and second orders are imaged. The d ata were
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analysed using an optimal extraction routine w ritten for cross dispersed d ata which, can
give up to a 1.4 improvement on the signal-to-noise over standard extraction methods
(Mukai 1990). In principle, since FOS is a fixed format detector, the wavelength cali
bration should have been constant over the observing run. However, shifts were seen in
the d ata and because of this the wavelength calibration is probably only good to

5A.

An attem pt at correcting the shifts was made by re-calibrating the wavelength scale
using the bright sky lines (usually the one at 5577A) or if they were too faint (ie. in
the case of standards) the (A band) atmospheric absorption feature at 7600A was used
(Mukai 1989). Once the d ata had been extracted into one-dimensional form, the d ata
were checked for poor sky subtraction or problems in the d ata extraction. In some cases
it was

found th at either the spatial profile of the star was very broad, leaving

little sky to use, or there was a problem with the detector itself. For these spectra,
attem pts were made to improve the d ata by extracting the object in the ‘stan d ard ’ way,
or by defining sky and object regions manually (Mukai 1990).
The data were then flux calibrated, although most of the d ata were not taken under
photom etric conditions (in general only two flux standards were taken during each night).
Corrections were also made for the prominent atmospheric features (ie. the A and B
band at 7600A and 6900A respectively).
Finally a reddening correction was applied to those spectra where the reddening was
likely to be significantly greater than zero. Because of the nature of the survey (ie. a soft
X-ray survey), the maximum column density was only 7 X IO20 atom s cm- 2 . Therefore
many of the objects will have effectively no reddening. For those th a t are reddened, the
value of E(B-V) can be estim ated from the 21cm column density (Stark et al. 1990)
using
E(B - V) = -0 .0 5 5 + (4.43 x 10"4 x NH)

(2.2)

for E(B-V) > 0.0 (Burstein and Heiles (1978)). Where E(B-V) < 0.0, E(B-V) was
set to zero ie. no reddening was assumed for column densities < 2.67 x IO20 atoms cm- 2 .
To check these values, the E(B-V) value was also found from the maps in Burstein and
Heiles (1982); the values determined from the N # values were always consistent with
those from the maps. The d ata were then corrected using the theoretical curves given
in Seaton (1979).

2 .5 .2

T h e S tella r C o n te n t

Before I go onto the main study of this work, the AGN, it is necessary to say something
about the objects in the MSSL sample which have been identified as stars. A misidentified star could mean th a t an active galaxy has been erroneously excluded from the
survey (or indeed vice-versa). From Einstein results it is known th a t all stars, w ith the
possible exception of very late giants and supergiants, are X-ray em itters (Ayres et al.
1981), and th at within each spectral type a broad range of luminosities exists (Vaiana
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et al. 1981). For the case of early type stars (O-B-A) the soft X-ray luminosities range
from 1029 to 1034 ergs s""1 and are correlated with the bolometric luminosity according
to L x oc 10~7Lboi. The X-ray emission from normal stars is generally attributed to
emission from stellar corona. Late type stars also emit X-rays, but here the activity
depends more on the equatorial rotational velocity. One param eter th a t is very useful
in identifying stars as X-ray candidates is the lo g (/x//t,) where
- 4 keV) and

f v

f x

is the X-ray flux (0.2

is the flux obtained from the V magnitude (Allen 1972):
l°g {fv) = —0.4 X m v —8.43

(2.3)

Table 2.3 shows the stellar identifications together with their CMA count rate, the V
magnitude (obtained both from the Palom ar plates (m Vpott) and by folding the spectra
through a V baud filter (m Vtpec)),

f x j f v

and the B-V colour.

It is not easy to compare the E X O S A T stars with the Einstein stellar d ata since the
different filter responses mean th at you are looking at different energy bands, therefore
different plasma volumes and different effective tem peratures. This was dem onstrated
by Pallavicini et al. (1988) who showed th a t there was a system atic shift between the
Einstein count rates and the E X O S A T count rates for the same late type stars, with
the E X O SA T count rates being larger by about a factor 2 - 3 . They suggested th a t a
continuous tem perature distribution existed in the coronae of late type stars and th at
the difference in flux was caused by plasma at tem peratures T < 3 X 106K, which would
contribute mostly to the E X O S A T Lexan filter and almost nothing to the Einstein IPC.
In order to compare with previous results (ie. with the survey by Vaiana et al. 1981),
the X-ray luminosities of the stars in the MSSL sample were calculated over the range
0.2 - 4 keV assuming a therm al bremsstrahlung model with a tem perature of ~ 107K.
The work of Pallavicini et al. (1988) suggests th at the f x f f v for the MSSL sample should
be larger than th a t predicted from the MSS by a factor of 2-3.
Assuming an error in determining the magnitude from the spectrum of ~ l m, the
errors on log ( f x /

f v )

in Table 2.3 are of the order of 1.

From studies of the X-ray

properties of normal stars (Vaiana et al. 1981), ranges of

f x / f v

for different stellar

classes have been derived, with M stars ranging from 10~2 —10°. As can be seen from
table 2.3 all the stars (apart from the white dwarfs), have apparently too large a

f x / f v

ratio to be consistent with the candidate object, even taking into account the 2-3 factor
shift found by Pallavicini et al. (1988). There are therefore two possibilities. Either the
X-ray source has not been correctly identified, or these stars are different in some way
from those observed by Pallavicini et al. (1988). In some of these cases, the star was
the only object in view down to the Palom ar plate magnitude lim it of 20.5, so it seems
unlikely that the objects have been mis-identified. However, in order for these stars to
be consistent with the results from Einstein, the assumed tem perature of the em itting
plasma must be between 3.5 x 105K and 1.1 x 106K, but this is much lower than th a t
assumed by Pallavicini et al. (1988). One alternative is th a t these are ‘active’ stars and
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I

they m ay have been, flaring at the tim e of the E X O S A T observation, thereby boosting

I

the E X O S A T flux. Unfortunately, w ith such low-resolution optical spectroscopy it is

j
j

impossible to tell whether any of these stars are active or not.
The white dwarfs are more likely to be the correct identifications. W hite dwarfs are
blue stars with broad (in our case ~ 2000 km s-1 ) H a absorption. Their lower effective
tem perature ~ 30 —4 0 ,000K, means th a t most of the energy is em itted in the EU V /soft
X-ray band where E X O SA T was sensitive.
2 .5 .3

T h e A G N c o n t e n t o f t h e M S S L s a m p le - T h e X - r a y p r o p e r t ie s

By using the number of Active Galaxies discovered in a given sample of E X O S A T fields,
it is possible to determine the average X-ray spectral slope for the AGN. The slope can
be derived by comparing the number of AGN actually found with the num ber expected
j

since this expected number is a function of the spectral slope. This method had been

|

outlined by Giommi et a/J(1988)for the complete E X O SA T HGLS sample. I have applied

III

it to the 14 fields searched for sources at MSSL (see section §2.3).

|

2.5.3.1

|

T h e sp ectral slop e o f th e A G N in th e 14 M SSL fields

In order to calculate the expected number of sources it is necessary to calculate the
to tal sky coverage as a function of limiting sensitivity. An average power-law spectrum
was folded through the detector response, taking into account the change in sensitivity
across the field and the line of sight column density. The values for the sensitivity were
taken from Figure 2.2. For a given field we can then obtain the area over which a given
limiting sensitivity was obtained. By summing up over the 14 fields, a plot of the area
covered at a given limiting sensitivity (the so called ‘sky coverage’) can be made. As can
be seen from figure 2.5, there is a strong dependence of the area on the assumed X-ray
slope.
To obtain the number of expected AGN this area function m ust then be folded
through a logN - logS relation. The one used is th a t from Gioia et al. (1984) derived
from the Einstein MSS. To remain perfectly consistent with the MSS, the sensitivities
were calculated using an energy range of (0.3 - 3.5 keV) with an assumed spectral slope
of —0.5. The form of the LogN - logS is
logN = 6.78 x 10-19.5 -1 *71 per steradian

(2-4)

Where N is the number of observed sources per steradian at a flux level equal to S.
Folding in the sky coverage with the logN-logS then gives (Stocke et al. 1982)

N = 1.315 x IO-22

A i x ( S f 1-71 “ s r~i71)
(2-5)
«=o
where N is the expected num ber of AGN, 5,- is the limiting sensitivity, A,- > A,-+i
(where A,- is the area covered w ith limiting sensitivity 5,-) and S q = S max and S n = 5 min.
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Figure 2.5: The variation of the sky coverage for the 14 fields analysed as a function of
assumed spectral slope
A{ is in square degrees.
Table 2.4 shows the distribution of the expected number against the assumed spectral
slope. Since the number of identified AGN in the 14 fields is four, this indicates an
average spectral slope of around -1.45. This is perfectly consistent w ith the result found
from the complete HGLS (see below). Note however, that very few of the sources found
in the 14 fields have been identified. An increase in the number of identified AGN found
would increase the spectral slope so even from a study of this small sample there are
indications of an average steep soft excess in these AGN.
Spectral slope a

Expected number

-0.6

0.63

-0.8

0.94

-1.0

1.43

-1.2

2.20

-1.4

3.46

-1.6

5.16

-1.8

7.78

-2.0

10.81

Table 2.4: Expected num ber of AGN against the assumed spectral slope
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2.5.3.2

T h e S p ectral S lop e o f th e A G N from th e co m p lete H G LS sam p le

The above was done on a small subsection of the data. W ith the complete sample
much better statistics are available. The determination of the spectral slope of AGN
has been done for the complete HGLS sample by Giommi et al. (1990) using 49 sources
identified as emission line AGN. BL Lacs have been excluded from this study because
their logN-logS is known to be at variance from the emission line AGN (Giommi et al.
1988). Giommi et al. tried two separate methods of determining the average slope. One
was the method used above where the num ber of AGN is estim ated from the logN-logS
and the sky coverage of the sample. This method has a number of disadvantages since
it has to assume a logN-logS deduced from measurements made w ith another satellite.
The other method is to look at the distribution of hydrogen column densities for the
fields containing AGN. The ability to detect sources will in general be a function of
the amount of N jj along the line of sight to the field considered. Extragalactic sources
should therefore be

preferentially detected along lines of sight where the column

density is low. Giommi et al. (1988) showed th at the distribution of N jj is independent
of the normalisation of

the logN-logS, and there is only a weak dependence on its

slope. Therefore, it is possible to obtain an estim ate of the average spectral slope in the
sample which is effectively independent of any assumed logN-logS. Giommi et al. (1990)
find th at the best fitting slope is a-bestfit — “ 1-45+035' A similar technique applied to
the EMSS yields a slope = —0.95 ± 0.04 (Maccacaro et al. 1988) indicating th a t the
average spectral slope of AGN steepens between the IPC (0.3-3.5 keV) and the CMA
(0.05-2.5keV) energy bands (see also chapter 3).
2 .5 .4

T h e A G N c o n t e n t o f t h e M S S L s a m p le - T h e O p t ic a l p r o p e r t ie s

Out of the 40 fields identified by MSSL, 30 AGN were found. These 30 AGN constitute
what I will call the MSSL AGN sample in the rest of this thesis.
2.5.4.1

C lassification o f A G N

The classification of all the MSSL AGN is shown in Table 2.6. The classifications were
made primarily on the basis of line ratios, though for some objects the line profiles were
used. By using line ratios different sub-classes, especially in narrow line objects, can be
distinguished. On the other hand, line profiles are particularly useful in distinguishing
between Seyfert l ’s and Seyfert 1.5’s-1.9’s.
As detailed in chapter 1, there are a number of different classes of AGN. Seyfert l ’s
and QSO’s are characterised by strong perm itted lines with respect to the narrow lines.
A useful diagnostic is the H/?A4861/[0 HI]A5007 ratio which in Seyfert l ’s is typically
1. Other objects have forbidden lines which are stronger than the perm itted lines, such
as the Seyfert 2’s. In Seyfert 2’s the H/3A4861/[0 HIJA5007 ratio is typically 0.1 and as
a general rule of thum b, H/?A4861/[0 III]A5007 will be less than 0.33 for Seyfert 2’s.
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Object name

[0 III]A5007/

[N II]A6583/

[S HJA6717+ A6731/

[O I]A6300/

H/3A4861

HaA6563

HaA6563

HaA6563

EX00005+20

> 0.52

-0.47

-0.68

< -0 .7 6

EX01137+54

0.26

-

> -0 .3 7

-

EX01145+00

-0.01

-0.43

-0.35

< -1 .1 5

EX01222+16

-0.72

-0.22

-0.68

< -0 .7 6

Table

2 .5 : (The log of the narrow line ratios (including deblended [N III for the LLAGN..

If no line

was seen in the data, a three sigma upper limit was used.
2.5.4.2

T he classification o f th e low -lu m in osity ob jects

Some of the objects in the sample are consistent with low-luminosity active galaxies
(LLAGN). Here line ratio plots axe very useful in distinguishing between different classes
(ie.

Osterbrock and Veilleux 1987).

LINERS (Low ionization nuclear emission line

regions) are defined by spectra which are dominated by forbidden lines from low or singly
ionised species with weak Balmer emission, and axe distinguished by [O II]A3727/[0
III]A5007 >1 and [O I]A6300/[0 III]A5007 >1/3 (Heckman 1980). Other LLAGN are
similar to Seyfert 2 ’s in character and have similar line ratios.
In order to classify the LLAGN the fluxes of the narrow lines m ust be determ ined.
However, in the FOS d ata the two lines [N II] AA6583,6548 axe blended w ith H a. There
fore, an attem pt has been made to try and deblend the Haline and the [N II] AA6583,6548
lines. Gaussians of the same FWHM as the [O III] A5007 line were fitted to the lines fix
ing the wavelength at the appropriate position. Table 2.5 shows the line fluxes (including
upper limits) of all the low luminosity AGN.
Using these line ratios, it is then possible to determine the possible class of each of
these objects using the plots from Osterbrock and Veilleux (1987) (see Figures 2.6a,b).
1. EX00005+20: The [O IIIJ/H/3 against [N II]/H a plot puts this object on the
border between HII regions and Seyfert 2’s, as does the [O III]/H/3 against [S
II]/H a plot. However, the [O III]/H/3 ratio is a lower lim it, which may tend
to suggest the correct identification is with the Seyfert 2’s. The [O I] upper
limit also places this object w ith the Seyfert 2’s.
2. EX01137+54: Even though the [S II]/H a ratio is only a lower lim it, the
strength of the [O III] line puts this object firmly in the Seyfert 2 region of
the plot.
3. EXO1145+00: Due to the weakness of [O HI] relative to H/3, this object
cannot be a Seyfert 2. The line ratios place it near the border between H
II regions and LINER’s w ith a tendency for the object to lie nearer the H II
region of the plots.
4. EXO 1222+16: All the line ratios place this object in the H II region of the
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Figure 2.6: The line ratio plots from Osterbrock and Veilleux (1987)
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plots.
Therefore, from the line ratio plots it seems th a t there are two low-luminosity Seyfert
2’s and two H II region like galaxies. None of the objects can be classified as a LINER
even though EX01145+00 lies on the border between H II galaxies and LINER’s.
2 .5.4.3

T he oth er a ctiv e galaxies

One difference between QSO’s and Seyferts l ’s, and Seyfert 2’s and low-luminosity AGN
(such as LINERS) other than line ratios, are th a t the QSO’s and Seyferts have broad
hydrogen lines and narrow forbidden lines. Narrow line objects, such as Seyfert 2’s, have
the same width for both the perm itted and the forbidden lines. O ther objects seem to
be a mixture of the two. A Seyfert 1.5 can be characterised by the broad lines having
an obvious narrow line component, while a Seyfert 1.9 has a broad component in Ha
but not in H(5. Also, within the Seyfert 1 class there are also the Narrow line Seyfert
1 galaxies, where the H/3/[0 III] ratio is consistent with a Seyfert 1 but the lines are
narrow (< 2000 km s-1 ) (Osterbrock and Pogge 1985).
The distinction between Seyfert l ’s and QSO’s is less clear cut, however, since both
have strong, broad perm itted lines. There is some argument about whether or not they
are different objects, since looking at the optical properties of the two classes (such as the
line luminosities) shows a striking continuation in properties between them. Originally,
QSO’s were distinguished by having no evidence of a host galaxy but imaging studies
have shown the presence of the host galaxy around QSO’s (ie. Smith et al. 1986).
Stephens (1989) adopted the following scheme for distinguishing between quasars, QSO’s
and Seyfert l ’s. She defined a quasar as a radio source th a t appears stellar and has very
broad perm itted lines (FWHM of several thousand km s-1 , w ith optical luminosities
log L0 > 40.6 (assuming Ho = 75 km s_1 M pc-1 and qo = 1). A QSO is then a radio
quiet quasar. A Seyfert galaxy has a bright semi-stellar nuclei w ith relatively broad
emission lines but are not as luminous as quasars (log L0 < 40.6). For the purposes of
classification these criteria will be used for this sample.
One last category needs to be mentioned. Blazars are highly variable, polarized
objects that emit strongly in the radio. They are generally split into three groups, the
BL Lacs (categorised by the lack of line emission, the presence of a high;y polarized
continuum and strong variability) and the OVV’s (Optically Violently Variable) and
High Polarisation quasars which do show emission lines.
2 .5 .5

R e d s h ift

The redshift distribution is shown in Figure 2.7. Where possible the redshifts are calcu
lated from the [O III] A5007 line, b ut where the line was absent (such as in the case of the
low luminosity AGN) the strongest line (ie. HaA6563) was used. It can be seen th a t the
redshift distribution is peaked toward low redshift objects, unlike the flat distribution
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AGN Type

Number of AGN

LLAGN

4

Seyfert 2

2

Seyfert 1

13

Seyfert 1.5

1

NL Seyfert 1

3

QSO

5

BL Lacs

3

Table 2.6: The classification of the AGN in the sample
found for optically selected samples but similar to th at found for the Einstein EMSS
though with a lower mean redshift. However, this is not surprising since on average the
sensitivity of the E X O SA T HGLS is a factor of 5 lower than the MSS. Studies of the
X-ray selected AGN (ie. Reichert et al. 1982) showed th at the cut off at high redshift
was likely to be a luminosity effect (ie. Lx/L 0 decreasing with increasing L0) rather than
a cosmological effect (such as might be expected by redshifting the soft excess out of the
X-ray bandpass).
10.

JD
£
o
Z

4.

2.

0.
0. 0 0

0. 2 0

0. 4 0

0. 6 0

0. 8 0

1. 0 0

R e d s h ift

Figure 2.7: The redshift distribution of the MSSL AGN sample.

2 .5 .6

I n d iv id u a l O b je c ts

Before discussing the global properties of the MSSL AGN, a brief summary of each
object is given. All the AGN are listed in table 2.7 together w ith their optical position,
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the CMA count rate, the column density and the V magnitude. Also listed is the X-ray
flux, calculated with an assumed power-law of slope -1.45 over the E X O S A T bandpass
(0.02 - 2.5keV). Plots of all the spectra are shown in Figure 2.8a,b,c,d.
EX00003+20'. This is a typical Seyfert 1 galaxy, showing broad perm itted lines, narrow
forbidden lines, Fell emission and a Balmer continuum. There may also be evidence for
a strong blue bump in this object (see chapter 3)
EX00005+20: Identified as a Seyfert 2 galaxy. It shows strong H a but no obvious H/?
emission. The [O III] A5007 line is also strong.
EX00122+ 08: This object again has broad perm itted lines and narrow forbidden ones,
marking it as a Seyfert 1. It does, however, show strong evidence of the underlying
galaxy with the characteristic continuum shape expected from starlight, particularly in
the broad ‘hum p’ in the continuum near Hft and the strong Mgl absorption feature.
EX00330-26: This object has been classified as a Seyfert 1. Faint Fell lines are visible
near M gll and the Balmer continuum is weak. This object may be variable on a timescale
of years. By examining archive plates, the m agnitude seems to have dropped from ~ 17
down to ~ 19 (Branduardi-Raymont et al. 1989).
EXO0419-54: This object again shows a strong starlight contribution. In fact a tem plate
elliptical galaxy fits the d ata very well. Due to the broad perm itted lines it has been
classified as a Seyfert 1.
EX00507-04'. There axe no obvious emission features in this object which classifies this
object as a BL Lac. The redshift of 0.3 for this object has been deduced from the strong
absorption features. The continuum seems dominated by starlight in the red. This
object has been detected in the radio (21.7 m Jy at 8 Ghz).
EXO0734+17: Seyfert 1 galaxy w ith broad Balmer lines. This object has relatively weak
F ell emission but a strong rise to the blue which may be strong Balmer emission or the
start of a blue bump.
EX00940+56: Seyfert 1 with strong starlight features in the spectrum . H a is contami
nated by the A band atmospheric absorption band.
EX01003+35: Another possible BL Lac w ith a radio detection. No obviously identifiable
lines in the spectrum.
EXO1059+45: QSO (based on its luminosity). Broad perm itted lines include M gll
A2800. Strong Fen lines and steep spectrum.
EX01113+41: Narrow line object. Only H a is visible - no obvious [O III]A5007 or H(3.
EX O 1113+49'- Narrow Line Seyfert 1. H/5/[0 III]A5007 > 1 for this object even though
the lines axe narrow.
EX01118+42: BL Lac object. Strong blue power-law like continuum. Radio detection
(32 mJy). No emission lines.
EXO1134+0T. Classified as a Seyfert 1. Weak FeH but strong rise to the blue from
4000A. This is probably a combination of Balmer continuum emission and therm al ‘blue
bum p’ emission.
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EX01137+ 54: Another narrow line object. From line ratio ’s it is difficult to classify.
It lies midway between Seyfert 2’s and LINERs but there is no strong [O I] A6300 to
identify it as a LINER. There is, however, an unidentified line, at 6900Awhich is unlikely
to be a detector artifact since it is of the same width as the other emission lines.
EX01138+65: This is a Seyfert 1. Strong Fell emission and a strong Balmer continuum.
E X 01145+ 00: Narrow Line object. On line ratio plots it lies on the border between
LINERs and HII region objects. Again it is unlikely to be a LINER due to the weakness
of [0 I]. W ithout more line measurements it is difficult to classify.
EX01156+32: Seyfert 1. Relatively strong Fell with a strong Balmer continuum. This
object also shows strong Hell A5548.
EXO1158-03: Narrow line Seyfert 1. The perm itted lines are narrow but the line ratios
are consistent with a Seyfert 1 (ie. H /3/[0 III] ~ 1). This object also shows many strong
forbidden lines.
EXO1205+52: QSO. This object is interesting since it shows some curvature in the
spectrum . It is not possible to fit a single power-law to the red portion of the continuum
(ie. below H/3). We have interpreted this as showing the break between the IR power-law
and the start of the rising blue UV bump.
EX 01222+ 16: Seyfert 2 galaxy. This shows strong evidence of starlight contamination.
The strength of the [O III]A5007 line w ith only an upper lim it on H/3 classifies this
object.
E X 01251-1-26: Seyfert 1 galaxy.
E X 01304+29: Seyfert 1 galaxy.
E X O 1326+79: Seyfert 1 (even though Logio(L0) > 40.6) since there is strong evidence
for the underlying galaxy both in the absorption features and the shape of the continuum.
EX01346+26A: QSO. Strong blue continuum with very strong UV Fell lines. From the
size and shape of the Fell humps it seems likely th at the Fell lines are broader than the
Balmer lines.
EX01346+26B: Seyfert 1 galaxy. Reasonably high redshift (z ~ 0.915) and strong Fell
emission.
EX01415+26: Seyfert 1.5 galaxy. It is classified as such by the Balmer line profiles,
which show distinct evidence for both the broad and narrow line profiles.
EX01429+36: QSO. This has the highest redshift in the sample (z = 1.95), showing CIV
A1550, SilV A1400 and CIII]A1909. The CIII] line is interesting in th a t it has a weak
broad component and a strong narrow component. This may imply th a t in the broad
line region the density is greater than the critical density for collisionally de-exciting the
CIII] line ie. ~ IO10. The dip blueward of SilV is either a blend of absorption lines or
the fall off in intensity of a two-photon continuum.
EX01622+26: Narrow line Seyfert 1.
EX02317+16: Seyfert 1 galaxy. Like 1205+52 this object also shows a curved spectrum,
w ith the spectrum breaking up redwards of H a.
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The global optical properties of these AGN will be discussed in detail in the next
two chapters.
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Figure 2.8: The optical spectra of the MSSL AGN
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T

C h a p ter 3

T he M SSL A G N - T he op tical
continuum
3.1

I n tr o d u c tio n

The previous chapter outlined the E X O S A T High Galactic Latitude Survey and in par
ticular specified the AGN discovered by MSSL as part of an optical ID program. I now
intend to talk in more detail about the properties of these MSSL AGN. This chapter
will concentrate on the continuum properties of the sample, and the next chapter will
talk about the line emission.
As mentioned in the introduction, the continuum emission of AGN has been widely
studied over a large energy range extending from the radio through to X-rays. However,
the situation is confused due to the m any different continuum emission components which
all blend together to give the continuum we observe. In particular, the observed optical
continuum is likely to include contributions from a non-therm al power-law extending
from the IR, Baimer and Paschen continua and the famous blue bump which rises from
~ 1fi (ie. Edelson and Malkan 1986). It is clearly impossible w ith only optical d ata to
do a complete decomposition of these components, such as th a t done by Malkan and
Sargent (1982). However, as shown below some general trends can be inferred. W hat
m ust always be kept in mind with the AGN discussed in this thesis is th a t they have
been selected on the basis of their soft X-ray flux and it is likely th a t the average soft
X-ray slope is steep implying a soft excess. Therefore it may be hoped th a t such a
sample may help explain the origins and effects of the soft excess.

3 .2

T h e o p tic a l c o n tin u u m

There are a number of different ways in which the optical continuum luminosity can
be calculated, and different authors have used different methods. In order to compare
the results for the MSSL AGN w ith other samples (in particular the work done on the
E IN ST E IN MSS) the continuum lum inosity has been calculated in two separate ways.
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Some authors have used the B band m agnitude to estimate

the continuum

lum inosity (ie. Reichert et al. 1982) using
log(L0) = 14.85 + 38.01 - 0.4 X B mag + 2 lo g (z(l + ^ z))

(3.1)

where the blue magnitude has been corrected for the effects of M gll (if applicable),
and for absorption (ie. reddening). Implicit in this equation is the assumption of an
optical power-law slope of —1 (ie. Fu a v - 1 ) in the optical, as well as Ho = 50 M pc/km /s
and q= 0.
This method of obtaining the optical luminosity suffers from many disadvantages.
Probably the most obvious is th at since the blue magnitude is the integral over a broad
band, corrections can not be made for any other contributions to the continuum other
th an the assumed power-law and the most serious potential contam inant for low redshift
objects is starlight. Another im portant assumption implicit in the above formula is th at
the ‘power-law’ slope in the optical is always close to —1. W hile it is true th at the
IR power-law slope lies around —1 (Carleton et al. 1987), contam ination by therm al
emission, such as expected from the blue bump, will effectively steepen the slope (see
below). Therefore a more reasonable optical continuum param eter is the flux at a single
wavelength. Stephens (1989), in her sample of 65 AGN X-ray selected AGN from E IN 
S T E IN , used the flux at 4220A(rest frame). This wavelength is observable in all the
MSSL AGN (apart from one very high redshift object) and the contam ination due to
blended Fell lines and any starlight should be small. Because of the problems with using
a broad band measurement, the flux at 4200A will be used as the default continuum flux
in the rest of this thesis.
These fluxes must be corrected for the effect of distance in order to calculate the
luminosities. There are a number of different ways of doing this. For a monochromatic
flux with Ho = 50 and q = 0 the conversion used is
r
.
.
(4trc2(z + \ z 2)2) X F
L u m in o sity = --------- 2
(3-2)
-“ oil- + z)
Stephens in her sample (Stephens 1989) used a different conversion w ith H q = 75
and <7 = 1 , which gives
L u m in o sity =

(3.3)

In this thesis, Ho = 50 and q = 0 are used, but when comparisons are made with the
d ata of Stephens H q = 75 and q — 1 will be used. The optical and X-ray luminosities
for the MSSL AGN are listed in Table 3.1.

3 .3

A G N C o lo u rs

Previous work on X-ray selected AGN has looked at the colour distribution of the objects.
In particular there has been some interest in the so called ‘red ’ AGN, first commented
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Object

Logio (L*)

logio (L0)

EX00003+201

45.77031

41.04746

EX00005+200

43.96094

38.83663

EX00122+083

44.63329

40.42138

EX00330-261

46.34579

40.54717

EXO0419-544

44.49390

40.02294

EXO0734+172

45.08607

40.39629

EX00940+561

44.90332

39.99635

EXO1059+455

46.23812

41.40804

EX01113+411

44.11256

39.60523

EXO1113+404

45.12938

39.45908

EXO1134+015

45.32219

40.70448

EX01138+655

46.22114

41.17125

EX01145+003

44.40192

39.49240

EX01156+323

44.76677

40.43716

EXO1158-032

43.54658

39.66218

EXO1205+525

45.67856

41.40929

EX01222+164

44.69338

39.89362

EX01251+261

45.35807

40.40231

EX01326+794

44.87307

40.34760

EX01346+263

45.78092

41.32845

EXO 1346+263

46.81321

41.20839

EXO1415+260

44.86206

40.18621

EX01622+261

44.09949

39.72704

EX02317+165

45.37171

40.52656

Table 3.1: The optical and X-ray luminosities of the MSSL AGN
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on by Stocke et al. (1983) from the Einstein MSS. Comparing the MSSL AGN w ith the
results obtained from the MSS is difficult because proper photom etric colours axe not
available for our sample. However, by folding the fluxed spectra through the response
curves of different filters (in this case taken to be Johnson UBVRI (Johnson 1964)) it
is possible to get an estim ate of the colours. Since our d ata covers a wide range (3000
- 10000 A) we can obtain all five UBVRI magnitudes, although in the case of the U
and I magnitudes only 70 and 86% of the filter response curve are in range. In general
the second order region of the d ata (3000 - 5000 A) is more noisy than the first order,
and therefore U and to some extent B magnitudes will be less accurate than the others.
The errors on these magnitudes are likely to be quite large, and are estim ated to be of
the order of 0.5 - 1 magnitudes. However, due to the stability of the instrum ent, and
because losses due to parallactic dispersion are small, the estim ated errors on the colours
are likely to be only 0.1 - 0.2 magnitudes. The magnitudes and the B-V colours for the
MSSL AGN are listed in Table 3.2.
Unlike results from the MSS (ie. Gioia et al. 1984), there is no really convincing
correlation of colour against luminosity (there is a 95% probability Gf a correlation)- A
plot of the B-V colours against luminosity for the MSSL AGN is shown in Figure 3.1.
In the case of the MSS, this trend was interpreted as being due to contam ination by
starlight in the low redshift objects. T h at the colours of the MSSL AGN are not well
correlated with luminosity is not really surprising, since the MSSL AGN have a lower
mean redshift, and therefore more of the objects are likely to be contam inated.
A number of very red objects can be seen in the MSSL AGN (ie. those w ith B-V >
0.68) which would be classified as the ‘red’ AGN mentioned by Stocke et al. (1983). Two
possibilities exist to explain these ‘red’ AGN: contamination by starlight and reddening.
Such ‘red AGN’ from the MSS have been investigated by K ruper and Canizares (1989).
They show that the redness of these AGN can be totally explained by contam ination
by the host galaxy with no need to invoke reddening. They argue th a t if reddening was
im portant, there would be an expected correlation of the f s / f x (ie the flux obtained
from the blue magnitude over the X-ray flux) against the B-I colour. No correlation was
found for the AGN studied by Kruper and Canizares, and indeed no correlation is found
for the MSSL AGN (Figure 3.2). This is not really surprising, since soft X-ray selected
AGN will be biased away from absorbed objects. Reddening does become im portant for
hard X-ray selected samples such as those studied by W ard et al. (1987) and Carleton
et al. (1987), where in a sample of hard X-ray selected AGN nine out of 30 were found
to be contaminated by dust.
Further support for c n n ta.miTia.tion by starlight comes from a study of the optical
spectra of the MSSL AGN. The reddest objects in the E X O S A T sample is EXO0419-54
with a B-V = 1.22, which is obviously heavily contam inated by starlight (see Figure 3.13).
A fit with a tem plate galaxy shows th a t up to 75% of the flux at 5500A could be
explained by starlight. Most of the objects w ith B-V > 0.68 show some evidence of
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Object

U

B

V

R

I

B-V

EX00003+20

17.4

18.3

18.1

17.6

16.9

0.2

EX00005+20

19.3

20.5

19.9

19.1

18.5

0.6

EX00122+08

18.0

18.8

18.0

17.3

16.6

0.8

EX00330-26

19.6

19.4

19.1

18.6

0.2

EXO0419-54

19.3

18.0

17.1

16.3

1.3

EX00507-04

19.7

19.0

18.1

17.4

0.7

EXO0734+17

16.6

17.8

17.3

16.5

15.8

0.5

EX00940+56

18.4

20.0

19.3

18.5

17.6

0.7

EX01003+35

18.4

19.5

19.0

18.4

17.8

0.5

EXO1059+45

17.7

18.7

18.3

17.9

17.4

0.4

20.7

19.9

19.2

18.4

0.8

EX01113+41
EXO1113+40

18.9

20.8

20.8

20.0

19.2

0.0

EX 01118+43

16.4

17.5

17.1

16.6

16.0

0.4

17.6

17.4

16.6

15.8

0.2

EXO1134+01
EX 01137+54

20.4

20.7

20.1

19.4

18.8

0.6

EX01138+65

19.4

19.8

19.1

18.5

17.8

0.7

EX01145+00

20.0

19.9

19.2

18.4

17.7

0.7

EX01156+32

17.9

18.9

18.5

17.8

17.1

0.4

EXO 1158-03

14.9

15.8

15.3

14.6

14.0

0.5

17.4

17.3

17.0

16.4

0.1

EXO1205+52
EX01222+16

18.9

20.5

19.4

18.5

17.6

1.1

EX01251+26

17.6

18.7

18.4

17.7

17.0

0.3

EXO1304+29

17.8

19.3

18.9

18.2

17.4

0.4

EX01326+79

16.5

18.5

17.8

16.9

16.2

0.7

18.3

18.1

17.7

17.3

0.2

EX01346+26A
EX01346+26B

18.4

19.5

19.1

18.7

18.2

0.4

EX01415+26

18.6

19.2

18.8

18.2

17.6

0.4

17.0

16.8

16.0

15.4

0.2

19.4

19.0

18.4

17.6

0.4

EX01622+26
E X 02317+ 16

17.7

Table 3.2: The m agnitudes and B-V colour for the MSSL AGN
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Figure 3.1: B-V against the optical luminosity for the sample
starlight contaminating the data. The only object with B-V > 0.68 th a t does not show
such evidence is EXO 1138+65, but this may be explained by the strong H/3/FeII blends
increasing the apparent redness.

3.4

T h e d iffer en t c o n tin u u m c o m p o n e n ts

The optical/U V continuum of AGN is likely to be the superposition of m any different
components, including
1. IR power-law
2. Thermal ‘blue bum p’
3. Balm er/Paschen continuum
4. Two photon emission
5. Starlight
An attem pt has been made to fit some (if not all) of these components to the optical
spectra of the MSSL AGN.
3 .4 .1

T h e P o w e r la w a n d t h e r m a l b lu e b u m p

There is strong evidence for both therm al and non-therm al components in the continuum
emission of AGN. IR studies (eg Carleton et al. 1987) have shown th a t a non-therm al
power-law of slope ~ —1 is often observed. This power-law will extend into the optical,
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Figure 3.2: fB /fX against B-I for the sample
and there is some evidence of it extending into X-rays (ie. Elvis et al. 1989). Another
m ajor continuum component is the so called UV bump.

In recent years increasing

evidence has been found for a therm al component in the continuum emission of AGN,
both from UV and soft X-ray d ata (see chapter 1).
Given th a t these two components are likely to dominate the optical continuum, it is
very difficult to disentangle them w ithout the support of IR /U V d ata. Any assumption
about the strength and slope of any model fitted to the optical continuum (such as a
single power-law) is inextricably mixed with the assumptions about the strength and
shape of any therm al component, such as emission from an accretion disk. A single
power-law can, however, give a guide to the possible contam inants in the optical region,
and in some cases a power-law is a reasonable estim ate of the shape of the continuum
including any therm al emission. Therefore, a power-law of the form
Fv oc i/*

(3.4)

was fitted to the d ata in regions where the continuum was not contam inated by the
B aimer continuum and blended emission lines (ie red ward of H/3486lA).
3.4.1.1

T h e accuracy o f ex tra p o la tin g a sin gle p ow er-law in to th e U V

To try and estimate the effects of a therm al bump on the accuracy of extrapolating a
fitted power-law into the UV, simulations were produced where an IR power-law and
single black body component were added together. A power-law was then fitted to
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the red portion of the d ata alone. There are a number of variables in constructing
such simulations, such as the tem perature of the assumed black body, the power-law
slope, and the ‘break p o in t’ where the black body starts to dominate the continuum.
On the basis of previous work on AGN spectra, the most reasonable guesses are an
IR power-law of slope -1.0 (eg. Carleton et al. 1987), a black-body

tem perature of

27,000K (eg. Malkan and Sargent 1982) and a break point at l^ m (eg. Neugebauer
1987). Therefore, over the range of interest (ie. 2700 - 8000

A)

different black body

tem peratures (between 10,000 - 30,000 K), IR power-law slopes (0 to -2) and a range
of break points (5000 - 15000

A) were

tried. Then a power-law was fitted to just the

red portion of the d ata (A > 5000A) and the fit was compared to the sim ulated data
below A < 4000A. Any discrepancy indicates the error in estim ating the UV continuum
from such a fit. Figure 3.3 shows two examples of this fitting procedure, one where
the extrapolated power-law fits the UV continuum well, and one where there is a large
difference. At 2700A the deviation of the power-law compared to the real continuum
can be as muchas 90%of the ‘tru e’ flux. Such large deviations tend to occur when the
assumed tem perature of the black body is low (ie. 10,000 K) and the crossing over point
is in the blue (5,000

A). W hen

more typical param eters are used, the error at 2700A is

only 4%. However, in general large errors are likely to occur if an extrapolation is made
from the red portion of the spectrum alone. It is possible to estim ate the continuum
around the Balmer jum p more accurately than this. Near the Balmer jum p (ie. 3646A)
the error in the continuum is likely to be only of the order of 30% at most.
3.4.1.2

T he p ow er-law slop es

Table 3.3 gives the power-law slopes fitted to the red portion of the data. W here possible,
the effect of contaminating starlight has been removed (see section §3.6.3) and if the flux
at

2200 A (rest frame) was

available it was also used to further constrain the power-law

slope (there is likely to be a gap in the blended Fell lines at th a t point enabling the
‘tru e’ continuum to be estim ated). Other possible contam inants, such as th e Paschen
continuum, have not been considered.
Even though the fitted power-law may not be a good representation of the true
continuum, the slope of the power-law can tell us something about the relationship
between the underlying continuum components. This is because the two m ain continuum
components (the IR power-law and the blue bump) have different (indeed opposing)
slopes in the optical. The IR power-law is expected to have a slope around -1 (Carleton
et al. 1987) ie. flat in vFy space. O ther ER components (ie. dust) can steepen this
to < —1. On the other hand, for a reasonable black-body tem perature (> 10,000K),
any significant black body contribution will cause the optical spectrum to rise to the
blue in uFu ie. a fitted power-law slope > —1. Therefore an uncontam inated power-law
would be expected to have a slope of < —1 whereas a spectrum w ith a strong blue bump
would have an apparent slope > —1. Excluding those objects for which a power-law
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Figure 3.3: The effect of the UV bump on the accuracy of a single power-law extrapolated
from the red. The solid line is the simulated data, and the dotted line is the extrapolation
from a fit to the red portion of the d ata only (> 5000A).
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Object

Power law slopes a (F^)

EX00003+20

-0.87

Seyfert 1

EX00005+20

-0.88

Seyfert 2

EX00122+08

-0.12*

Seyfert 1

EX00330-26

-0.30

Seyfert 1

EXO0419-54

-2.50*

Seyfert 1

EXO0734+17

-1.66

Seyfert 1

EX00940+56

-1.32*

Seyfert 1

EXO1059+45

-0.54

QSO

EXO1113+40

-1.52

NL Seyfert 1

EX01113+41

-0.81

NL Object

EXO1134+01

-1.75

Seyfert 1

EX01137+54

-0.56

NL Object

EX01138+65

-1.43

Seyfert 1

EX01145+00

-1.07

NL Object

EX01156+32

-1.43

Seyfert 1

EXO1158-03

-1.45

NL Seyfert 1

EX01222+16

-1.07*

Seyfert 2

EX01251+26

-1.43

Seyfert 1

EXO1304+29

-1.48

Seyfert 1

EX01326+79

-1.70

QSO

EX01346+26A

-0.75

Seyfert 1

EX01346+26B

-0.50

QSO

EX01415+26

-1.24

Seyfert 1.5

EX016224-26

-1.57

NL Seyfert 1

EX02317+16

-0.84

Seyfert 1

Object classification

Table 3.3: Power law param eters for the sample (those objects contam inated with
starlight axe indicated with a *)
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Figure 3.4: The correlation between fitted power-law slope and redshift.
fit maybe inappropriate (ie. the LLAGN, not listed in Table 3.3), and those objects
heavily contaminated with starlight (indicated by *’s in Table 3.3) it is apparent th at
over half of the AGN have slopes less than -1 ie. their continua are falling in the blue.
Indeed the mean slope of this sample is —1.26. Therefore, in m any of these objects the
contamination due to a black body or thermal component m ust be weak in the optical.
Figures 3.8a,b,c, and 3.9 show logio(i'i'h) against logio(^) for the MSSL AGN sample,
and it is clear from these plots which have positive (ie. a strong therm al component)
and which have negative slopes (ie. a weak thermal component).
The slopes are not correlated w ith luminosity, but are correlated (at the 97% level)
w ith the redshift such th at the higher redshift objects have slopes < —1. The correlation
is shown in Figure 3.4. This would suggest that those objects at higher redshifts have
a stronger EUV bump. This is almost certainly a selection effect. For high redshift
objects the soft X-ray tail of the blue bump may partially move out of the E X O S A T
bandpass, and therefore only those high redshift objects th a t have a strong EUV bump
will be selected.
Unfortunately only a few other AGN samples have tabulated power-law fits. The
distribution of the fitted slopes from the MSSL AGN sample shows a flat broad dis
tribution, whereas optical studies show a different picture. Neugebauer et al. (1987)
have studied the optical and near IR continuum of 78 PG quasars. They found th at
58 of the quasars studied can be fitted with two power-laws w ith a join at 1/zm, and
the rest can be fitted with a single power-law extending from the optical into the IR.
Obviously the two power-law cases can be interpreted as evidence for the big blue bump
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Figure 3.5: The distribution of spectral slopes in the E X O S A T sample, as well as th a t
from the Neugebauer et al. (1987) sample
and the IR continuum being resolved. The 1/im join is consistent with th a t found by
other authors (ie. Elvis et al. (1986)). Figure 3.5 shows the spectral slope distribution
for the MSSL AGN (excluding those objects heavily contaminated by starlight) and the
optical power-law slopes from the Neugebauer et al. (1987) sample. In order to make
a comparison with our data, only the power-law slopes fitted by Neugebauer et al. to
the optical part of the d ata have been used. It can be seen from Figure 3.5 th a t the
Neugebauer et al. distribution is peaked at much flatter slopes than the MSSL AGN,
with a mean of —0.38, and th a t virtually all the slopes lie between -1 and 0. This type
of distribution for optically selected samples has been found by other authors eg. Oke et
al. (1984) and Richstone and Schmidt (1980). Applying a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to
the two distributions gives a greater than 99% probability th a t the MSSL AGN and the
Neugebauer et al. sample are drawn from different samples. Therefore, unlike optically
selected samples, the MSSL AGN sample contains objects with weak as well as strong
bumps.
If those objects with a slope less than —1 are those th a t have a weak blue bump, then
their red power-laws may be similar to the IR power-laws found in PG quasars. Carleton
et al. (1987) found a mean underlying IR power-law for Seyfert l ’s of —1.02 ± 0.10 for
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their unobscured objects. Looking at figure 3.5 it is clear th a t there axe some E X O S A T
quasars with steeper slopes than those found by Carleton et al (1987). Such a rise can
be attributed to the 3.5/i bump which has been seen in other AGN (ie. Carleton et al.
1987). This

. bump is separate from the non-thermal power-law has been shown by

Cutri et al. (1985), where the flux at 2.2/i and 3.5/i had a smaller am plitude of variability
than the rest of the spectrum. Carleton et al. (1987) interpreted this feature as dust
emission from the BLR.
3.4.1.3

D irect ev id en ce for a T h erm a l com p on en t

In the optical it is very difficult to find any direct evidence for therm al emission, as
those few objects which extend far enough into the UV to be able to disentangle the
UV continuum and line components (ie. Fell lines and the Balmer continuum / twophoton emission) do not have a well constrained power-law component because of the
lack of IR measurements. However, in one of the objects there m ay be some direct
evidence for therm al emission. In EXO 1205+52 it is very difficult to fit the continuum
below the Balmer jum p with a single power-law (see Figure 3.6). A much b etter fit to the
continuum is obtained if a black body and a power-law are used. The best fit tem perature
of this black body is 15,000K, which is lower than the tem peratures found by Malkan
and Sargent (1982) in their sample. However, Malkan (1983) has shown th a t a single
tem perature black body does not represent the UV bump well. The lower tem perature
found for EXO1205+52 may also indicate the relative weakness of the bump.
Figure 3.6 shows EXO 1205+52 together with a number of fits to the continuum. The
top panel shows a single power-law fit, and it is obvious th at it does not represent the
d ata well. The second panel shows a power-law fit plus a black body fit (T=15,000K ).
The last two panels show a power-law plus the accretion disk models of Laor and Netzer
(1989) (with a rotating black hole and cos(i) = 0.25, where i is the inclination) and
the face on, high accretion rate model of Czerny and Elvis (1987)

(see below). The

accretion disk models have just been normalized to the X-ray flux so the fit is remarkably
good!
EX02317+16 is another object where a single power-law cannot explain the whole
of the spectrum. If the d ata redward of H a are included, the continuum can be fitted
by a 9,500K black body and a power-law. However, for this object it m ay be th a t the
cause of the poor fit is not a rise to the blue, but a rise to the red (see figure 3.7). This
increase to the red could then be similar to the 3.5/x excess

seen in other objects

(ie. Carleton et al. 1987).
3.4 .1 .4

In terp reta tio n o f th e pow er-law data

W hat does all this mean? EXO 1205+52 shows evidence for a blue bump being present,
but the power-law fits to the MSSL AGN indicates th a t a large num ber of these objects
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only have weak or non-existent blue bumps. Neither starlight nor reddening can explain
the difference in power-law slopes between the optically selected and X -ray selected sam
ples. If the B-V colours axe compared against the spectral slope, there is no correlation
with reddness (ie. no.correlation w ith starlight contamination). Reddening is also un
likely to cause such an effect, since the EX O SA T sample is soft X-ray selected and thus
reddening would be expected to be negligible. A reddening indicator such as the Ha/H/3
line ratio has a mean value of 3.65 ± 0.97 for the MSSL AGN which is higher than the
case B value of 2.8 but lies well w ithin the values predicted by photoionization models
(eg.Ha/H/3= 4.2 Kwan and Krolik 1981). We must therefore come to the conclusion
th a t the MSSL sample contains AGN both with a strong therm al bum p, as is seen in
many optically selected samples, as well as objects with a weaker or non-existent blue
bump.
However a direct comparison of the MSSL AGN with optically selected samples
may be misleading. To start w ith optically selected samples will autom atically bias
towards strong UV em itters ie. those most likely to have strong UV bumps. Further,
the only optical samples which I have been able to comp axe the E X O S A T sample with
are samples of quasars which do not contain any Seyfert galaxies. In the E X O SA T
sample all of those objects classified as quasars have steep blue slopes (> —l)indicative
of thermal emission, and the division between strong and weak bumps occurs only for the
Seyfert galaxies. Recently Clavel and Santos-Lleo (1990) have tried to show some genuine
difference between the blue bump in quasars and Seyferts. For the Seyfert Fairall-9, they
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require th at the turn over frequency of the bump satisfies hucut < 1 rydberg. On the
other hand the quasar HS1700+6416 requires hucut > 3 rydberg (Reimers et al. 1989).
Clavel and Santos-Lleo interpret the difference as implying a h o tter disk for the quasar.
It is therefore not clear whether Seyferts should have weaker blue bumps than quasars.
To confuse the issue further, McDowell et al. (1989) have shown a new class of quasars
th a t show weak UV bumps even (as in the case of PHL909) when a soft excess is present,
and the objects found here may be similar.
W hat are the possible explanations for Seyferts/quasars having different blue bumps?
Clavel and Santos-Lleo findings imply th a t in quasars the accretion disk is hotter, and
they put forward two possible explanations for this. One involves different accretion
disk models for the two classes. Clavel and Santos-Lleo’s find for Fairall-9 th a t their
data is consistent with a geometrically thin accretion disk (ie. th a t of Laor and Netzer
1989). However, in order to have a h o tter therm al spectrum for quasars, a hot coronae
is necessary which can comptonise the underlying disk radiation and produce a harder
disk spectrum (eg. the model of Czerny and Elvis 1987).
Another possible explanation for a correlation with luminosity and therm al tem per
ature has been given by Ferland and Rees (1988) who recently p u t forward a model
where very dense clouds (n // > 1015 cm- 3 ) near a luminous source generate an opticalUV bump by reprocessing the incident non-therm al spectrum.

W hen the density is

sufficiently high the emergent radiation resembles a black-body whose effective tem per
ature is governed by the ambient radiation density. Therefore the more luminous the
object, the hotter the bump, which would be consistent with the findings of Clavel and
Santos-Lleo.

3 .4 .2

T h e o v era ll e n e r g e tic s o f th e sa m p le - th e S e y fe r ts a n d Q u asars

To try and answer the questions posed by the distributions of the optical power-laws it
is necessary to look at the energy distributions of the objects. This is done by looking at
vF v plots including the X-ray d ata point. Figure 3.8a,b,c show the quasars and Seyferts
plotted in logio(^irl/) versus logio(^) space. These plots allow a comparison of the X-ray
flux (calculated assuming a spectral slope of -1.45 and a line of sight column density
from the Stark et al. catalogue) and optical data.
In order to judge the relative im portance of XUV bumps I have fitted several different
models to the X-ray data alone, and then have compared the predicted optical continuum
with the observed one.

The fitting was done by normalising each model such th at

the correct count rate is obtained when the model is folded through the Lexan-3 filter
response. However such a procedure makes a number of assumptions
1. T hat all the soft X-ray flux is due to emission from the model. This means
th at all the ‘fits’ are going to be upper estimates of the tru e contribution in
the optical. However, since the soft X-ray excess is likely to be strong in the
Lexan-3 bandpass, the assumption seems justified (see chapter 2).
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2. The objects are not variable. If the objects have varied between the E X O SA T
observations and the optical observations then obviously a comparison cannot
be made between the two d ata sets. X-ray variability studies indicate that
there may be a trend in the variability, with bright objects being less vari
able. B arr and M ushotsky (1986) attem pted to quantify this and arrived at a
relation of the form logLx = 0.9 x log A t + 39. For the E X O S A T sample this
would indicate an average two folding timescale of about a m onth. However
long term trends are not common in AGN with variability occurring around
a steady DC level. M arshall et a l (1981) showed th a t from a sample of 28
quasars observed over 5 years only 3 showed evidence for trends. Therefore it
will be assumed th a t the X-ray flux has remained relatively constant between
the optical and X-ray observations.
3. The models chosen are good representations of the real (unobserved) EUV
region. This question cannot be answered until better dataareavailable. Only
a few models fitted here extended far enough into the E X O S A T bandpass
to enable them to compare well with the optical spectra. However, without
data in the EUV, it is impossible to tell which of these models is a better
representation.
W ith only the optical and X-ray d ata to constrain a model, any ‘fit’ is not going to
be th at rigorous. As pointed out by Czerny and Elvis (1987), the IR, optical, UV and
X-ray data are all needed to do the job properly. However, it is possible to make some
broad statem ents about different models. The models which I am going to compare the
d ata with are
a) The model of Czerny and Elvis (1987) with a face on, high accretion rate (M = 1 .5
M©/yr) disk. This emits strongly in the E X O SA T bandpass relative to inclined
systems.
b) This model is from Czerny and Elvis (1987) with a more inclined accretion disk
with a lower accretion rate (M = 1.0 M©/yr). This disk emits the most in the
E X O SA T bandpass of the Czerny and Elvis inclined disks.
c) This model is from Laor and Netzer (1989) with a near edge on thin disk (cosi =
0.25) w ith a rotating black hole. This is the disk from the Laor and Netzer paper
which emits most in the E X O S A T bandpass.
d) This model is from Laor and Netzer (1989) with a near face on thin disk (cosi =
0.75) w ith a rotating black hole.
e) This model is from Ferland and Rees (1988) and includes the reprocessing of X-rays
by cool, dense m aterial near the centre.
It is impossible to talk about the orientation of the disks in these objects until more
dataareavailable. W hat can be said about possible models for the soft X -ray emission is
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that the Ferland and Rees model cannot explain the optical - X-ray continuum. To give
the correct optical flux any soft X-ray flux from the model would be negligible in the
E X O SA T bandpass. Therefore, the d ata indicates th at the soft X-ray excess in these
objects can be explained from the X-ray emission of an accretion disk.
Why should the accretion disks do any better? The Czerny and Elvis model improves
on the simple geometrically thin accretion disk model (ie. th a t of Shakura and Sunyaev
1973) by including the effects of opacity and comptonization. In a simple disk model the
disk is geometrically thin and radiates locally as a black body (for a review see Pringle
1981). However, there are likely to be other effects which cause the em itted spectrum
to deviate from a black body. If electron scattering is im p o rtan t, then photons will
be scattered out of the line of sight, so the em itted intensity at any frequency will be
less than th a t for a single black body and the spectrum will be flattened. Czerny and
Elvis show th a t by including electron scattering into an accretion disk model, the disk
spectrum will flatten at around 1500A. This is very closbto the breakthat is observed in the
UV spectra (Malkan and Sargent 1982). W hat is of more interest from the point of view
of studying soft X-ray excess objects is the potential effect com ptonization can have
on the em itted spectrum. Comptonization will upscatter photons to higher energies,
thereby boosting the soft X-ray emission above th a t expected for a simple disk. An
optically thin, hot corona can also boost the soft X-ray photons to higher energies.
As noted by Czerny and Elvis, only face-on accretion disks would be expected to be
seen in soft X-rays, and this is consistent with the data in this thesis. The soft X-ray
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emission would be expected to arise in the inner most regions of the disk. However, the
disks studied by Czerny and Elvis are geometrically thick, so in inclined systems the inner
parts of the disk are shadowed thereby decreasing the soft X-ray emission. They estimate
th a t only about 15% of AGN would then be expected to show soft excesses. This is at
some variance with the finding of Turner and Pounds th at ~ 50% of their nearby AGN
showed evidence for a soft excess. In our soft X-ray selected sample it would seem th at in
the Czerny and Elvis scenario nearly all the Seyferts and QSO require face on accretion
disks.
Alternatively, the Laor and Netzer disks are geometrically thin disks, similar to those
studied by Sun and Malkan (1989). These models take into account the full treatm ent
of electron and bound-free opacities as well as relativistic boosting of the emission. For
these thin accretion disks relativistic beaming can boost the soft X-ray emission seen
when viewing along the disk. Therefore the models of Laor and Netzer can give the
opposite geometric view to th a t of Czerny and Elvis.
W ith most of the accretion disk models there seems to be a problem in pushing
the accretion disk emission out to high enough energies to agree w ith the observations.
From Figure 3.8, it is clear th a t only the models which emit furthest into the E X O SA T
bandpass come close to fitting both the X-ray and the optical data. The Czerny and
Elvis inclined disks, the face on Laor and Netzer disks and the Ferland and Rees model
all indicate that if they were the cause of the optical slopes, then there would be no
observable soft X-ray excess. In most cases, only the edge on Laor and Netzer disk
or the face on Czerny and Elvis disk seem consistent with both the X-ray and the
optical data; it is only in a few cases (ie. EX00330-26) where none of the models is
consistent with the optical data. There are two possible explanations for this. Either
there is no soft excess in these objects, or the objects have varied between observations.
Certainly in EX00330-26 there may be some evidence for variability on a timescale of
years (Branduardi-Raymont 1989). For those objects where the fit is relatively good,
however, UV dataware needed to better constrain the ‘fits’.
Going back to the original question (the meaning of the difference in optical slopes
between the E X O S A T sample and the PG quasars), it seems th a t the relative strength of
an accretion disk can explain the distribution of power-law slopes. The apparent absence
of disk emission in the optical does not necessarily mean th a t there is no disk emission,
just that it may be weak.
3 .4 .3

T h e o v e r a ll e n e r g e t ic s o f t h e s a m p le - t h e n a r r o w lin e o b j e c t s

All the above applies to those objects defined as Seyfert l ’s or quasars. However, there
are other objects in the sample, such as the LLAGN. LLAGN have no evidence for
accretion disks, so no attem pt has been made to ‘fit’ one. However, from Figure 3.9
it is clear that a simple extrapolation of the optical data into the E X O S A T bandpass
will not explain the X-ray flux by 1 - 2 orders of magnitude. This m ay imply th a t the
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origin of the soft excess is not related to the same physical mechanism as the optical
power-law (unlike the case in Seyfert l ’s and QSO’s (Elvis et aZ.j 1989)). All the slopes in
these objects axe < —1 with no rise to the blue. As noted in the introduction, possible
explanations for the soft X-ray emission include emission from a region independent to
th a t of the central power-house, such as the therm al emission from a hot gas, or scattered
X-rays from an obscured Seyfert 1 like nucleus. Intercloud emission has been seen in
the case of NGC4151 (Elvis et al. 1983) where they proposed the emission to be due to
shock heating of the interstellar medium by ejected narrow line clouds.
Assuming the soft X-ray emission is due to therm al brem sstrahlung then the total
flux emitted per unit volume is
^
= 2.4 x i o - 27r ° - 5i\re2
( 3 .5 )
dV
Since the N eT product for the narrow line emission region is in the range 107 — 109
(Koski 1978), then reasonable estim ates of N e ~ 103 cm-3 and Te ~ 106K are used to
give

— 2.4 X 10-18 ergs cm-3 s-1 = 6.48 X 1037 ergs pc-3 s- 1 . Since the X-ray

fluxes are, for these objects, of the order of 1041 ergs s-1 , this gives a to tal emitting
volume of 1.54 X 103 pc3 or 1.54 X 10~6 kpc3. This is a very small volume (similar in
size to the central engine) and since we are testing the hypothesis th a t the em itting
region lies outside the central engine, therm al bremsstrahlung is an unlikely source for
the emission. Again, as in Elvis et al. (1983), we can consider shocked NLR clouds
where the tem peratures are likely to be ~ 2 X 106K and the density ne ~ 1 cm-3 (ie.
the density of the normal ISM) where the em itting volume is of the order of 1.54 kpc3,
much more like the size of the NLR. One further hypothesis is th a t the X-ray flux is not
related to the central regions at all, but originates in SNR. However, w ithout further
observations of these objects (such as looking for the strong UV flux associated with
O /B stars) nothing more can be said about this explanation.

3.5

O th e r c o n tin u u m m e c h a n ism s

3 .5 .1

T h e B a lm e r /P a s c h e n c o n t in u u m

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to determine precisely the flux in th e Balmer continuum,
since in the region where it is likely to dominate (2000 - 4000

A)

there are plenty of

other sources of emission. In particular there are likely to be blends of Fell multiplets,
which will confuse the separate emission contributions in this region.

However, for

all those spectra for which a 3000Abump is seen, some attem pt has been made to fit
both the Balmer continuum and blended iron lines in order to gain some idea as to
the relative shape and flux in the Balmer continuum. Such a decomposition is beset
w ith problems since the UV continuum is poorly constrained and the exact shape of
the Balmer continuum is unknown. There are two simple approaches to the form of the
Balmer continuum, one for the optically thin regime, and one for the optically thick.
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1. Optically thin Balmer continuum given by
h(v—i/Q)

FM = F

( 3 .6 )

where
F Bai = flux at the Balmer edge
i/o is the frequency of the Balmer edge
Te is the tem perature of the Balmer continuum

2. Optically thick Balmer continuum

F = Fflfl/.JB(re) . ( l - c - r*')

(3.7)

F Bal — flux at the Balmer edge
B (T e) is the Plank function at tem perature Te
tu

can be approxim ated by

r,/ = TBE ©

(3-8)

(Grandi 1982)
where u0 is the frequency of the Balmer edge
and t b e is the optical depth of the Balmer continuum

Previous workers have predicted th at the Balmer continuum will either be hot and
thin (ie. T > 2 x 104K (P u etter and Levan 1982)) or thick and cool ( t b e ~ 1 — 2, T
~ 104K (Wills, Netzer and Wills 1985)). Generally, in comparing these profiles with
the data there is little to choose between the two models. The calculations of Wills,
Netzer and Wills (1985) indicate th a t the optically thin case might be more appropriate
since the Balmer continuum m ay be expected to come from a hotter rather than a cooler
region in the line em itting region. Other models (ie. Kwan and Krolik 1981) indicate
a tem perature of 8,000K. Observationally there is a large disparity in the tem peratures
of the Balmer continuum fitted by different authors. Oke et al. (1984) found the mean
Balmer tem perature

for their sample of 15 objects to be 40,000K, whereas P uetter et

al. (1982)found tem peratures ranging from 8 - 15,000K. The explanation for this large
difference may lie in how well a power-law fitted to the optical d a ta can represent the UV
continuum. As shown in section §3.5.1.1, the error can be large. If any significant therm al
emission was underestimated there would be an apparent excess of flux in the blue,
forcing the apparent Balmer tem perature up. This is further underlined by the more
complex spectral fits done by Malkan and Sargent (1982) to quasar spectra covering the
UV through to the IR, where the best fit optically thin Balmer continuum was 15,000K.
Note th a t the Malkan and Sargent model attem pted to include a therm al component as
well as a power-law.
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A ttem pts were made to fit the Balmer continuum to the MSSL AGN, convolving it
with a Balmer line profile in order to represent the doppler broadening due to the motion
of the different em itting regions. In most theoretical models, the Balmer continuum is
thought to come from a region close to the region em itting the Balmer lines. Unfortu
nately what is required for detailed modelling is both UV and IR coverage, and in the
E X O SA T sample where there is d ata beyond Mg II A2800, there is no uncontam inated
red flux. Because of all the problems with such fitting, no firm conclusions about the
temperatures could be drawn from the fits to the data.
Because of all the above problems, the Balmer continuum fluxes for the MSSL AGN
were obtained from the flux at the Balmer edge after subtracting out other continuum
models. Integrating from vq (the frequency at the Balmer edge) to infinity then gives
the total balmer flux (for the optically thin case) as

r .=

S f

p.»)

The errors on these fluxes are likely to be quite large since if there is therm al emission
due to an accretion disk, the error on the assumed underlying continuum can be up to
30-40%. Also Figures 3.8a,b,c show th a t the spectra of weak accretion disks can rise at
around 4000A mimicking a Balmer jum p. Table 3.4 gives

for those objects which

show evidence for the Balmer continuum.
The mean -Fbc/H o: measured for the sample is (1.40 ±0.55) x 10- 4 x T (T is the tem
perature in K). At this stage noassumptionshave been made about the tem perature. The
ratio is consistent with the measured values found for other samples (which lie between
0.1 and 3) if T lies between 1,000 to 20,000K. Another estimate of the tem perature can
be made assuming case B conditions. Under case B the expected value of the Balmer
flux is
FBc/ H/3 = 3 .95 .T 4 4

(3.10)

where T 4 is the tem perature in 104K (Wills, Netzer and Wills 1985). The mean
value of Fbc/KP is (5.56 ± 2.7 x 10-4 x T ) (or (5.56 ± 2.7 x T 4)) so this gives an average
tem perature (assuming case B) of (0.57 ±0.46) x 104K. Such a tem perature for optically
thin Balmer continuum is lower th an th a t found by most authors (ranging from 8 ,000 K
to 40,000K), but this probably represents a departure from Case B assumptions which
will be the case when the optical depth in the Balmer lines is significant an d /o r the
optical depth of the Balmer continuum is large.
In Figure 3.11 the flux at the Balmer edge (F^ ) has been plotted against the optical
flux for this sample. It can be seen th a t the flux at the Balmer edge is well correlated
with the optical flux. However, an F-test on the d ata shows th a t the Balmer edge flux is
better correlated w ith the H(3 flux. This strengthens the view of the Balmer ‘bum p’ being
due (at least in part) to Balmer continuum emission. There is no apparent correlation of
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Object

x 10 29 (observed)

(F bcW ) X 10~4x T

0003+20

33.31

6.08

1059+45

10.21

7.02

1134+19

133.79

8.73

1138+65

6.07

3.24

1156+32

18.12

5.70

1 1 5 8 -0 3

25.12

0.29

1205+52

58.13

5.94

1251+26

23.00

4.90

1304+29

12.63

4.25

1346+26A

22.00

11.04

1346+26B

3.34

4.35

1415+26

16.26

5.20

Table 3.4: Balmer continuum normalisations
the ifi^/H/3 line ratio with any other param eters, but the quality of the d ata precludes
any detailed discussion. No correlation is expected from theoretical considerations.
3 .5 .2

T w o p h o t o n e m is s io n

Another possible source of continuum emission is the two photon decay of the metastable
22S 1/2 level of hydrogen. From this level two photon emission can occur, where instead
of one photon being em itted with an energy of 10.3 eV, two photons axe em itted with a
total summed energy of 10.3 eV but w ith the ratio between the two determined from a
probability distribution A(y) tabulated in Spitzer and Greenstein (1951). This is because
the 2251/2 level of hydrogen has a spin state of 1, and therefore it requires two photons
to be emitted in order to conserve spin. However, the 2 ^ / 2 level of Hydrogen is quickly
depopulated by collisional de-excitation above electron densities £104 atom s cm- 3 , and
densities higher than this in the BLR clouds are inferred from the lack of broad forbidden
line emission. The only possibility for two-photon emission to be produced from the BLR
is if the optical depth to Lyman alpha is large (> 106) (Drake and Ulrich 1981). In most
numerical models the im portance of two-photon continuum is too small to be significant
though it may be possible, of course, to see two photon emission from less dense regions
such as in the NLR. Fortunately, the two photon emission has a distinctive shape in the
UV and as such, it may be possible to distinguish it from other continuum sources.
The only case where two photon emission may be seen in the MSSL AGN is in
EXO1429+36, where the object is of a high enough redshift to see up to Lyman a
1216A. Since the two photon continuum peaks at around 1600 A (in F„ space) a bump
should be visible around C IV A1550. This is indeed what is seen. However, a two
photon continuum is not the only explanation of this feature. A fit to the d ata with
a single power-law does not model the continuum well, but it is difficult to distinguish
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Figure 3.11: The Balmer flux F^ plotted against the optical flux
between a fit with a black body (tem perature 27,000K) and a two photon continuum.
One problem is th a t there are several absorption lines around 1300 - 1400A of which the
most prominent is C II A1335A. This absorption may mimic the expected turndown of
the continuum which would be seen from a two photon continuum. A fit to the data
with a power-law and a two photon continuum plus 7 gaussians to the lines is shown in
Figure 3.12.
The question th at now has to be asked is whether Lya is optically thick enough? A
diagnostic often used to try to determine the density of the BLR gas is the presence of
broad C III] A1909A, which is collisionally de-excited at around 1010 atoms cmT3 It can
be seen from the spectrum th at broad C III] is very weak with a strong narrow core, and
therefore it must be assumed th a t the electron density in the BLR clouds is greater than
1010 atoms cm3. Such a high density means the optical depth to L ya m ust be greater
than 106 for two photon emission to be seen (Drake and Ulrich 1981). The d ata is too
noisy at Lya to tell what the profile of the line is like, but a rough estim ate of its flux can
be made. The to tal flux in the C IV line is ~ 0.24x L ya/N V A1240 blend. Therefore
assuming th at a similar proportion of C IV is absorbed to th a t absorbed in Lya, the ratio
is consistent w ith other observed and predicted line ratios w ith no need for a high optical
depth. This would therefore imply th a t Lya is not optically thick enough to promote a
two-photon continuum so the apparent two photon shape of the continuum may just be
due to the absorption features at ~ Al335Amimicking the expected turndown.
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Figure 3.12: The fit of a two photon continuum to EX01429+26. Shown are a power-law
fit, gaussian fits to the lines and a two-photon continuum.
3 .5 .3

S ta r lig h t

Where the underlying galaxy could be seen, fits were made using a tem plate elliptical
galaxy. The tem plate used comes from observations of radio galaxies (Yee and Oke
(1978)). An elliptical galaxy was used because for those objects for which starlight is
im portant ie. low-redshift objects, the dominant contribution to the starlight will come
from the bulge which resembles an elliptical galaxy in composition. Such fits enable the
contribution of starlight in the objects to be estimated, as well as estim ating the strength
of any prominent absorption lines th a t might affect the determ ination of blended features
(ie [0 III] 4363A). For this purpose, a higher resolution tem plate dw arf elliptical was
used (NGC3145) which was folded onto the lower resolution tem plate. Figure 3.13 shows
the fit to EXO0419-54 using a power-law and the low resolution galaxy tem plate. It can
be seen th at at least in this object the template galaxy is a good description of the
underlying galaxy.
As mentioned in section §3.4, the am ount of starlight seems to correlate with B-V in
th a t the very red objects axe heavily contaminated with starlight. However just using
a dwarf elliptical will not totally remove the starlight in all objects, since it has been
shown th a t the effect of a Seyfert nucleus on its stellar population is to cause increased
star formation (Edelson, Malkan and Reike 1987), and the actual galaxy spectrum will
differ depending on the object observed. For some of the Narrow line objects it is clear
th a t the tem plate is not a good description at all. This will cause m ost problems when
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Figure 3.13: The fit to the continuum of EXO0419-54 showing the fit of a tem plate
galaxy spectrum
the continuum is dominated by starlight, such as is the case for the LLAGN.

3.6

T h e X -r a y flu x a n d a ox

The above sections describe the fits to the optical continua of the MSSL AGN. As seen
in section §3.5.2 a comparison of the optical and X-ray d ata can help in determining the
X-ray properties of the sample. The determ ination of the X-ray flux for the MSSL AGN
is difficult, primarily because the steep average slope required indicates the presence of
a second component.

3 .6 .1

E v id e n c e for a s te e p c o m p o n e n t

As was shown in chapter 2, there is strong evidence th at the E X O S A T HGLS AGN
have steep soft X-ray spectra. F urther evidence for a steep component comes from the
calculated X-ray and optical fluxes of the galaxies. Figure 3.14 shows the distribution
of the X-ray and optical luminosities compared with the distribution from Stephens
(1988). It can be seen that the optical distributions agree fairly well, but th a t the X-ray
distributions are shifted with respect to one another. F itting a straight line through the
d ata gives the same fitted slope (around 1) but different normalisations. For the optical
luminosity logio < L 0 > = 39.89 ± 0.08 ( E X O S A T ) and logio < L 0 > = 39.93 ± 0.04
(Stephens) whereas for the X-ray luminosities they are logio < L x > — 44.21 ± 0.08
( E X O S A T ) and logio < L x > = 43.52 ± 0.05 (Stephens) showing a clear excess on
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Figure 3.14: The X-ray and optical continuum fluxes for both the E X O S A T sample and
Stephens (1989) sample showing a clear shift between the two
average in X-ray flux of the E X O S A T sample over the Stephens sample. The X-ray
fluxes for the EXOSAT sample have been calculated using the same spectral param eters
as those for the E IN ST E IN sample, namely an X-ray energy slope of -0.5, and a range of
0.5 to 4.5 keV; the optical data are from the flux at 4220A with the same flux-luminosity
conversion as used by Stephens. There are a number of possible explanations for such
a difference. The fluxes are calculated on the assumption of an a = —0.5 power law. If
the mean X-ray power-law slope was —0.5 over both the E X O S A T and Einstein ranges,
then the fluxes extrapolated from the Einstein and E X O SA T bandpasses would be the
same. If the slope was steeper than this in the E X O SA T range, then the normalisation
in the E X O SA T bandpass to a fitted a = —0.5 power law would be greater than th at
needed in the 0.5 - 4.5 keVbandpass ju st because the a = —0.5 slope was incorrect. If
the observed difference was caused by this alone, the slope needed to reconcile the two
luminosity distributions would be a = —1.9 which is much steeper th a n th a t obtained
from measured or inferred spectral slopes (see chapter 2). It is m uch easier to explain
the shift in the context of a 2 component model where the spectrum steepens into the
EXO SA T bandpass.
3 .6 .2

T h e otox

The a oxof the d ata has been calculated using the formula in Tannanbaum et c/.(1979)
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Its value depends on the chosen input param eters, so to compare our sample with
th a t of other workers, a slope of —0.5 and an energy range of 0.5 to 4.5 keV has been
used. W ith these param eters, the mean a ox is

< a ox > = 0.983 ± 0.158

(3.12)

The mean a ox from the E IN S T E IN IASS (Maccacaro et al. 1984) is 1.26, much larger
than our value.
seeing

This discrepancy again strengthens the viewth a t in our sample we are

evidence fora softexcess. There is also a difference between the

a oxfound for

optically selected objects and th at of our sample, where for optically selected AGN (with
z< 1) a ox is 1.27 (Kriss and Canizares 1985). Note th at any reddening would increase
the discrepancy between the MSS and MSSL AGN (eg. Kruper and Canizares 1989)
However, using the B magnitude for the optical flux assumes an optical power-law
slope. As shown in section §1.5.1.1 in general a power-law is not a good description
of the data since there is evidence th at two components are required to describe the
optical/UV regime. Therefore, it is better to use data from the spectrum to determine
the optical flux. Table 3.5 gives the a ox determined using the flux at 4220A for the
optical flux (Kriss and Canizares (1982) call this (5ox). Such a determ ination also avoids
the risk of contamination by the host galaxy which will be small at this wavelength. The
mean value of /3oxis
< j3ox > = 0.92 ± 0 .1 4

3 .7

(3.13)

T h e B L L acs

After the above discussion on the continuum properties of the emission line AGN some
thing should be said about the three BL Lac objects found in the sample. As mentioned
in the introduction (see chapter 1), BL Lacs are characterised by having a high level of
polarisation, rapid variability and no evidence of emission lines. BL Lacs tend to have
steep soft X-ray spectra, so it is not surprising th a t three such objects have been found
in our sub-sample of the complete HGLS. The three BL Lacs studied here were identified
as such by having a featurless, blue optical spectrum and these identifications have been
confirmed by radio observations (see chapter 2).
The Fu vs. v distribution for the three objects are shown in Figure 3.15. The Fv
distributions of the three BL Lacs show the same (expected) behaviour by rising to the
red. However, in vFv space the situation is quite different (Figure 3.16). EX00507-04
rises to the red, and is obviously heavily contam inated by starlight. EX01003+35 is
relatively flat, and EX 01118+42 rises to the blue. The behaviour of EX 01003+35 and
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Object

&ox(®x — 0.5j Bm)

<Xox(ax = 1/ 4220A)

EX 00003+20

1.026

0.957

Seyfert 1

EX 00005+20

0.627

0.880

Seyfert 2

EX 00122+08

1.025

1.078

Seyfert 1

EX00330-26

0.823

0.673

Seyfert 1

EXO0419-54

0.840

0.815

Seyfert 1

EXO0734+17

1.066

0.967

Seyfert 1

EX00940+56

0.865

0.793

Seyfert 1

EXO1059+45

1.160

0.932

QSO

EX01113+41

0.930

0.954

NL Object

EXO1134+01

1.052

0.978

Seyfert 1

EX01138+65

1.023

0.842

Seyfert 1

EX01145+00

0.792

0.829

NL Object

EX01156+32

1.102

1.081

Seyfert 1

EXO1158-03

1.205

1.248

NL Seyfert 1

EXO1205+52

1.273

1.21

QSO

EX01222+16

0.834

0.779

Seyfert 2

EX01251+26

0.825

0.814

Seyfert 1

EX01329+79

1.030

1.006

QSO

EX01346+26A

1.252

1.052

Seyfert 1

EX01346+26B

0.934

0.634

QSO

EX01415+26

0.964

0.937

Seyfert 1.5

EX01622+26

1.069

1.062

NL Seyfert 1

EX02317+16

0.899

0.919

Seyfert 1

EX00507-04

0.858

0.873

B1 Lac

Classification

Table 3.5: a 0;rfor tbe sample using tbe two different methods outlined in tbe text
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D ate

vv m a g

Slope a
{Fv oc v a )

8-feb-1988

17.7

-0.721

±

0.005

13-feb-1988

17.4

-0.715

±

0.004

16-feb-1988

16.6

-0.584

±

0.003

Table 3.6: Power-law fits to tbe three observations of EX 01118+42
EX O l 118+42 is not inconsistent w ith th at found for other X-ray selected BL Lacs. In a
study of 33 Blazars observed with IUE (Ghisellini et al. 1986) the mean slope in Fu space
for X-ray selected objects was —0.83 ± 0.14, which is consistent w ith either a relatively
flat distribution in vFu space or a rise to the blue.
Tagliaferri et al. (1988) have reported on radio and hard X-ray measurements of
EX00507-04. On the assumption th at the flux observed in the ME for the pointing
associated with EX00507-04 is due to the BL Lac, fitting both the ME and LE d ata for
this object gave an energy index of a = -0.82 ^q!23- ^ h e rac^ 0 Au* was 27.1 ± 1 .1 mJy
at 8.4 GHz. These measurements are consistent with other X-ray selected BL Lacs (see
Tagliaferri et al. 1988). As part of this thesis, a detailed study of the optical spectrum
of this object, and in particular the stellar absorption lines, has enabled an estim ate of
the redshift, z=0.304 to be obtained. The optical spectra fitted w ith a power-law plus
an elliptical galaxy tem plate is shown in Figure 3.17. It can be seen th a t the fit is very
good, supporting the view th a t BL Lacs reside in ellipticals (eg. Perez-Fournon and
Biermann 1984).
Little can be said about EX01003+35, since it has not been possible to determine
a redshift, and there is no evidence for variability. However, EX 01118+42 does seem
to vary. EX01118+42 was observed on three separate occasions during the February
run (on the 8/2/1988, 13/2/1988 and 16/2/1988), and over the week its flux increased
by about a magnitude. Such rapid variability is fairly common in BL Lac objects (see
chapter 1). For each of the three observations a single power-law was fitted to the data
between 4200 to 8000A. Figure 3.18 shows all of the spectra plotted on the same scale
in Fa space where the differences are more pronounced. In Fa space the slope steepens
to the blue see Figure 3.18, which in the more normal

space implies a flattening.

Table 3.6 gives the dates, V magnitudes and the fitted power-law slopes a (for Fu oc ua )
w ith the associated 68% errors.
Similar behaviour has been seen in other Iblazars. In a study of 11 blazars by Gear
et al. (1986), it was found th a t in general when the IB. fluxes increased, the spectrum
flattened (ie. |a | gets smaller). Gear et al. (1986) interpret this behaviour as due to
repeated injections or reaccelerations of electrons which subsequently decay radiatively,
steepening the observed spectrum. In terms of the rising part of a flare, an injection of
high energy electrons will cause more emission at higher frequencies, effectively flattening
the spectrum. This is the same trend seen in E X O l 118+42, w ith the spectrum flattening
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Figure 3.15: Tlie Fv vs v distribution for the BL Lacs
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Figure 3.16: vFv vs v distribution for tbe BL Lacs
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Figure 3.17: The fit of a tem plate elliptical galaxy to the spectrum of EX00507-04
as the source brightens. However, the situation is likely to be more complex than a simple
re-injection model would imply. UV observations indicate th a t for M rk 421, only a weak
correlation between the continuum slope and the continuum level exists (Ulrich et al.
1984b). Some objects show different behaviour at different times. During a declining
phase of 0235+164 the spectrum steepened (O ’Dell et al. 1977), but a similar steepening
did not occur in January 1979 (Pica, Smith and Pollock 1980b).

3.8

Sum m ary

The continuum of the MSSL AGN show a wide range of different properties, from fast
variability (in the case of one of the BL Lacs), to the presence of the UV bump. By
studying their optical and X-ray luminosities in comparison with another X-ray selected
sample, it is clear th a t they all have a second steep component, which would be similar
to the soft X-ray excess seen in nearby AGN (ie, Turner and Pounds 1989). Further,
by looking at the relationship between the optical and the X-ray d ata, the most likely
explanation for this excess is th a t it is the high energy tail of an accretion disk. The
MSSL AGN are different from optically selected AGN, however, in having a large range
in the relative strength of this accretion disk. Such a difference in the emission in the
EUV may affect the line emission properties. This is investigated in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.18: The spectra of EX 01118+42 taken on three different days showing the
variable slope.
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C h a p te r 4

T h e M SSL A G N - th e em ission
lines
As mentioned in the introduction, the emission lines in AGN are thought to arise in
two physically distinct regions, called the Broad line region (BLR) and the Narrow line
region (NLR) respectively. The broad line region emits broad perm itted lines from a
region which m ust lie close to the centre of the AGN (~ 0.1 pc). The narrow line region
prim arily emits forbidden lines and lies much further out (£10 pc). The commonest
model for the production of these lines is of a system of clouds which are photoionised
by the continuum emission from the central engine. Their orbital motion is thought to
give rise to the observed line widths. In general photoionization models work well in
modelling the high ionization lines, such as Lya and C IVA1549. Models do, however,
have problems with the low ionization lines (such as the Balmer lines), and there are
observational and theoretical reasons for supposing th at the low and high ionization
lines may be em itted preferentially from different regions in the AGN (see introduction).
The most often quoted problem with photoionization models is in modelling the Fell
lines, where some models underestim ate the true optical Fell flux by a factor of five
(eg. Kwan and Krolik 1981). A number of different solutions have been outlined for
addressing the Fell problem, including line fluorescence (Wills, Netzer and Wills 1985),
and line emission from accretion disks (eg. Collin-Souffrin et al. 1987). It is to be hoped
th a t detailed studies of the line emission properties of AGN can throw some light onto
some of these questions.

4 .1

D a ta r e d u c tio n

All the line fluxes were obtained using SPECTRUM (see appendix A). In general, no
attem pt was made to deblend any lines because of the low resolution of the d ata (10A).
Therefore the quoted line fluxes for H a will be contaminated by [N IE]AA6548,6585, and
H 7 will be contaminated by [0 IH]A4636. The line fluxes were determined by a simple
summation of the flux over the FW ZI (full width at zero intensity) above a continuum
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which was normally taken to be a power-law (see chapter 3). For lines above the Balmer
edge (ie. A < 3646), a Balmer continuum (T=13,000K) was added to the power-law.
The only exception to this are the Fell lines where individual m ultiplets were fitted to
the data. This means th at Fell emission blended with other lines (particularly H/3)
would be included in the flux estimates. Errors on the line fluxes were estim ated from
the errors on the fits to the continuum (which can be as large as 30%) as well as errors
propagated through the reduction and calibration process. Because of the problem with
modelling the continuum in the UV, the UV line fluxes (ie. M gll A2799) will be less
accurate than the optical lines. All of the measured line fluxes are listed in Table 4.1.

4.2

O b se r v a tio n s o f t h e B ro a d lin es

4 .2 .1

T h e L in e F lu x e s

For low redshift objects, the strongest observed broad lines in the optical are from
perm itted transitions from elements of Hydrogen, Helium and Magnesium. In general,
broad forbidden lines are not seen, though there have been observations of weak broad
components of [O III] A5007 (eg. van Groningen and de Bruyn 1989). Because of the
absence of broad forbidden lines, the density in the BLR is generally assumed to be high
(>10 7 atoms cm- 3 ). An upper limit of 1010 atoms cm -3 is generally assumed due to
the presence of broad C III] A1909. However, broad C III]A1909 is not always seen. For
example EX 01426+39 (the highest redshift object in the MSSL AGN) has only weak
broad C III]A1909 emission implying ne > 1010 atoms cm- 3 . The few line ratios th at
can be used to obtain tem peratures lie in the UV (C HI]A1909 and C III]A977), and
none of the spectra presented here for the MSSL AGN extend far enough into the UV to
observe them. In general, photoionization models predict tem peratures around 8000K
(Kwan and Krolik 1981).
The Balmer lines are generally the strongest lines observed. On the assumption th at
reddening is small, the Ha/H/3 ratio for the QSO’s and Seyfert l ’s in the MSSL AGN
sample is 3.56 ± 0.98, the H7 /H/? ratio is 0.43 ± 0.15 and the H<5/H/3 ratio is 0.27 ± 0 . 12 .
The errors are the standard deviations of the ratios around the mean. It is clear th a t the
mean Ha/H/3 ratio is some way from its case B value of 2 .8 , but the other lines axe close
to theirs (0.47 and 0.26 respectively). This may be related to the relative line opacities.
Three different samples have been used to compare the line ratios with those of the
MSSL AGN. The dataset of Stephens (1989) are X-ray selected AGN from the Einstein
satellite, and they have an almost identical optical luminosity range to the MSSL AGN
(see chapter 3). Two optical samples will also be used. The line ratios of 37 Seyfert l ’s
have been tabulated by Osterbrock (1977), and a similar study of another 37 AGN has
been done by Morris and W ard (1988). Comparing the Balmer line ratios from the MSSL
AGN with these three samples shows no obvious differences. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
gives a 68 % likelihood th at the MSSL AGN and the Stephens d ataset are drawn from
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the same sample. The corresponding probability for the Osterbrock sample is 78%. It
is a little more difficult to compare the d ata with the Morris and W ard, sample since it
seems to contain a wider range of objects. However, when the complete MSSL sample is
compared w ith the Morris and W ard sample, there is a 58% likelihood th a t the samples
axe similar. Therefore, the Balmer line ratios show no apparent difference between the
MSSL AGN (selected on the basis of their soft X-ray emission), harder X-ray selected
AGN (the Stephens sample (1989)), and optically selected samples. Figure 4.1 shows
H a/H /3 against H 7 /ff/3 for the MSSL AGN and the three comparison samples.
Unfortunately, apart from the Balmer lines, few other low ionization lines are visible
in the MSSL sample (The Fell lines will be dealt with later). The two most common
axe He I A5876A and Mg II A2799A. One other commonly observed line, H ell A4686,
generally cannot be seen due to the blending of the Fell lines in th a t region. The He I
line is weak (at least compared to the Balmer lines), and stellar absorption features can
heavily contam inate it, so the determ ination of the flux and EW is difficult. The data
give a mean ratio of 0.16 ± 0.08 for He I/H/3, which is consistent with other observations
(eg. 0.18 from the Osterbrock sample). Again a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows th a t the
MSSL AGN axe no different from the Stephens sample or from the Osterbrock sample.
Mg II A2800A is also very poorly determined. This is both because the continuum
level is poorly determined, and the line itself is likely to be contam inated by the many
Fell blends surrounding it. For want of a better estimate of the continuum, it was
assumed to be the best fit power-law to the red part of the spectrum (A > 5000A)
together with a Balmer continuum with a tem perature of 13,000 K. Some attem pt has
also been made to deconvolve this line from the Fell blends surrounding it. For the MSSL
AGN the mean MgII/H/3 value was found to be 1.41 ± 0.70, which is consistent with
that found by other workers (ie. 1.90 ± 1.5 from the Bright Quasars Survey (Baldwin,
Wampler and Gaskell (1989)).
Therefore the broad line measurements indicate that there is no obvious distinction
between the MSSL AGN (selected on the basis of their soft X-ray emission), and either
harder X-rays selected or optically selected samples. At first sight this may seem rather
surprising. In many photoionization models, the low-ionization lines originate in a so
called ‘transition zone’. The therm al balance in this zone is dom inated prim arily by
X-ray heating, and losses from H a emission (eg. Collin-Souffrin and Dumont 1986).
Because of the im portance of X-ray heating on the transition zone, it might be expected
that those objects which show a strong soft X-ray excess m ay have different line ratios
from those th a t do not. As shown by Netzer (1987), increasing th e im portance of an
EUV bump can change the Ha/H/3 ratio from >10 down to < 2 . However, the fact
that the mean line ratio for the MSSL AGN is close to th a t seen by other samples,
suggests th a t there is no great difference in the average incident spectrum on the line
em itting clouds. Also, it must be remembered th a t even though in general the incident
spectra used in photoionization models do not have strong EUV bumps, they do give
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Figure 4.2: The Haflux versus continuum flux for the MSSL AGN
reasonable Ha/H/? line ratios (ie. the ‘standard model’ gives H a/H /?= 4.2 (Kwan and
Krolik (1981)). Therefore, any soft excess must be em itted anisotropically. Then most
of the photoionised clouds surrounding the central engine will not see a strong soft Xray excess, and will emit ‘standard’ line ratios. Under this scenario, the only difference
between the MSSL AGN and the other samples is one of orientation.
4 .2 .2

L in e -L u m in o s ity c o r r e la tio n s

As is generally found with AGN, the line fluxes are found to correlate with the contin
uum. Figure 4.2 shows H a versus the continuum flux before applying any correction for
distance, and it is clear th at the two axe correlated. When luminosities instead of fluxes
are used the correlation becomes even more pronounced. Figure 4.3 shows the correla
tions of H a, H/3, H7 and Hd w ith the optical and X-ray continuum. QSO’s and Seyfert
l ’s are shown as dots, Seyfert 2 ’s are squares and the crosses are the low-luminosity
AGN. Only upper limits are shown for the E(3 lines for the low-luminosity AGN. From
Figure 4.3 it can be seen th a t the low luminosity AGN lie off the correlation defined by
the Seyferts and QSO’s. In the case of the Seyfert 2’s this can be explained in term s of
an obscured BLR such th at the Balmer emission is just th at from th e narrow line region.
Since the NLR lies further away from the central engine than the BLR, the value of the
ionization parameter U is smaller, which would give rise to lower Balmer lines fluxes and
a larger H a/H (3 ratio. The situation for the LLAGN is less clear, since as mentioned
in the introduction the line emission mechanism is not fully understood.
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It is apparent from Figure 4.3 th a t the line fluxes correlate b etter with the optical
continuum flux than the X-ray continuum flux. Indeed, an F-test indicates th a t there is
no real dependence of line flux on the X-ray flux. However, it m ust be remembered th a t
the optical and X-ray data were taken as much as five years ap art, so variability in the
sources would give rise to a larger scatter in the X-ray - line correlation. The X-ray flux
is also less well determined than the true optical flux, since the assumed N jj column to
the objects is poorly known.
4.2.2.1

T h e H a/H /3 d ep en d en ce on lu m in o sity

Even though all the Balmer lines are correlated with the continuum luminosity, they are
not correlated in the same way. There is a slight suggestion from the line-luminosity
plots in Figure 4.3 of an increase in the Ha/H/3 line ratio with lum inosity for the QSO’s
and the Seyfert l ’s. Such a dependence does not show up clearly when the distribution
of the Ha/H/3 line ratios are studied, but can be deduced from the dependence of the
Balmer lines on luminosity. In Figure 4.3 a straight line has been fitted to the each of
the Balmer line dependences. In all the plots the H a dependence is shown as a solid
line.
The slopes of the H a and H(3 correlation are (1.28 ±0.04) for H a and (1.11 ±0.05) for
H/3 respectively. The difference is significant at about 3<7, and would imply an increase
in Ha/H/3 with luminosity. This result can be compared to d ata from another X-ray
selected sample (Stephens 1989) which shows no such dependence. Figure 4.4 shows a
similar plot to th at of figure 4.3, with the fitted slopes (again only fitted to the Seyferts
and QSO’s), and it is clear th a t the slopes are effectively identical. The fitted slopes are
1.27 ± 0.14 and 1.32 ± 0.12 for H a and H/3. The errors on these slopes are, however,
uncertain since no errors were available for the line fluxes.
One possible reason for the difference between the two samples m ay be in the way
the H/3 flux has been estim ated. Stephens took no account of the F ell m ultiplets in her
estimation of H/3, whereas for the MSSL AGN, an attem pt has been made to remove the
effects of Fell contamination of H/3 using SPECTRUM. If the F ell contribution is not
removed from H/3 for the MSSL AGN, then the H/3 flux is overestim ated and the slope
of the H/3 vs. L 0 changed to 1.18 ± 0.05, making the difference in slopes less significant.
Theory has indicated th a t H/3 would not be expected to have th e same dependence
on the ionising continuum as H a. This is because H a is the dom inant emission line in
the transition zone (where the m ajority of the Balmer emission occurs), and therefore is
the m ajor coolant. For instance, if the density changes, to a first order the H a emissivity
must stay constant to m aintain the energy flow. However, the higher order lines have
less of an effect on cooling and so depend more on the prevailing physical conditions.
Because of this, an exact correspondence is not expected between the behaviour of H a
and H/3. It is, however, less clear how the difference would manifest itself. Collin-Souffrin
et al. (1982) showed th at for a uniform slab the H a to H/3 ratio decreases with increasing
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EX 01622+261
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EX02317+165
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53.6

Table 4.2: Tbe equivalent widths for H a and H/3.
electron tem perature. From our observations, this would seem to imply th a t the electron
tem perature in the transition zone is decreasing with increasing luminosity. Since the
dominant heating process in the transition region is likely to be from X-rays, this would
imply a decrease of im portance of the X-ray heating mechanism. Note th a t work on the
X-ray selected AGN has shown th a t there is a dependence of a ox on luminosity, such
th at a ox decreases with increasing luminosity (ie. Kriss and Canizares 1985). Such a
trend would explain the line ratio data.
4 .2 .3

E W - lu m in o s it y c o r r e la t io n s

The correlation of H a with the continuum has a slope > 1. Such a dependence on the
luminosity would also imply a dependence of the equivalent w idth (EW ) on luminosity.
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Table 4.2 give the H a and H/3 equivalent widths for the MSSL AGN. For the MSSL AGN,
there is a 95% chance th a t the H aEW is correlated with the lum inosity (for the quasars
and Seyfert l ’s only) but th a t there is no strong evidence for a correlation of the H/?
equivalent width (see Figure 4.5). A correlation of EW with luminosity is reminiscent
of the Baldwin effect seen for C IV A1549A, where the equivalent w idth of C IV is
anti-correlated with the luminosity. Netzer (1985) interpreted the anti-correlation of the
C IV line with luminosity in term s of a geometric model. He assumed th a t the true
correlation of line flux versus continuum flux was linear (which is w hat is expected with
photoionization models), but he assumed th at a large part of the UV continuum arose
in a disk. The observed UV continuum would then vary due to the random orientation
of such a disk. This model was able to reproduce the observed dependence of around -1
(such as that found by Wampler et al. 1984).
It is, however, difficult to explain the E X O SA T d ata in the context of such a model.
For a start, the continuum around H a will be much less affected by different disk ori
entations. Also, the H a equivalent width is correlated with the luminosity, not anticorrelated. Even though there is only marginal evidence for the correlation for the
MSSL AGN, in the sample of Stephens (1989) both the H a and H/3 equivalent widths
are correlated with luminosity and the Hj3 flux is correlated with lum inosity at greater
than 99% probability. Again this only applies to the Seyfert l ’s and quasars. Plots
of both the MSSL AGN and the Stephens AGN are shown in Figure 4.5. As Netzer
(1985) pointed out, ordinary photoionization models predict th a t if the shape of the
continuum and the covering factor of the clouds was independent of luminosity, a direct
proportionality of line flux against luminosity would be expected. Such a direct pro
portionality would imply no correlation of EW with luminosity. A steeper dependence
would therefore indicate a variation in spectral shape or in the physical conditions of the
line emitting clouds. Netzer (1987) studied the effect of varying the strength of the EUV
bump on the line fluxes, and found th a t the Baimer line fluxes increase with a decrease
in the strength of the blue bump. Therefore a possible interpretation would be th a t the
relative strength of the UV bump is decreasing w ith increasing luminosity. This would
also explain the (weak) difference in the H a and H/3 correlations (see above). How
ever, line emission from accretion disks can also explain the correlation. Dumont and
Collin-Souffrin (1990) have calculated the line emission characteristics for two different
disk models with different illumination characteristics. The diffusion model (DM) has a
scattering medium above the disk which can scatter flux onto the disk. They show th a t
for the DM, the equivalent w idth is roughly proportional to

The constant g

is related to the total Thomson optical depth integrated from R to infinity by
r ( R) = fi

Rr
R

9

(4.1)

where R is the radius, J2min is the radius of the central source, and /,• is the proportion
of the central flux backscattered to the disk. By fitting the dependence of the EW (H a)
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on luminosity for the E X O S A T sample we get EW (H a) a L ^ 0±0'14. For the Stephens
dataset the EW (H a) oc X0.32±o.io ^

the EW(H/3) a L°-39±0-10. If the bulk of the

lines arise in an accretion disk this would imply a negative g for the DM model, which
would imply an increasing scattering optical depth with radius. Therefore, this model
can be excluded. The other model of Dumont and Collin-Souffrin is the point source
model, where two symmetric point sources axe located at a height A above the disk.
Here the EW is proportional to A 2~ 2q L^~^ where q describes the functional form of the
line flux versus luminosity. If q > 1, a positive correlation with slope is obtained. From
Figures 4.3, 4.4 q is of the order of 1.3: Therefore, if the m ajority of the line fluxes
arise in a disk, the effect of a scattering medium may be negligible compared to direct
illumination by some central source.
4 .2 .4

T h e F e l l lin e s

The problem of the strength of the Fell lines is one th at has puzzled theorists over the
past 10 years. The observed Fell m ultiplets are always stronger th an the models predict
and the early models were up to a factor 5 too weak (Kwan and Krolik 1981).
A lot of work has gone into the study of the complex Fe II m ultiplets in these AGN.
Using SPECTRUM up to 500 Fell lines can be fitted to the d ata (see Figure 4.6, 4.7).
This enables one to both subtract out the Fell contribution from the profiles of other
lines (in particular H(3) as well as attem p t to study the Fell lines in more detail, since
the contribution of blended Fell can be taken into account. For the case of the optical
multiplets surrounding H/3, the fits indicate th at the blended lines can add as much
as 40% to the Fell flux. For details of the fitting procedure and the list of available
multiplets see Appendix A.
The best determined Fell lines are those th a t are clustered around H/?486lA, since
it is here th at the continuum should be reasonably well determined. The iron emission
clustered around H/3 is generally identified with multiplets 0 2 6 + 0 3 7 + 0 3 8 + 0 4 4 + 0 4 3
(A = 4480A) and 0 3 6 + 0 4 2 + 0 4 1 + 0 4 8 + 0 4 9 + 0 5 5 (A = 5230A). These multiplets have
been fitted to the data assuming th a t the Fell lines have a profile identical to th a t of
H a. No attem pt has been made to subtract out HeIIA4686A, since in most cases no
clear line can be distinguished. The ratio of the 0 3 6 + .. optical F ell lines to Hj3 is then
found to be 0.81 ± 0.61 for the MSSL AGN. This is higher than the average found for
the Stephens dataset (0.39 ± 0.37). Using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test there is a >99%
likelihood th a t the two samples axe different. Other comparison samples, such as th at
defined by Joly (1987) and the Osterbrock sample, show a similar trend with the F ell/H /3
ratio for the MSSL AGN always being larger. P art of this difference is no doubt due to
the method of obtaining the Fell fluxes. Ifwiththe MSSL AGN th e blended Fell is not
taken into account, then the mean FeII(036+..)/H /3 becomes 0.45 + 0.35, and there is no
statistical difference between the E X O S A T sample and the other samples. Therefore, it
is reasonably likely th a t the Fell(opt) fluxes in the literature axe lower-limits to the total
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Upper state

Normalized flux/H/3

Number of multiplets

Kwan and Krolik (1981)

z6p0

0.299

2

0.040

z 4F°

0.206

4

0.039

z 4D°

0.134

3

0.027

z4P°

0.102

1

0.045

z 6F°

0.161

1

0.092

Table 4.3: Fluxes relative to H(3 from different energy levels
flux. Given th a t photoionization models have enough difficulty in explaining the present
line ratios, an ~ 2 increase in the to tal Fell flux will cause even more problems. As
pointed out by Joly (1987), in general photoionization models cannot reproduce intense
enough Fell, and collisionally dom inated models tend to do b etter. To get the correct
intensity, including the blended lines, a cool, dense material shielded from the continuum
is required. The correct conditions may exist in an accretion disk.
Using SPECTRUM it is possible to try and deconvolve the individual m ultiplets
that make up the broad Fell features. It is not clear th at the solutions are in any way
unique, but they should give some guidelines to the differences between the multiplets,
and should indicate the differences in the shapes of the Fell emission. Table 4.3 shows
the mean values for the m ultiplets in the optical region around H/3. They have been
split into groups defined by the different upper states th at they arise from. They have
then been normalized, dependent on the number of multiplets contained in each group
(ie. a normalized flux per multiplet for each upper state).
It can be seen from Table 4.3 th a t the relative emission from each upper state is not
the same as for the Kwan and Krolik model (the only model th a t gives the individual
multiplet fluxes). This has been commented^ on by Grandi (1981) and lead to the use of
line fluorescence in the models of Netzer and Wills (1983) and Wills, Netzer and Wills
(1985). Unfortunately, little more can be said about the individual multiplets and a
principal component analysis of the Fell multiplets gives no strong indication of any one
multiplet dominating the emission.
In general, the width of the F ell features has been assumed to be similar to that
of the Balmer lines. Phillips (1977) showed th a t for narrow line Seyferts (ie. I Zw I),
the Fell lines had the same or similar widths to the Balmer lines, and he confirmed this
finding by looking at objects w ith broader line widths. Such a finding is consistent with
simple photoionization models, where the Balmer lines and the F ell lines arise from the
same region in the photoionised clouds. In general, the MSSL AGN support this view in
th at good fits to the data axe found when the assumed Fell widths are the same as the
Balmer lines. There is one exception to this. EX01346+26B shows very strong UV Fell
emission with very broad humps. F ittin g known Fell m ultiplets to the d ata and fixing
the width at the Balmer line w idth, does not reproduce the d ata at all well. However, by
broadening the line widths the situation is improved. The two different fits axe shown
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in Figure 4.8.
There are two possible alternatives to explain the gaps in the straight forward fits.
Either not enough m ultiplets have been included into the fit, and the gaps result from
missing Fell lines, or the difference is truly one of line width. It is difficult to comment
on whether any m ultiplets are missing without modelling the F ell emission and seeing
whether the observed shape is reproducible. If the difference is due to profile changes,
then this would suggest th at the Fell emission arises from a different region to th a t which
emits the Balmer lines, with the Fell lines originating in a region closer to the nucleus.
Joly (1987) showed th at the optim um emission region for F ell may be in cool, dense
m aterial with little incident radiation, and suggested th at Fell emission could arise from
an accretion disk. The Balmer lines, however, can be reasonably well modelled assuming
a system of photoionised clouds. If the Fell emission arose in an accretion disk, and the
disk was seen edge on (and such an accretion disk could also explain the soft X-ray
excess), then the Fell lines might appear broader than the Balmer lines.
4 .2 .5

T h e L in e P r o file s

Potentially, the line profiles hold a wealth of information about the kinematics of the
BLR. The easiest line profile param eter to look at is the Full W idth Half Maximum
(FWHM). Several authors have claimed a correlation of the line widths with the X-ray
luminosity (ie. Kriss et al. 1980) and this certainly seems true for the Stephens (1989)
dataset. However, there is no evidence for such a correlation in the EXOSAT sample.
The FWHM for H/3 for the EXOSAT sample (see Table 4.4), the Stephens (1989)
sample and the Osterbrock (1977) sample are shown in figure 4.9. It can be seen th a t the
two X-ray selected samples are similar, and indeed a Kolmogorov-Smimov test shows
th a t it is 90% probable th a t they are drawn from the same parent sample. However,
the optically selected sample may be different from the X-ray selected ones. There is
a 72% probability th at the MSSL AGN and the Osterbrock samples are different and
the Stephens data set has a > 99% probability of being different from the Osterbrock
sample. The mean FW HM ’s in the three samples seem to indicate an increase in FWHM
in moving from the Osterbrock sample to the X-ray selected samples (see Figure 4.9). If,
as many people suggest, soft X-ray emission is due to the hot, inner p arts of an accretion
disk, then it might be expected th a t a sample of objects chosen on the basis of their
soft X-ray properties might be biased towards those systems w ith a face on (or edge
on) disk (see chapter 3). As mentioned above, there is now increasing theoretical work
being done on the possibility th a t the low ionization lines (such as th e Balmer lines) are
em itted from just such a disk. The suggestion of a soft X-ray selected sample having
larger line widths than an optically selected sample would then suggest an edge on disk,
such as those studied by Laor and Netzer (1990) and Sun and M alkan (1989). Note th at
this does not necessarily mean th a t the line emission must originate from such a disk.
If the emission originated in clouds which had significant angular m om entum , it might
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width of 4000 km s_1. This is the one case where the Fell lines m ay be broader than
the Balmer lines
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Object

FW HM (km /s)

FWHM (km /s)

H/2A4861

M gll A2799

EX00003+20

3960

5278

EX00330-26

4478

4303

EXO1059+45

2475

4048

EX01138+65

4341

4864

EXO1205+52

4483

4620

EX01346+26A

2547

2481

EX01346+26B

2683

2809

Table 4.4: The FWHM for E/3 and M gll
be expected th at they would form an oblate spheroid in the same plane as the disk, and
hence mimic the line width properties of a disk.
Differences between line profiles of different elements and between different ionization
states have also been reported. The only reasonably bright line other than a Balmer line
is M gll A2800. However, M gll lies in a region heavily contam inated by Fell lines so profile
determinations are difficult. The FWHM values for M gll axe listed in table 4.4 with the
effects of Fell removed from the d ata (using SPECTRUM ). It can be seen th a t either the
FW HM is consistent with, or broader than, H(3. Such a finding is inconsistent with the
emission expected for an accretion disk alone, where the M gll should be narrower than
the other lines (Dumont and Collin-Souffrin 1990). However, M gll could be em itted
preferentially in free moving clouds around an accretion disk (ie. Collin-Souffrin et al.
1989).
The FWHM is a very simple indicator for the profile of the line. A recent paper
by Sulentic (1989) has tried to classify the profiles of the H(3 line in a sample from the
Palom ar Bright Quasar Survey. He used a dimensionless asym m etry param eter defined
as
R = [ C ( |) - C & y F W B M

(4.2)

where C ( |) is the centroid of the line at the | intensity level and C { \ ) is the centroid
of the line at the ^ intensity level. If lines were em itted preferentially from a disk, then it
m ight be expected th at orientation effects would cause different asymmetries in the line
profiles. A sample of AGN w ith a strong soft excess (ie. a supposed constant orientation)
m ight be expected to be different from one chosen from the optical characteristics where
no orientation bias would be expected. However, when the asym m etry param eters are
compared for the two samples, no significant differences are found.
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Figure 4.10: Ha/H/iversus velocity for Seyferts through to QSO’s from Shuder (1984)

4 .2 .6

V e lo c ity d e p e n d e n c e o f lin e r a tio s

Recent work has indicated th at the studies of line ratios and, in particular, studies of
the velocity dependence of line ratios may help in understanding the kinematics of the
line em itting gas. Studies have been made by an number of authors (Shuder 1982,1984
and vanGroningenl987). In particular vanGroningen interpreted the velocity structure
in Mkn335 as implying emission from an accretion disk together w ith a wind. W hat
makes this last observation particularly interesting is th at Mkn335 has been shown to
have a soft X-ray excess (Pounds et a l 1986). On the other hand, Shuder (1984) studied
a sample of objects ranging from Seyfert’s to quasars, studying the Ha/H/3 ratio as a
function of velocity. He found th a t the H a/H /3ratio decreased from the peak to the
wings from ~ 5 down to ~ 2.2. He also found an apparent difference between bright
and faint objects. Figure 4.10 shows the Ha/H/3 ratio in term s of the fraction of the
H a FWZI. The three curves represent different luminosity classes ie. the upper curve
represent objects with a continuum luminosity of < 1028-3 ergs s-1 Hz- 1 , the middle
curve is for those objects with a continuum luminosity between 1028-5 and 1029,5 ergs
s-1 Hz- 1 . The lower curve are those objects w ith a continuum lum inosity > 1029,5 ergs
s-1 Hz- 1 . Shuder (1984) interpreted the differences between these curves as implying
th at the physical conditions of the emission line clouds become more homogeneous as
the central source luminosity increased.
A study of the line profiles of the E X O SA T sample has been done by looking at
the Ha/H/? line ratios as a function of velocity in the wings. This is shown in Fig-
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ures 4.11a,b,c together with normalized profiles of H a and H/?. It can be seen th a t in
all the objects the H a/H/? ratio decreases from the center to th e wings, implying th at
H a/H /? decreases with increasing velocity of material ie. m aterial close into the nucleus.
There is an apparent turn up on the red wings on the ratios in four of the objects.
However, it is likely th at this is a consequence of the removal of F ell from the red side
of the profile. This behaviour is consistent with th a t seen in other objects (ie. Shuder
1984). No clear trend in these plots is visible though there may be some weak evidence
for a red asymmetry in the H a/H /? line ratio. Such an asymm etry was seen in Mkn335
(vanGroningenl987) and was attrib u ted to a wind which was occulted by an accretion
disk.
Published photoionization models would seem to have difficulty in giving the correct
H a /H /? ratios. In general, photoionization models give a range of H a /H (3 from ~ 3 to
~ 10. However, what is required is a range that goes from ~ 1 to ~ 5. As stated by van
Groningen(1987), very low values of H a/H /? can only arise under very specific conditions
a) The densities are very high. In this case, the H a/H /? ratio decreases to unity
for ne ~ 1014-15 cm -3 (Drake and Ulrich (1980)). van Groningen shows th at for
Mkn335 the H<5/H/? ratio provides an upper limit on the tem perature of the em it
ting zone of ~ 104K. Unfortunately, the present d ata does not allow a detailed
study of the H£ line, but the ratio for the total line fluxes is ~ 0.27 (see section
§4.2.1), which still may imply a reasonably low tem perature (~ 104 vanGroningen
1987).
b) The ionization param eter is very high such that the population densities of the
higher levels of hydrogen are affected by stim ulated emission (Elitzur et al. 1983).
Van Groningen( 1987) argues th a t for Mkn335 this cannot be the case, due to the
intensity of the A8446 line of neutral oxygen. Unfortunately, this line is not visible
in the spectra of the MSSL AGN.
c) Collin-Souffrin et al. (1986b) show th at for a model w ith a high column den
sity, a value of H /?/H a~ 1 can only be produced for a large optical thickness in
the Paschen continuum. However, as they point out, clouds w ith a large optical
thickness to the Paschen continuum should display prom inant Balmer and Paschen
jumps, and observationally, no strong Paschen jum p has been observed.
The conclusion reached by van Groningen on his work on Mkn335 is th a t the emis
sion arises in an accretion disk, since highly dense m aterial is likely to exist at small
radii. Note th a t a region of high density may also be necessary to explain the high
FeII(opt)/H/?ratios observed. However, the accretion calculations done by Dumont and
Collin-Souffrin (1990) seem to indicate th a t the minimum H a/H /?ratio in their disk
model was ~ 3 . Therefore, though it is likely th a t the low H a/H /?line ratio is a conse
quence of high densities near the center it is still not clear w hat the origin of the cold,
dense m aterial is.
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4 .3

T h e N a rro w e m is s io n lin e s

The narrow emission lines axe believed to originate from an extended emission line region
located outside the broad line region and at some considerable distance from it. The
distance of the NLR from the central engine is likely to be greater th an 4 or 5 parsecs,
since no variability of the narrow lines has been seen on a timescale of < decade. An
upper limit to its extent is obtained from the many studies done on the structure of
the NLR in mapping its extent on the sky. Of particular interest to many people is the
kinematics of the NLR. Much work has been done in studying the NLR line profiles,
which tend to be asymmetric.
The most prominent of the narrow lines are the [O III] XX 4959,5007A lines which
lie close to H(3. Unfortunately the resolution of the data is not high enough to enable
a study of the line profiles of these lines to be made since the FW HM of [O III] A5007
is 17A compared to 14.5 A for the intrinsic resolution of the d ata, determined from the
w idth of the axe lines. Because of the low resolution of the data, this means th at the
instrum ent profile cannot be reliably deconvolved from the [O III] line. Therefore, no
kinematic information on the NLR is available.
4 .3 .1

C o r r e la tio n s

Like the broad emission lines, the naxrow lines axe also correlated w ith the continuum
luminosity. An example of this is the correlation of [0 III] A5007A with the optical
continuum (Figure 4.12). The straight line is the best fit straight line to the Seyfert l ’s
and QSO’s only. Notice again th at the LLAGN and the Seyfert 2’s seem to lie below
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Figure 4.12: A plot of the correlation between [0 III] A5007 and optical luminosity.
this correlation. It is not clear what this means. In general, numerical models tend to
publish line ratio plots, and so do not detail the behaviour of the individual line fluxes.
However, in the case of the Seyfert 2 ’s, this may reflect the effect of the obscuring torus
on the incident continuum flux seen by the NLR.
One other thing should be said about the [O III]A5007 correlation. The dependence
of the [O III]A5007 flux against the optical continuum is much flatter than th at for
the broad lines such as H a. However, the two line fluxes come from different regions
in the AGN, with the H a emission coming primarily from the BLR, and the [0 III]
emission coming primarily from the NLR where the continuum luminosity (and hence
the ionization param eter) will be smaller.
4 .3 .2

P h y s ic a l c o n d it io n o f t h e N L R

Line ratios are often used to try and determine the physical conditions in the NLR. The
two most common line ratios are [O III]AA4959 + 5007/[O III] A4363 for the tem perature,
and [S II]A6731/[S HJA6717 for the density. However, with the FOS spectra it is difficult
to obtain these ratios since the [O III]A4363 line is blended w ith H 7 and the two [S H]
lines are blended together. An attem p t can be made, however, by fitting the line profiles.
In the case of [O IHJA4363 the H 7 line profiles was assumed to be the same as H a (Hj3
often being contaminated with Fell on the red wing), and a gaussian (fixed at 4363A)
was assumed for the narrow [O III]A4363 adopting the same FW HM as the [O III]A5007
line. These two lines were then fitted to the H7 + [ 0 ni]A4363 blend. In some objects
no evidence could be found for [O III]A4363, and in others the line profiles were either
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Object

([0 IIIJAA4959 + 5007)/([0 III]A4363)

Tem perature ( x l 0 3K)
= 104

7 le

ne = 105

ne = 106

EXO1158-03

16.9 ± 3 .8

37.3

28.9

14.2

EX01251+26

14.6 ± 3 .6

44.9

33.9

15.3

EX01415+26

64.4 ± 56.3

14.7

12.7

8.7

EX02317+16

10.9 ± 8 .1

75.1

51.4

18.2

Table 4.5: Derived [O III] line ratios and estimates of tem peratures
too noisy or contaminated with an instrum ental defect to enable any decomposition to
be made. In four cases, however, a positive result was obtained (Figure 4.13).
The tem peratures were derived from the formula
/(A4959) + I(A5007)
I { A4363)

/ I ± 0.00542\

/32970A
- ’ C

D

w>

Where x = 10_2ne/ T 1/ 2 and T is the tem perature (O sterbrock 1978). Since the
expected tem perature for photoionization is < 2 0 ,000K, Table 4.5 shows quite a high
density (~ 106) is required to bring the tem perature into the correct range. Such an
effect has been noticed for other AGN (ie. Osterbrock 1978).
A similar decomposition can be attem pted for the [S II] lines, b ut the result is much
less certain since the necessary lines are blended together. F ittin g gaussians of the same
width as [O III]A5007 at 6717 and 6731 A gives ratios which imply densities between 103
and 104. Note th at this is a factor of 100 less than that inferred from the [O III] lines
and implies th a t the [S II] lines and the [O III] lines are em itted from different regions
with different temperatures.
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Figure 4.13: The fits to the four cases where [0 III] A4363 was detected.
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C h a p te r 5

T h e M SSL A G N - C oncluding
rem arks
There are two m ajor questions which this work on soft X-ray selected AGN has tried
to answer. W hat is the cause and effect of the soft X-ray excess, and what constraints
can be placed on line emission models.

T hat many of the MSSL AGN show steep

strong soft X-ray emission cannot be doubted. Both statistical studies on the number
of serendipitous sources found (chapter 2), and on the difference between the MSSL
AGN and a harder X-ray selected sample (chapter 3), indicate the presence of a second
soft X-ray component above a medium X-ray energy power-law. There are a number of
possible origins for such a soft excess. X-ray studies of individual objects (ie. Mkn335
Pounds et al. 1986) indicate th at the soft excess is the high energy tail of an accretion
disk. Another possibility is th at the soft X-ray emission arises from the reprocessing of
the continuum emission by cold, dense m aterial near the centre (ie. Ferland and Rees
1988). W hat this study has shown is th at an accretion disk model is the only one that
is consistent with both the X-ray and optical data. The two accretion models used
indicate th at the disk must be orientated either face-on or edge-on depending on the
model adopted (chapter 3). However, from the present continuum d ata it is impossible
to exclude either possibility.
A study of the line emission properties of the MSSL AGN may suggest th a t the edge
on disk may be more appropriate. There is a suggestion in the d ata th a t the FWHM of
the MSSL AGN (and indeed of the Stephens X-ray selected AGN) are broader than an
optically selected sample (chapter 4). In the context of a disk model, this would imply an
edge-on rather than a face-on geometry. However, one potential problem with such an
interpretation is the effect of interstellar absorption on X-rays observed in the E X O SA T
bandpass. In general, QSO’s and Seyfert l ’s reside in spirals. It would be natural to
assume th at any accretion disk at the centre would be orientated in the galactic disk
plane. If the soft excess was em itted along the disk plane, then the line of sight intrinsic
column density would be large and such objects would not be seen in a soft X-ray
survey. Therefore, if the Loar and Netzer model is correct, either the accretion disk
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must be inclined with respect to the plane of the galaxy or the object does not reside
in a spiral. T hat the axis of the central engine is inclined to the rotational axis of the
galaxy has been shown by radio observations of Seyferts. Ulvestad et al. (1981) showed
th a t radio jets from Seyfert nuclei were, in general, aligned away from the rotational
axis. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to suppose th at the accretion disk is tilted with
respect to galaxy. Such a tilt is difficult to understand if the accretion disk was formed
by accretion from the material in an undisturbed galaxy. However, there is evidence
th a t AGN are triggered by mergers, so if the accretion disk was formed because of a
merger, such a disk would not necessarily have to lie in the plane of the galaxy.
It might be thought th at the presence of a strong soft X-ray excess would significantly
modify the line emission properties of the AGN. To a first approxim ation this does not
seem to be the case. The line data indicates th at the MSSL AGN are no different from
other AGN. Since the MSSL AGN have a strong soft X-ray excess, this must imply th at
the effect of the soft excess is localised ie. is em itted anisotropically. Therefore, given
th a t many AGN have strong UV bumps, it is not unlikely th a t they all also have soft
excesses, butltheir orientation ;predudesout observing it. Looking at the d ata in more
detail, there is some evidence of a change in the line emission properties with luminosity.
An apparent increase in Ha/H/3 with luminosity is seen, and the most likely explanation
is that the continuum emission of the objects changes with luminosity. The exact nature
of this change is uncertain. Given th a t the Balmer line emission is affected by the flux
at ~ 1 keV, there may be a decrease in the relative strength of EUV bump. A decrease
in the IkeV flux is consistent with the behaviour of a ox found in the Einstein MSS (Kriss
and Canizares 1985).
The other im portant effect is the correlation of the Balmer line equivalent widths
with luminosity. This is not confined to the E X O S A T sample, but can also be seen in
the Stephens sample. Again this would imply a change in the continuum properties with
luminosity. One possibility is th at the Balmer lines are em itted from an accretion disk.
It is becoming clear th at to explain the strong Fell emission, and the small (~ 1) Ha/H/3
ratio in the wings of the Balmer lines, at least some of the line emission must come from
cool dense m aterial near the center. An obvious place for this m aterial is in an accretion
disk. Models of the line emission from an accretion disk indicate th a t the observed EW
would correlate with the luminosity. However, the Ha/H/3 ratio would not increase with
luminosity as observed.
Therefore, though this d ata shows th a t the presence of an accretion disk is required
to explain the continuum emission, the emission line d ata is

a m b ig u o u s ,

and an accretion

disk is not necessarily required to explain the line emission. W hat does seem to be
required to explain the line emission is some change in the spectral properties of the
AGN w ith luminosity, but the exact nature of this change is not clear.
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C h a p te r 6

V ariability in A G N - E X O SA T
observations o f N G C 6814
6.1

I n tr o d u c tio n

Up to now, this thesis has primarily dealt with the optical characteristics of Active
Galaxies, and has tried to investigate the processes occurring both near the centre of
the AGN (such as the probable accretion disk emission) and in the line em itting regions
further out. However, optical data on their own can only provide limited information
about the environment around the black hole. On the other hand, X-ray observations,
and in particularly observations of variability, enable a study of the processes th at occur
in the innermost regions of the central engine. Observations of fast (< 1000 seconds)
variability indicate th at the X-ray emission in some objects occurs w ithin ~ 1 A.U. of
the center.
W ith the launch of such satellites as Einstein, E X O S A T and GINGA detailed studies
of the X-ray properties of AGN have been made possible. In particular, the E X O S A T
satellite was able to make very long (~ 3 day) uninterrupted observations, and such long
observations have provided a wealth of inform ation about the variability characteristics
of AGN. The GINGA satellite has provided even higher time resolution observations
than was possible with E X O S A T (though without the uninterrupted coverage), and
variability on a timescale of a few 100 seconds has been observed in AGN (McHardy
1989).
Long term X-ray variability has been observed in many AGN. In general, this vari
ability is irregular with a timescale of <1 year (M arshall et al. 1981). These long term
X-ray variations are often accompanied by changes in the other characteristics of the
objects ie. the continuum at other wavelengths, as well as the line fluxes (eg. NGC5548
Branduardi-Raym ont 1989, NGC6814 Sekiguchi and Menzies (1990)). However, it is
likely th a t any long term trends are not related to fundam ental properties of the central
engine since much faster variability has been seen. It is more likely to be due to a change
in the fuelling rate.
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Short timescale variability has also been observed for a num ber of objects. In particu
lar, long observations by E X O S A T have shown rapid variability down to a few thousand
seconds (ie. NGC4051 Lawrence et al. 1987, NGC5506 McHardy and Czerny 1987).
These rapid variations are unlikely to be therm al in nature, since it is hard to heat up a
plasm a to the tem peratures required (ie. Guilbert, Fabian and Stepney 1982), and the
cooling times are likely to be long. Rapid variations would tend to suggest rapid energy
loss from the particles through some non-therm al process. The rapid energy loss means
th a t the em itting volume must be small. As pointed out by M cHardy (1989), this then
requires a num ber of em itting regions, where the accelerations and decays occur.
Recent studies of the variability characteristics of AGN have concentrated on the
power spectra of the timelines (ie. McHardy 1989, Abraham and M cHardy 1989). In
most of the objects studied, the power spectrum is well fitted by a power-law whose
slope generally lies between -1 (1 /f noise, typical of turbulent processes) and -2 (typical
of shot noise). Slopes flatter than -2 must steepen at some point if the to tal integrated
power is to be finite, but as yet such a break has not been observed.
Some models have been constructed to try and explain the observed power spectra.
Abramovitz et al. (1989) use an accretion disk model where flaring spots on it surface
give rise to a power spectrum with a slope th a t lies between -1 and -2. Under this model,
periodic variability can be observed due to the rotation of the disk, w ith the intensity of
the spots being boosted by relativistic Doppler beaming. Occultation by the disk itself
can also lead to periodic variations. Any periodicity is likely to be short lived, though,
since the instabilities th at cause the spots of emission are unlikely to last for long. If the
spots are located over a large range of radii, then the net effect is a featureless power
spectrum, as observed.
Shot noise has often been invoked to explain the variability characteristics of AGN
(ie. Lawrence 1980). One model th at uses shot noise to explain the power spectra is that
of Lehto (1989), but instead of using shots with equal decay times, he uses shots with
variable decay times. These different decay times may correspond to a range of densities
in the em itting region. The model fits the power spectra of NGC5506 reasonably well.
One further characteristic of the variability has been noticed. B arr and Mushotsky
(1986) have suggested th at the variability (or more specifically the two-folding timescale)
may be inversely correlated with the luminosity. Stephen et al. (1987) in a re-analysis
of the Barr and Mushotsky d ata confirm the general sense of the relationship, but show
th a t it is not very tightly defined. The relationship would imply th a t in less luminous
objects the X-ray em itting regions axe smaller than in brighter ones. This in tu rn may
imply that there is a scaling of the black hole mass with luminosity.
Many objects do not show any evidence for spectral variability, but in some ob
jects there is a flux related variation in the spectral index (ie. NGC7314 Turner 1987,
NGC5548 Branduardi-Raymont 1987). Some of the observed spectral variation is almost
certainly due to changes in the absorbing column (ie. NGC4151 Yaqood et al. 1989).
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In some other cases the variation has been attributed to the presence of a variable soft
excess, such as th a t observed for Mkn335 (Pounds et al. 1987). A further mechanism
for the observed spectral variability is through pair-production (ie. Done and Fabian
1989).
The E X O S A T observations of NGC6814 reported here (and published in M ittaz and
Branduardi-Raymont 1989) axe particularly relevant in the study of variability in AGN.
NGC6814 is a low luminosity (Lx ~ 1041-43 erg s- 1 , see section §6.3) Seyfert galaxy
whose X-ray flux was found to vary on timescales of ~ 100 s during observations made
w ith the H EAO -A2 instrum ent (Tennant et al. 1981). Out of a sample of 37 X-ray AGN
observed with HEAO-A2, only NGC6814 was observed to vary on a timescale shorter
than 12 hours (Tennant and Mushotzky 1983). However, the validity of the extremely
rapid variability reported by (Tennant et al. 1981) has been throw n into doubt by a
critical re-analysis of the HEAO d ata (Beall et al. 1986) which raises the possibility
th a t some of the very fast variability found by Tennant et al. may be of a geomagnetic
origin. The new analysis indicates a variability timescale of a few thousand seconds,
more in line w ith other objects such as NGC4051 (Lawrence et al. 1985) and NGC5506
(McHardy and Czerny 1985).

6 .2

X -r a y tim e lin e s

Five E X O S A T observations of NGC6814 were carried out over a period of two years, the
first four being approximately 5 hours long and the last one covering about 1 day. The
dates and total exposure times are listed in Table 6.1. NGC6814 was only detected in
the Low (LE, 0.02-2.5 keV) and Medium Energy (ME, 2-6 keV) detectors.

6 .2 .1

L ow E n e rg y C M A d a ta

NGC6814 was observed with the LE Channel M ultiplier A rray (CMA) and the thin
Lexan filter (which allowed maximum throughput) to enable a detailed study of its
variability characteristics.

However, the A l/P a filter was used on two occasions, in

observation 1 when both LEI and LE2 CMA cameras were operational (LEI w ith A l/P a,
LE2 with thin Lexan filter) and in observation 4 when the thin Lexan filter was used for
the first half of the observation and the A l/P a filter for the second half. By comparing
the counts in the different filters it is possible to have a broad band measurement of the
low-energy spectrum below 2.5 keV.
The CMA fluxes for all five observations of NGC6814 axe listed in Table 6.1. Fig
ure 6.1 shows the flux average over each observation; for observation 1 this was obtained
from normalisation of the LE2 Lexan filter flux to the LE I cam era (which is about 10
percent less sensitive than LE2). Note th a t between observations 1 and 3 (for which there
is only an upper limit) the CMA flux decreased by more th an an order of m agnitude in 9
m onths, subsequently brightening to 30 percent of the level observed in September 1983.
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Observation

LE 1 /2

ME half

M E exposure tim es

ME

10-2 c s -1

on source

(»)

c s -1 half-1

H2

13288

1.82 ± 0 .0 3

(date)

C am era(Filter)

1

LEI (A l/P a )

1.77 ± 0 .2 1

4 Sept. 1983

LE2(Lx3)

2 .0 3 .± 0.21

LE2(Lx3)

3.03 ± 0 .2 8

HI

8456

1.78 ± 0 .0 6

L E l(L x3)

0.54 ± 0 .1 3

HI

11024

1.67 ± 0 .0 4

L E l(L x3)

0.64 ± 0.16

H2

9848

1.66 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

< 0.17

H 1+H 2

26784

0.71 ± 0 .0 5

2
3 N ov. 1983

3
31 M ay 1984

4

(3<r upper lim it)

L E l(A l/P a )

0.42 ± 0 .1 6

H2

9008

1.03 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.67 ± 0 .1 4

HI

11720

1.32 ± 0 .0 4

L E l(L x3)

0.94 ± 0 .1 4

HI

11871

1.26 ± 0 .0 4

L E l(L x3)

0.82 ± 0.12

H2

10808

1.44 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.75 ± 0 .1 2

HI

9768

1.42 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.82 ± 0 .1 3

H2

10019

1.42 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.69 ± 0.13

HI

10317

1.32 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.54 ± 0 .1 2

H2

9376

1.33 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.66 ± 0 .1 3

HI

10464

1.19 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.78 ± 0 .1 4

H2

11176

1.40 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.67 ± 0 .1 3

HI

10208

1.34 ± 0 .0 5

L E l(L x3)

0.70 ± 0.15

H2

8246

1.44 ± 0 .0 6

14 O ct. 1984

5(1)
16 O ct. 1985

5(11)

5(111)

5(rv)

5(V )

Table 6.1: NGC6814 fluxes observed w ith E X O S A T ( l a errors)
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Figure 6.1: The long term lightcurves of NGC6814 in the E X O S A T LIZ CMA with the
Lexan thin filter (0.02 - 2.5keV) and in the E X O S A T ME (2-6keV).
This behaviour is similar to th a t seen in the ME (see section §6.2.2). It is difficult to
establish whether any variability is present within individual CMA observations because
of the rather poor statistical quality of the data. For observation 1, when the source was
brightest, testing the data against the hypothesis of constant flux produces a value of x l
equal to 1.2 for 44 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.), giving a 21 percent probability th at the
flux is constant. The CMA timelines are presented in Figures 6.2 (observations 1,2,4)
and 6.3 (observation 5).

6 .2 .2

M e d iu m E n e r g y d a ta

Previous observations of NGC6814 in the medium energy band by HEAO-A2 (Tennant
et al. 1981) suggested th at its very short variability timescale is unusual among AGN.
Therefore special attention was paid to the analysis of the ME d a ta in order to be sure
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th a t any variability observed can be attributed to the source and not to any background
fluctuations.

The Medium Energy experiment comprised an array of 8 Argon-filled

proportional counters grouped into two halves: during an observation at any one time
one half was pointed at the source while the other was offset by about 2° to m onitor the
background, the array-halves being swapped every three hours to measure systematic
differences in the background levels between detectors. By looking at d ata in the energy
range where the background is prominent (5 to 11 keV) it is possible to identify any
detectors with high and fluctuating backgrounds and exclude them from the analysis.
D ata from one detector in each half (detectors C and G) were discarded on these grounds.
The lightcurves were constructed using data in the energy range 1.4 to 6.1 keV, where
the source presents the best signal to noise. There axe two ways of estim ating the back
ground. The first method determines the average background level using the d ata from
the detectors when offset. For the second method the background was determined in
each time bin by using the simultaneous data from the offset half. Because of small
differences in the detector’s response, the average flux in the offset half was normalized
to the background level in the on-source detectors while they were offset. Since the
background level in the ME detectors is a weak function of the offset angle, the back
grounds also had to be corrected for the difference between on and off-source levels using
d ata from long observations of source-free regions.The two methods produced very sim
ilar results with no significant differences within the statistical uncertainty of the data.
For simplicity the results of the first technique axe presented here because the use of a
constant background introduces smaller uncertainties in the flux determ ination.
The average flux for each observation is shown in Figure 6.1 (the error shown for
observation 5 is not a statistical error on the average but the standard deviation of 10
measurements over the whole 1-day timeline). The long term behaviour of NGC6814
at medium energies mirrors the behaviour at soft X-ray energies, although w ith a lower
am plitude of variability. This may suggest th at some of the vaxiability is caused by
variable low-energy absorption intrinsic to the source.

Such variable absorption has

been seen in other objects (ie. NGC4151 Yaqoob et al. 1989).
Displayed in figures 6.2 and 6.3 are the lightcurves of the individual observations, in
300 s bins. Shown axe the LE lightcurves, the ME lightcurves and the hardness ratios
(defined as the ratio of the 4-6 keV to the 2-4 keV counts). The source is always very
variable at medium energies: testing against the hypothesis of constant flux produces
values ranging from 2.5 in observation 3 (for 87 d.o.f) to 3.3 in observation 2 (for
70 d.o.f). Flaxes and dips occur throughout the lightcurves. These generally last from
about one to a few thousand seconds. Very rapid variability is also observed. The most
convincing rapid change in the ME flux occurs about 4000 s into observation 2 when the
countrate drops by a factor of 2 in 300 s. Figure 6.4 shows the ME lightcurve around
the tim e of the dip plotted with higher time resolution (60 s). The countrate drops from
3 count s-1 to 1 count s_1 over 360 s with no significant change in the background. As
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Figure 6.4: The upper panel shows the rapid dip seen in the ME flux 4000 seconds into
observation 2. The lower panel shows the background.
mentioned in section §6.1, such rapid variability indicates a small em itting region where
rapid accelerations and decays occur.
Such rapid variability can be characterised by the co called ‘two-folding’ timescale,
which is the time taken for the flux to double (or halve). In an effort to rationalise these
timescale estimates, Schwartz (1987) assigned a formal measurement for such events.
In essence, it involves fitting a straight line to the d ata and deducing the ‘two folding’
timescale from the fit. Using his method, for NGC6814 the formal two folding timescale
for the dip is 460 seconds (at a 98% confidence level), somewhat larger than the two
folding timescale of < 300 seconds deduced directly from a visual inspection of the data.
The timescale of this variability is similar to th a t observed in NGC6814 by HE AO-A 2
(Tennant et al. 1981), but the rise time of the E X O S A T dip is significantly longer
than the 200 s of the HEAO-A2 dip. The E X O S A T dip is also approximately 4 times
shallower. As in the H EAO-A2 data, there is no apparent change in the hardness ratio
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during the dip.
Variability timescales can be used to estim ate the approxim ate mass of the black
hole, and the efficiency of conversion for the accretion onto the black hole. Using simple
light travel arguments, the maximum size of the

em itting region is just cAt, where

A t is the variability timescale. For a model wherethe X-rays are em itted

within 5-10

Schwartzchild radii (R$ = 2 G M /c 2), this gives a mass of
M 6 < A t/50

( 6 . 1)

where Me is the black hole mass in units of 106M©. For NGC6814 this gives a black
hole mass of i$9.3 X 106M©. Cavallo and Rees (1978) have also shown th a t the efficiency
of the mass-to-energy conversion is approxim ated by
V > S ^

(6.2)

where A L 43 is the luminosity of the source in units of 1043 ergs s- 1 . For NGC6814
this gives a value of 77 > 0 .01 .
W hat makes NGC6814 so unusual is the presence of small, regularly recurrent flares
in the timeline of observation 5: these are marked by arrows in Figure 6.3. The flares
are separated by almost exactly 12200 s intervals and nothing unusual is observed in the
background, so the flares can be securely attributed to the source. A utocorrelation and
Fourier analysis also indicate their presence (see below). This is the first observation
of periodic behaviour at X-ray energies in an AGN. Quasi-periodic flaring has been
observed in NGC4051 (Lawrence et al. 1985). However, the NGC4051 observation did
not have such a well defined timescale between flares, and the observation was much
shorter.
No obvious correlation is present between the ME and LE lightcurves of the individual
observations of NGC6814 unlike th a t seen in NGC4051 (Lawrence et al. 1985). However
a detailed comparison is ham pered by the weak signal-to-noise and thus the poor time
resolution of the LE data.
6 . 2 . 2.1

A u to c o rre la tio n a n a ly sis

The autocorrelation function is defined as
p[u) = r ( u ) /r ( 0)

(6-3)

where
r(u)

(6.4)

i Nf
N

w +u

from Tennant et al. (1981). Yi is the i ’th d ata point, Y is the m ean and cr; is the error
on the i’th d ata point. Any gaps in the d ata (such as those caused by array-half swaps
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Figure 6.5: The autocorrelation function (ACF) of the five ME observations of NGC6814.
Of interest is the oscillatory behaviour seen in observation 3, and the detection of the
flares at 12,000 and 24,000 seconds in observation 5.
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Observation

No. of 300 s bins

ACF characteristic timescale (s)

1

73

545t‘*l

2

71

1419itH

3

90

638±il|

4

77

004^+1316

5

341

1424t f e\

Table 6.2: ACF characteristic timescales for the five E X O S A T observations of NGC6814
every ~ 10000 s) have been filled with the average of the flux over the whole observation.
Photon counting noise effects have been taken into account following Tennant et al.
(1981) (their appendix B; from Weisskopf et al. 1975). Figure 6.5 shows the A C F’s for
the 5 ME observations of NGC6814. Using the ACF it is then possible to determine a
‘characteristic’ timescale of the variability, i.e. the time it takes the ACF to drop to 1/e.
The timescales found are listed in Table 6.2. The ‘characteristic’ times are comparable
with those originally quoted for NGC4051 (1250 s, Lawrence et al. 1985) and NGC4593
(~ 1000 s, Barr et al. 1987) but significantly longer than those quoted by Tennant et al.
1981 for NGC6814 from HEAO-A2 (about 100 s). However, recent analysis of H EA O -A l
data (Beall et al. 1986) casts doubt on the reality of the 100 second timescale and the
new results are consistent with our values.
The ACF ‘characteristic’ timescale does not correlate with mean source brightness.
However, when the source was in its weakest state (observation 3) there is indication of
oscillatory behaviour in the ACF with several broad peaks recurring at intervals of 3000
s. It is difficult to identify such of oscillatory behaviour in the timeline of observation
3 (Figure 6.2) although some of the peaks are separated by ~ 3000 s or multiples of
it. Folding the light curve on a 3000 second period shows a broad, almost sinusoidal
variation which would be consistent with the ACF (Figure 6.6). Note th a t the ACF of
observation 5 has picked up the recurring flares, with peaks at around 12000 and 24000
s.
6.2.2.2

Pow er sp ectra an alysis

The medium energy d ata have been subjected to analysis using a slow Fourier transform
algorithm, the data being pre-whitened with polynomials of order 0 or 1 (Figure 6.7).
There is no clear indication of periodic behaviour in the first four observations, though
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Figure 6.6: The ME lightcurve of observation 3 folded onto a 3,000 second period.
most of the power in observation 3 is concentrated around 3000 and 4000 s, consistent
with the autocorrelation analysis. The power spectrum of observation 5 contains a
number of prominent peaks which are due to the presence of the small flares in the
timeline. A similar analysis of the background d ata of observation 5 produces no peaks:
the periodic behaviour is thus intrinsic to the source, and is not due to periodicities
inherent to the background or to array-half swaps (which occur at intervals of anything
between 8000 and 12000 s). The identical spacings in the frequency domain of the
five peaks marked by arrows in Figure 6 suggest th a t they correspond to harmonics of
the 12200 s recurrence period of the flaxes, therefore indicating th a t the flares have a
non-sinusoidal shape.
Following Scargle (1982) and assuming each peak to be unique in the spectrum , the
peaks at 2420,3040,4060,6130 and 12200 s are all significant at greater than 99 percent
confidence. However, it is likely th a t the peaks at 2420, 3040, 4060, 6130 axe harmonics
of the fundamental. Therefore, in order to make a further test of the significance of
these peaks, 1000 random sets of d ata were produced w ith the same overall average
frequency-dependent variance as the NGC6814 data. Figure 6.8 shows some simulated
timelines. The top panel shows the real data, the middle panel shows sim ulated d ata
with the same variance as the real d ata, and the bottom panel shows the d ata from the
middle panel w ith flaxes (with the same am plitude distribution as the real data) added
at random positions (see below).
The simulated timelines were run through the Fourier algorithm and the power at
each of the five periods listed above was noted. Figure 6.9 shows th e Fourier transforms
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Figure 6.7: The power spectra of the 5 ME observations of NGC6814. The d ata of
observation 5 were rebinned into 60 second bins to minimize binning effects in the power
spectrum. The peaks in observation 5 are evidence of periodic behaviour: The arrows
indicate the 12200 second fundam ental and its harmonics.
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Figure 6.8: Simulations of the variability of NGC6814. The top panel shows observation
5, the middle panel a timeline generated with the same variance as the data, and the
bottom panel shows the timeline of the middle panel with flares added randomly to the
data
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of the data in Figure 6.8. By comparing the power found in the random data with th at
in the real d ata it is possible to determine the probability of a peak occurring by chance
at a particular period at the significance observed in the NGC6814 d ata or higher. This
probability is less than 0.1 percent for all peaks listed above. As a further test, 1000
random data sets were constructed w ith the same continuum distribution as above but
adding in random flares with a shape determined from the data. The relative amplitudes
of the flaxes were the same as the flares observed in the timeline. Comparing the power
at each of the five periods listed above to the power distribution of the random datasets
gives a probability of the peaks being due tonoise of less than 5%. As a final test the
power due to the flares alone was looked at. In the 1000 datasets, the power above
the continuum level was determined and the number of times a peak occurred at any
frequency above the strength of the observed peaks was noted. Here the probability
was less than 1.5% for the power being due to chance. It must be noted th at all the
probabilities are calculated for individual peaks, and the probability of getting all the
peaks together will be much less. One is therefore confident th a t the peaks observed in
the Fourier transform are not just due to random fluctuations but are really due to the
presence of recurring flares.
In order to determine the slope of the power spectrum of observation 5, the fourier
transform of Figure 6.7 was rebinned more coarsly. This is shown in Figure 6.10. The
fitted slope is —1.9 dr 0.4 in the frequency interval 3 X 10~4 to 10~3 Hz; at 10-3 Hz the
source signal fades into Poisson noise and this provides an upper lim it to the minimum
timescale of variability of 1000 s.

Note, however, th at this upper limit is likely to

reflect the sensitivity of E X O S A T rath er than be a real param eter of the source. Ginga
observations of NGC6814 h a v e :s h o w n variability on a timescale of ~ 50 seconds (Kunieda
et al. 1990). The slope of power spectrum is perfectly consistent w ith slopes found for
other objects (ie. see Table 1 in McHardy 1989).
6.2.2.3

Fractal analysis

In order to determine the existence of any characteristic timescales in NGC5506 McHardy
and Czerny (1987) applied the technique of fractal analysis to a long, uninterrupted
E X O SA T observation of this object.

No evidence for a characteristic timescale was

found. McHardy and Czerny define the fractal dimension of a timeline as

SlogN

= - D

(6.5)
K ’

where L ( N ) is the ‘to tal length’ for a ‘timescale’ T = (lV x binsize).
1 TO T
i(JV ) = —
\F (M + N ) - F ( M ) \
(6.6)
M=1
F(M) is the M’th d ata point and TO T is the total number of bins in the lightcurve.

If there is no correlation between neighbouring flux values, then D = l. If there is a
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Figure 6.9: Fourier transforms of the simulated timelines.
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Figure 6.10: The power spectrum for the fifth observation. The dashed line is a fitted
power-law to the distribution
complete correlation, then D =0 (M cHardy and Czerny (1987)).
A plot of ‘total length’ L versus ‘timescale’ T for NGC5506 was well approxim ated by
a straight line, implying th at the variability was ‘scale invariant’ and indicative of turbu
lent processes. However, when similar analysis is applied to observation 5 of NGC6814,
the data cannot be represented by a straight line, but a break is required at ~ 12000
s, and dips are seen at 12000 seconds and multiples of it (Figure 6.11). Thus the pro
cesses leading to the variability of NGC6814 cannot be scale invariant in the same way
as in NGC5506. Simulations of fractal analysis applied to d ata containing a periodic
signal show that dips at the timescale of the period and at multiples of it would be
seen. Since fractal analysis is clearly a less sensitive test for periodicities than Fourier
analysis, the presence of dips in Figure 6.11 is further evidence for the reality of the
periodic recurrence of the flares.

6.3

In te r p r e ta tio n o f t h e flu x v a r ia b ility

Visual inspection of the ME lightcurves in Figures 2 and 3 suggests th a t the overall
variability of the X-ray emission of NGC6814 is not dissimilar from th a t in other AGN
such as NGC4051 and NGC5506: sequences of flaxes are superposed on a ‘D .C.’ com
ponent, which varies on a longer timescale than th at of the flaxes. Where NGC6814
differs from other AGN is in the regular recurrence of flaxes lasting between 1000 and
2000 s at 12200 s intervals on top of the variability seen in the other observations. This
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Figure 6.11: The result of a fractal analysis of the ME light curve of observation 5. The
dip in the distribution occurs at a timescale of 12,000 seconds.
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period has been independantly confirmed by Fiore and Massaro (1989). The flaring be
haviour in NGC6814 not only contrasts with the scale invariant variability observed in
NGC4051 and NGC5506, but also constitutes the first observation of regular variability
on a timescale of a few hours in AGN. NGC6814 may not be unique in displaying such
behaviour, however, since relatively few AGN have been observed in X-rays with good
sensitivity and long uninterrupted coverage.
6 .3 .1

N u c le a r fla re s v is ib le fo r a fa c e -o n g e o m e t r y

NGC6814 is a low-luminosity Seyfert galaxy: its 2-6 keV luminosity has been observed
to vary between 4 X 1041 and 4 X 1042 erg s _1 (section 3). Its low luminosity and inferred
nuclear black hole mass (a few times 106 M®, see next section) suggest th a t accretion
onto the black hole could form an ion-supported torus, the inner regions of which could
collimate a pair of relativistic jets (Rees et al. 1982). As Tennant et al. 1981 pointed
out, in the sample of Heckman et al. (1978) NGC6814 is the Seyfert galaxy with the
smallest HI line width, which implies a small inclination angle on the plane of the sky.
Assuming the galactic rotation is coplanar with th at of the accretion torus, we could
then be looking straight down a jet. Marscher and Gear (1985) have proposed a model
for the variability of extragalactic sources where X-ray and 7 -ray emission are expected
to originate from the innermost regions of the jet, close to the vertex. The low inclination
of NGC6814 may mean th at our line of sight to the nuclear X-ray source is unaffected
by the smearing which could occur if we were looking through a portion of the accretion
torus, and we might therefore be observing the true intrinsic characteristics of the X-ray
variability (such as the recurrent flares in observation 5). Smaller size implies faster
variability, thus it is reasonable to expect th a t the closer to the nucleus we look (i.e.
down the jet) the more rapid the variability we observe (such as the dip in observation
2 ). Since the other Seyferts studied have much higher inclinations (~ 45° for NGC4051

and ~ 70° for NGC5506), the simple fact th at NGC6814 has a low inclination may
help explain its unusual behaviour. Clearly more monitoring of NGC6814 and other
low-inclination AGN is required before such a hypothesis is confirmed.
6 .3 .2

P a ir p r o d u c tio n in s t a b ilit ie s

As to the production of the flares themselves, there are a num ber of possible explanations.
Moskalik and Sikora (1986) have proposed th at flares may originate from pair production
instabilities in the plasma surrounding an accreting black hole. Consider the accretion
flow near the black hole. Moskalik and Sikora adopted the ‘gravitherm al’ accretion
scenario proposed by Meszaros and Ostriker (1983). Meszaros and Ostriker show that
for spherical accretion, standing shock solutions exist where the protons accrete by losing
energy to the electrons. Under the model of Moskalik and Sikora, during most of a
cycle protons accumulate because the electron density is not high enough to enable
protons to lose their gravitational energy. This build up continues until the photon
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density exceeds a critical value for a pair production instability to set in. At this point,
the electron/positron density grows rapidly, and as a consequence most of the protons
energy is liberated in a short time, giving rise to a high energy flare. Although the most
dram atic luminosity changes are expected at energies above 100 keV, some fraction of
the flare output is likely to be transferred to lower energies into the medium energy
X-ray band.
The shape of the flares predicted by Moskalik and Sikora is remarkably similar to
th at of the flares seen in observation 5. From the Fourier transform shown in Figure 6.7
it is possible to reconstruct the shape of the flares from the harmonics.

A Fourier

transform can be thought of as the sum of sine and cosine components. The slow Fourier
transform algorithm used can output the sine and cosine coefficients and the dataset can
be reconstructed by
m

l*max
= E avsin(2irvt) + bvcos{2‘Kvi)

(6.7)

If a sum is only made at the harmonic frequencies, then a reconstruction of the
flare shapes can be made. The reconstructed shapes are shown in Figure 6.12 (lower
panel), together with Figure 3 from Moskalik and Sikora (upper panel): the flares have
a long rise time and a fast decay in both lightcurves. We can use the model to make an
estimate of the black hole mass. Using equation 7 from Moskalik and Sikora, the 12200
s recurrence period of the flares in observation 5 implies a black hole mass of <4 x 106
M® for R >3RS (where Rs is the Schwarzchild radius).
There are problems, however, with applying the MS model to NGC6814. The insta
bility is expected to develop only in a narrow luminosity range when the 7 -ray luminosity
of the source is ~ 1 percent of the Eddington luminosity. Assuming a 7 - to X-ray lu
minosity ratio of the order of 100 , as has been measured for a few AGN (Bassani and
Dean 1984), the MS model requires the X-ray luminosity to be ~ 0.01 percent of the
Eddington value. From the black hole mass derived above (£4 x 106 M®) and the X-ray
luminosity of NGC6814 measured in observation 5 (1.5 X 1042 erg s-1 ) the ratio of the
X-ray to Eddington luminosity is about 0.3 percent, i.e. 30 times the value needed for
the instability to set in. NGC6814 may thus be too bright for the MS model to be
applicable. The ratio of the 7 - to X-ray luminosity is poorly known, however; Bassani
and Dean (1984) have argued th a t the ratio for NGC6814 may be smaller than 100 if the
7 -ray em itting region is not isotropic. Thus the MS model should not be discarded at

this stage. The luminosity constraint suggests, though, th a t the production of periodic
flares via this model may be limited to a small number of low-luminosity AGN.
6 .3 .3

P o s s ib le d isk o r ig in o f t h e fla r e s a n d o s c illa t io n s

Alternatively, the quasi-periodic behaviour of NGC6814 could originate from the orbital
motion of m atter in an accretion disk *around the central black hole. Assuming that
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Figure 6.12: A reconstruction of the shape of the flares from observation 5. The shape
is remarkably similar to the flare shapes predicted by Moskalik and Sikora (1986).
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the 12200 s period of the flares is a dynamical timescale representative of the Keplerian
motion in the innermost stable orbit of the disk (at 3Rs), the mass of the black hole
must be ~ 2.6 x 107 M©.
Quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) have recently been discovered in many low-mass
Galactic X-ray binaries (see Lewin 1986 for a review). Blum enthal et al. (1984) have
shown th at in both gas and radiation pressure dominated regions of the accretion disk
radial pulsational instabilities can set in, with a frequency identical to the local Keplerian
frequency. Qualitatively, we could scale up this model to NGC6814 and explain in this
way some of its periodic behaviour. Alternatively, QPOs could be caused by obscuration
effects produced by variations of the thickness of the inner disk, in turn associated with
radial pulsational instabilities. This model is less likely to apply to NGC6814, though,
because of its low inclination.
Another possibility is that the periodic behaviour of NGC6814 may reflect instabil
ities of the critical point in the disk where the radial m otion of the m atter becomes
supersonic, leading to inflow onto the black hole. M uchotrzeb-Czerny (1986, MC here
after) has shown th at accretion with high viscosity may be non-stationary. In particular
the sonic point may oscillate between marginally stable orbits and an outermost critical
point at a radius which cannot be more than Rs(3 —a 2) /( 1 — a 2) (MC equation 20),
where a is the viscosity. This type of model could either explain the periodic flaring,
or the broad oscillations found in observation 3. We can obtain the value of a directly
from the relative size of the luminosity oscillations: A L j L = a 4 (MC equation 5b). For
the fifth observation, from the lightcurve of Figure 6.3 the lum inosity change during the
flares appears to be between 30 and 60 percent of the continuum level, giving a value of
a between 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. This then implies th a t the sonic point moves out to
between 5 and 12Rs. Such a large value of viscosity may appear unrealistic, but given
the present poor understanding of the origin of viscosity in accretion disks in general the
model should not necessarily be dismissed on this basis.
One further accretion disk scenario exits. The model of Abramowitz et al. (1989)
assumes the X-ray emission arises from small instabilities or hot spots on the surface of
an accretion disk. Note that the rapid dip in observation 2 requires a small em itting
volume. If the disk is viewed edge on, then the spots will vary in apparent brightness
as the disk rotates, both because of relativistic Doppler boosting, and because of the
obscuration effects of a thick disk. This model can reproduce the power-law slope for
the power spectrum (-1.9 see section §6.2.2.2), and if a spot was dominant enough, could
also explain the ‘flares’. However, the model assumes an inclined disk, and NGC6814 is
thought to be face on. The black hole/accretion disk system does not have to be in the
same plane as the disk of the galaxy. As pointed out in chapter 5, one interpretation of
the HGLS AGN is th at the disks are inclined to the plane of the galaxy, and such a disk
could explain the flares.
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6 .3 .4

T h e is s u e o f ‘c h a r a c t e r is t ic ’ tim e s c a le s

Observations with the EX O SA T satellite had the advantage of allowing long, uninter
rupted coverage of X-ray sources. Thus for the first time several AGN were found to
vaxy w ith typical timescales of a few thousand seconds. The lack of variability in previ
ous observations was probably a consequence of the limited d ata coverage available with
low-Earth orbit satellites. However, recent long E X O S A T observations of NGC4051 and
NGC5506 suggest th at no ‘characteristic’ timescale exists in these AGN, i.e. th a t they
vary in a scale invariant fashion. This has been taken to indicate th a t any timescales
determined in shorter observations are only a consequence of the random character of
the AGN variability, combined with th e limited data coverage.
Our E X O S A T observations of NGC6814, however, give evidence of physically signif
icant timescales on some occasions: these are the 12200 s flaring (observation 5) and the
3000 s oscillations (observation 3). Such timescales are unlikely to be ‘characteristic’ in
the sense th at they may only be detectable at certain times and under certain conditions.
If this is true, it implies that it will be hard to observe any regular behaviour in AGN,
especially because accretion in these systems is likely to occur onto an isolated black
hole, without a binary companion to regulate conditions around it.
Barr and Mushotzky (1986) have discussed the im portance of a minimum two-folding
timescale (the time it takes for the flux to change by a factor of two) in determining
the physical conditions of the plasm a around the black hole in an AGN. A two-folding
timescale can, however, only be established if a factor of two change is practically ob
served, preferably several times. In observation 2 we have observed a factor of two or
more change (a luminosity variation of ~ 1042 erg s-1 ) on a timescale of 360 s (which
requires a mass-energy efficiency of ~ 0.01). This is in very good agreement with the
empirical correlation between X-ray lum inosity and variability timescale found by Barr
and Mushotzky (1986), and indicates th a t NGC6814 is similar to other X-ray Seyferts in
th at the X-ray em itting plasma is close to being pair-dom inated. This conclusion ties in
well with the characteristics of the spectral variability of NGC6814, which are discussed
in the next section.

6 .4

X -r a y S p e c tr a

In order to obtain a first indication of the spectral behaviour of NGC6814 the hardness
ratio was calculated by dividing the ME counts in the range 4-6 keV by those in the
range 2-4 keV for each time bin of the lightcurves, correcting for the slightly different
responses of the individual detectors. The haxdness ratios are shown in Figures 6.2 and
6.3. The average hardness ratio is highest in observation 3 (1.3 ± 0.1), where the flux
levels were weakest. This points to an episode of increased low-energy absorption during
this observation. W ithin each observation the hardness ratio is variable but in a manner
which is uncorrelated with the ME flux.
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Table 6.3: Single power-law best fits of NGC6814 spectra (1 a errors)
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Because of the low ME countrate of NGC6814, spectra had to be accumulated be
tween each array-half swap, with integration times of ~ 10000 s. The spectra were
obtained in a m anner similar to th at for the ME lightcurves, each spectrum covering
the range 1.4 to 8 keV. Any spectra suspected to be affected by systematic errors in
background subtraction at high energies were disregarded. This was the case with the
spectra obtained from the inner detectors in both array-halves. The spectra from the
individual detectors were then fitted simultaneously with a power-law model of photon
index T absorbed by a line-of-sight equivalent hydrogen column density N u - To con
strain the column density further we included the LE d ata points into the fit. Table 2
lists the results of the combined ME and LE fits and Figure 6.13 shows an example of
the spectra w ith a power-law fit. The values of N jj required to explain the low-energy
absorption are generally above the Galactic value of ~ 9 X 1020 cm-2 in the line of
sight to NGC6814, obtained from the Stark et al. catalogue; this implies the presence
of absorbing m aterial intrinsic to the source.
Fits to the NGC6814 data were also tried using a therm al brem sstrahlung model and
a two-component model (two power-laws and a power-law plus a therm al component).
All the observations, with the exception of the first, were well fitted with a single powerlaw, the other models not significantly improving the fit. There is no evidence for a ‘soft
excess’ at low energies except possibly in observation 1: in this case a single power-law
does not fit ME and both CMA d ata points satisfactorily ( x l — 1-54), the observed
A l/P a filter flux being about 2a above the fitted value. The addition of a second powerlaw or a therm al component in the model does not improve the fit significantly, nor do
the use of more complex models, such as the ‘leaky absorber’ applied to NGC4151 by
Holt et al. (1980), or the partial photoionization model used by Halpern (1984) for the
quasar MR2251-178. We conclude th a t either the low-energy spectrum of NGC6814 is
more complex than the models fitted, and is hard to constrain on the basis of only two
CMA data points, or the A l/P a flux is incorrect for some reason.
As may be expected from the hardness ratio plots of Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the slope of
the power-law model varies with time in a fashion th a t is uncorrelated with the ME flux.
In observation 3, where we believe th a t the low-energy absorption has increased, the slope
is relatively flat and the column density has become larger. If we compare observation
3 with an observation when NGC6814 displays a similar slope (i.e. observation 511) we
can see th a t the column density is higher by a factor of ~ 20. The fit to the ME data
is consistent w ith the lack of detection of the source in the CMA. The decrease in flux
in observation 3 cannot be wholly due to an increase in absorption, though, since the
normalisation required by the ME fit is ~ 30 percent lower than th a t in observation 511.
The conclusion must be th at the overall X-ray flux was lower in observation 3, while at
the same time the low-energy absorption column was greater.
The last column in Table 6.3 lists the energy flux of NGC6814 measured at the E arth
for each observation. After correcting for low-energy absorption, the fluxes convert
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to a 2-6 keV source luminosity in tlie range 1 to 2 x 1042 erg s_1. The maximum
luminosity of NGC6814 determined from the E X O S A T observations (observation 1) is
about 30 percent lower than the average luminosity observed by A riel V SSI detectors
over the years 1975-1978 (M arshall et al. 1981), and about half of th a t measured by
the H EAO -A2 experiment in April 1978 (Tennant et al. 1981). H alpern (1982) reports
three E IN ST E IN MFC observations of NGC6814: the source was detected on only one
occasion in October 1979, with a 2-6 keV luminosity of ~ 4 X 1041 erg s- 1 . It is clear
that large scale flux variations axe a common feature of this object.
6 .4 .1

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f t h e S p e c t r a l V a r i a b i li t y

Previous observations of NGC6814 by Tennant et a l 1981 using the H EAO -A2 exper
iment did not provide evidence for spectral variability. The E X O S A T d ata with their
higher statistical quality, however, show th a t the 0.02-8 keV spectrum is variable in both
slope and absorption at low energies. We find no correlation of slope with X-ray inten
sity, unlike the behaviour of a num ber of other Seyfert galaxies (i.e. NGC4051, Lawrence
et al. 1985; NGC5548, Branduardi-Raym ont 1986; NGC7314, Turner 1987). In some
cases the spectral slope - intensity correlation has been attrib u ted to the presence of a
variable, steep low-energy component in the spectrum (e.g. NGC4051, L85). The irreg
ular spectral behaviour of NGC6814 is reinforced by the lack of system atic change in the
hardness ratio during flares and dips, though the hardness ratio itself is not constant.
A possible explanation of this is th a t the spectrum is made up of a number of different
components, each varying independently of the others.
Alternatively, if we assume th at a common mechanism of X-ray production operates
in all AGN and generates a variety of behaviour, we must exclude mechanisms which
make specific predictions about the way in which the spectrum varies. At present Xray production in a pair-dominated regime seems to be the only viable mechanism th at
can account for the variety of spectral behaviour observed in NGC6814 and AGN in
general (Fabian et al. 1986 and references therein). In order for pair production to play
a significant role the source m ust be optically thick to such process. This occurs when
the ‘compactness’ param eter lx = L xaT fR.m ec3 is greater th an 1 (R is the minimum
source dimension). From the rapid flux change in observation 2, /x ~ 3 and thus pair
production effects could modify the emergent spectrum. P air production instabilities
can also explain the periodic flaring observed in observation 5, which adds strength to
the idea of the presence of a pair-dom inated plasm a in NGC6814.
We have observed variable absorption in NGC6814, especially a large increase in
observation 3. The equivalent Hydrogen column density m easured in the spectra of
NGC6814 is generally of the order of 2 x 1021 cm-2 (about twice the expected Galactic
value), but in observation 3 it increased to ~ 4 X 1022 cm- 2 , while the 2-6 keV luminosity
at the source was about 30 percent lower then in observation 5.

Qualitatively, this

agrees with the scenario described by Reichert et al. (1986) where, assuming th a t the
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Broad Line Region (BLR) and the X-ray absorbing clouds are the same, large fractional
variability in absorbing column is expected if there are few clouds in the line of sight and
if the clouds axe about the same size as the source. The shortest variability timescale
we observed in NGC6814 (360 s) sets an upper limit of 1013 cm to the size of the X-ray
em itting source, which we take to be also the size of the intervening cloud causing the
increase in absorption in observation 3. The lack of C III] A1909 in IUE observations of
NGC6814 indicates a density for the BLR clouds of > 1010 cm -3 (Davidson and Netzer
1979). The observed increase in absorption of ~ 4 x 1022 cm -2 thus implies a cloud
thickness of <4 x 1012 cm, suggesting a ‘pancake’ rather than a spherical shape for the
cloud. The velocity of the clouds in the BLR is generally thought to be of the order of
104 km s -1 from the width of the emission lines; coupled w ith the transverse size of the

cloud ( 1013 cm) this suggests th at episodes of enhanced absorption may occur frequently
in NGC6814, and last a few hours at a time.
An alternative explanation for the observed variability in column density in NGC6814
could be a change in the ionization state of the absorbing m atter. The fact th at the
intrinsic 2-6 keV luminosity of the source is lower in observation 3 when the X-ray source
is more heavily absorbed would support this possibility. Sekiguchi and Menzies (1990)
have studied the optical spectra of NGC6814 obtained quasi-simultaneously with the
EX O SA T observations, and they conclude from the variations of the broad lines that
the warm absorber model is more likely than the obscuration model outlined above.

6.5

C o n c lu sio n s

The E X O S A T observations of NGC6814 have provided evidence for a type of X-ray
variability which is unusual among AGN, i.e. the regular recurrence of flares at medium
X-ray energies. There is also weaker evidence of sinusoidal variations on a timescale of
3,000 seconds. A number of different models have been compared to the data, and for
the recurring flares, an instability in the accretion flow caused by instabilities in pairproduction processes may explain the data. However, this model is by no means the
only possible explanation.
From these observations, it is not clear whether NGC6814 is actually intrinsically
different from other AGN. It may be possible th a t its low inclination makes it seem differ
ent by enabling us to look into the innermost regions of an accretion disk. However, the
periodic behaviour of NGC6814 seems to be transient, so other AGN may exhibit such
periodicities but have not been observed at the right time. O ther variability indicators,
such as the power spectra, show no differences from other AGN. It may therefore be th at
NGC6814 is fundamentally similar to other AGN in th a t its X-ray emission emerges from
a pair-dom inated plasma. Pair production may be able to explain both the uncorrelated
time-dependent behaviour of the X-ray spectrum as well as the regular recurrence of
flares observed once in its medium energy lightcurve. It must be noted, though, th at
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recent calculations have indicated th a t pair production models may have difficulty in
reconciling the X-ray and 7 -ray spectra (ie. Done and Fabian 1989). A lternative mod
els, such as those invoking disks, m ay have problems in reconciling the assumed face
on disk in NGC6814 and the requirement to see periodic variability. However, Ginga
observations indicate cold m atter very close to the center of NGC6814, which may be
consistent w ith a disk (Kunieda et al. 1990), and the work on the E X O S A T HGLS may
support the view th a t the central engine does not have to be orientated in the same
plane as the galaxy. Therefore, periodic variability due to an accretion disk cannot be
ruled out.
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A p p e n d ix A

S P E C T R U M - a fittin g program
In order to aqnire as much information as possible from the Optical spectra it was neces
sary to have a routine which could fit all the expected models to the data. SPECTRUM
is a user friendly, all purpose fitting program designed to fit AGN spectra.

A .l

F it t in g M e th o d

The chosen m ethod for fitting the d ata is through minimising the x 2i which is defined
as
= ±
i=l

bffl-»/(*.■>»)P

( a .! )

where y ( i ) is the data to be fitted at x,-, y(x,-,a) is the fit to the data, given by the
parameters a at the point x,-, and <7,- are the errors on the data at x,-.

The technique used for minimising the x 2 is the Levenberg-M arquardt technique,
mainly using modified versions of the code found in Numerical Recipes (Press et al.
1986). In order to minimize the x 2 two different approaches are necessary. Close in to
the minimum, we can expand the expression for the x 2 by the Taylor expansion :

t

1J

J

which can be approximated by

X2M = Xp - d-a + | X a .D .a

(A.3)

where Xp is the minimum value, d is given by the vector of the gradients of x 2 with
respect to the fitted parameters at the minimum, and D is the Hessian m atrix defined
by
D

%3

=

dV
*
Saida,
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(A.4)

If the approximation, is a good one then by differentiating equation (A.3), we can see
th a t V x 2 at minimum is given by
V%2 = D .a —a = 0

(A. 5)

Therefore at any current point we can write

D - a c u r r

=

^ X c ttrr

“ t~ a

( A

'6 )

so subtracting the above two equations (equations (A.5),(A.6))
a min ~ a c u r r = D " 1. [ - Vx?wrr]

(A.7)

On the other hand, equation (A.3) may be a poor approximation to the shape of the
function. In th a t case, all th at is possible to attem pt to reach the minimum by th a t we
stepping down the gradient, ie.
a nei t = a C71Tt ~ constant X Vx?wrr
A . 1 .1

(A.8)

T h e g r a d ie n t a n d t h e H e s s i a n

To fit the data it

is therefore necessary to have some estim ate

of the Hessian. To a good

approximation this can beobtained from the first derivatives d y/d a .
The first derivative of x 2 is given by
dx2 _
dak

„ ^ [?/»-2/(s»;a)] dy(xj; a)
a?
dak

[ ' }

so an additional partial derivative gives

ay
dakdai

N
t= l

dy(xi\ a) dy(xi\ a)
dak
dai

d 2y i(x i\a)
da\dak

(A.10)

In the expression for the elements of the Hessian, there are term s in d y /d a and terms
of d2y / da{daj. The second derivative can be dismissed both because it is generally small
enough to be negligible and it is also multiplied by [yt- —y(zt-; a)], which for a successful
model will just be noise and will therefore tend to cancel out. Therefore the Hessian can
be w ritten as
a y
-2 ^T dakda\
t=i

d y(x ' ; a ) dy(Xi' a )
dai
dak

(A.11)

and we define the so called curvature m atrix a by

1 ay

&ij — - '
2 da{daj
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(A.12)

A . 1 .2

T h e L ev e n b e r g -M a r q u a rd t m e th o d

The Levenberg-M arquardt method uses both the steepest descent m ethod far away from
the minimum (equation (A.8)), and the inverse Hessian m ethod close to the minimum
(equation (A .7)). A param eter A is used which effectively controls the amount of each
method to be used for any step. The procedure to be followed goes something like
• Input initial guess and calculate x 2
• Calculate next guess and work out new x 2
• If the new x 2 is greater than the old one, then increase A (ie. more of the steepest
descent m ethod), else decrease A (ie. more towards the inverse Hessian method).
• H Add > Xnew then check both the difference between x 2id an(i Xnew an(i the
differences in the parameters (a,-) against the convergence criteria. If converged,
then stop the iterations.
In most cases, gauss elimination is used to calculate the inverse of the Hessian.
However, the subroutines in Numerical Recipes cannot handle singular matrices such as
are likely to be found in complex fitting procedures. Since part of the technique uses
the inverse Hessian method it would then be necessary to find the inverse of a near
singular m atrix. Therefore, the code has been appended to cope with this. If a m atrix
is found to be singular, then Singular Valued Decomposition is used ie. the m atrix can
be decomposed into
A -1 = V .[diag(l/w j)\.JJT

(A .13)

For those values of wj that are close to zero, 1/w j is set to zero. This can be done
for any m atrix and therefore the approxim ate inverse of the m atrix can be found. Then
using the inverse, the m atrix solution of equation (A .7) can then be found. The code
automatically detects singular matrices and uses the above technique to continue to find
the solution.
The m atrix routines are all in double precision.
A . 1 .3

C o n v e r g e n c e c r it e r ia

These will differ depending on the type of fit required. For a simple fit (unconstrained)
then there are two basic criteria
A y2

— — < tolerance
X2

(A. 14)

< tolerance

(A. 15)

and

ie. the th a t the change in x 2 t>e small between loops, and th a t any change in the
param eters themselves be small. The fit also reaches an effective minimum when the
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factor A gets very large. This is because, although all the fitting criteria have not been
met, an effective minimum must have been reached since whatever the step away from
the point no other minimum can be found.
However, often more complex convergence criteria are needed such as the requirement
to have fixed boundaries. A case in point is th a t of fitting iron lines to the data. Below
the Balmer jum p (ie A j 3646

A)

iron lines tend to dominate the ‘continuum ’ flux, so

if they were allowed to go negative they would severely disrupt any continuum fits.
Therefore in the m ajority of cases it is necessary to constrain the iron line fits to be
positive and the fitting procedure m ust take this into account.
If a variable reaches and/or exceeds its bound, then th a t param eter is set to its
bound and fixed there (the NUMERICAL RECIPES algorithms contain a ‘book keeping’
variable LISTA to enable the fixing of variables). The fit is continued, fixing param eters
along the way, until convergence criteria (A. 14) and (A. 15) are reached. Then a check
is made on all fixed parameters (excluding those originally fixed by the user) to see
whether they should be unfixed. If the gradient of the x 2 1S positive for a lower bound,
or negative for an upper bound, then the param eter should remain fixed at its bound,
since if it were moved away from the bound, the x 2 would get worse. If the opposite case
is true, then the param eter should be freed, and the whole fitting process gone through
again. Therefore, these further fitting criteria are used
dy^
■ k > 0

( A '16)

for a lower bound
c?y2

- k < 0

(A -17)

for an upper bound.
However, even if these criterion are not fully satisfied, you may still be close to the
real minimum. Since the program first loops round until criteria (A .14) and (A.15) are
met, then releases those param eters th a t do not satisfy (A .16), (A .17) and tries again,
it is clear th at you may be close enough to the correct solution w ithout fully satisfying
the above criteria. Therefore, foreach main loop
checked) a

(ie. when the gradient of the x 2 is

checkismade as to the difference in param eters and

x 2 since the previous

main loop. If the changes axe insignificant, then the fit is supposed to have converged.

A .2

E rrors o n t h e fit

Two different methods have been used to find the errors on the fits.

One use the

covariance m atrix directly, and one calculates the errors by fixing the param eter of
interest, and fitting the rest until a given V x2 is reached.
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A . 2 .1

U s i n g t h e c o v a r ia n c e m a t r i x

It must be stressed tb at this method outlined below is only valid if the errors are normally
distributed.
If we use the Taylor expansion at the minimum (equation (A.2)), since
#Y2
X =0
dxi

(A .18)

v*2=IE
4d drikd xz j: 6x<6xi =xT-a-x
2
tj
J

(a-19)

Then V X2

“

where V is the 6 x2 required at a given confidence level and m atrix A = [a] is the
curvature m atrix (equation (A .12)). The vectors x are the axes of the errors on the
param eters.
Equation (A .19) is just the equation for an ellipse in the space defined by the errors.
Therefore in order to find the correct errors it is necessary to find the maximum values
on each axis subject to the constraint th a t the point must lie on the surface of the error
ellipsoid. This problem can be solved using Lagrange multipliers.
The theory of Lagrange multipliers states th at if you have a function u = /( x i,X 2 ,

x„)

subject to the constraint (j>(xi,X 2, » iin ) = 0, then the solution of minimising u can be
found by solving the set of equations

° f +aip .
dx\
d x\
Of
o<t>
+
dx2
dx2

=

0

=

0

(A.20)

(A.21)
Of
dxn

+

0(f>
—
dxn

—

0

where a,- is a constant.
In

this case,if wewish to find the maximum extent along oneof the

let X{= / ( x i , X2,

x n),and let <f>(xi , . . , x n) = 0 be the equation for

axes x,-, then

the surface of the

ellipsoid (equation (A.19)) ie.
0 (x i, ..x„) = x r .A .x —V X2 = 0

(A.22)

Then since

= 1 and tx~j = ° ^ ^ ^
we can write equation (A.22) for variable x; as
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(A.23)

dd>
a,—

=

0

(A.24)
(A.25)

d(f>
OX{

(A.26)
d<f>
a,-—

=

0

(A.27)

If we multiply the j ’th equation by Xj, multiplying all the equations gives
dd>
x* +

86
= ° ’ X jfaT- = 0 for 2 ^ i

(A.28)

and adding them all together
N
86
X{ + ^ 2 x i 0L'~faT. ~ 0
j =l
3

(A.29)

From the expanded equation of the ellipse (from equation (A. 19)) we have
N

6(x 1,

N

N

x n) = ^ 2 (a „ x f) + 2 X^
«=1

YL aij XiXj ~ V^ 2 = 0
j<i

(A.30)

since for a hermetian a,y = aji (see equation(A.12)). Therefore
86
/
— = 2 (auxi +
*

aij-x j)

(A.31)

Substituting this into equation(A.29) we get
/ N

N

\

Xi + 2a ; j
OjjXj + 2 ^ ciijXiXj = 0
\i= i
*<i
/

(A.32)

which from equation(A.30) gives

Xi + 2 a ,V x 2 = 0

(A.33)

From the i ’th equation of equation(A.28) where z,- is the variable of interest, we have
86
i
—— = —1 /a i
dxi

= Constant

/
n,
(A.34)

Therefore equation(A.28) reduces to

P OX1

=

0

(A.35)
(A.36)
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d<f>
— Constant
dxi
(A.37)
d<f>
dxn

=

0

(A.38)

which is ju st a system of linear simultaneous equations. For example, from equation(A.31)
we can write this in m atrix form for a solution for x i .
I C \
0

Ax =

(A.39)

\ o 7
where A has elements a,y which are just those of the Hessian. The factor of 2 comes
from equation (A .31). Since the inverse of the Hessian is the covariance m atrix, then the
solution to the above equation is trivial. Therefore the maximum value of X{ is given by

xi

=

x2 =

Cc,;i
2
Ccj2
2

(A.40)

(A.41)
xn

=

C Cm

where c,y is the i j ’th element of the covariance m atrix. Now all th a t remains is to
find the lagrangian multiplier a,-. This is already known in term s of X{ from equation
(A.33), so we can write
^ = —cu /(2 a ) = V x 2cu /xi

(A.42)

Xi = yF 7x2V cii

(A.43)

and so

A . 2 .2

T h e L a m p to n , M a rg o n a n d B o w y e r m e th o d

The ‘correct’ m ethod for finding the errors on the data would be to construct a x 2 grid
and map

the contours associated w ith a given confidence limit. This is,however, costly

both in CPU time and memory. There does exist a shortcut m ethod which approximates
a full simulation. This method was suggested by Lampton, Margon and Bowyer (1976)
to calculate the errors on fitted data. It involves finding the change in the value of the
param eter of interest for which the change in the x 2 from the best fit x 2 corresponds to
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Power-law
Black body
Galaxy template
B alm er/Pascben continuum
Two photon continuum
Gaussian
Line template
F ell multiplets
Table A .l: The models available in SPECTRUM
a given probability. The program changes the value of the param eter of interest and the
refits all the other parameters while holding the param eter of interest fixed. This will
generate a x2 which will differ from the best fit x2- The program loops around until the
6x2 is consistent with the expected ^x2. The change in the param eter then corresponds
to the error on the param eter to th a t level of significance. However, this method only
works well for well constrained systems, since it is necessary th a t the x 2 surface is well
determined. Therefore I have only used this method for simple models. CPU time is
also a constraint.
For well constrained systems the two methods are effectively equivalent. Whereever
errors are used in this thesis, the ‘fitted ’ errors are from this m ethod, not from the
covariance m atrix.

A .3

T h e m o d e ls

Most of the models fitted are fairly straightforward. All that is required to fit them is the
value at a given point x, and the derivative of the function at th a t point. If the function
does not have an analytic derivative (such as the convolved Balmer continuum), then
the derivative can be calculated numerically. Table A .l shows all the different models
used. Perhaps the only model th a t needs detailing are the Fell m ultiplets. Up to 500
iron lines have been stored in the program , which enable Fell fits to be done from the
optical into the UV. All the Fell multiplets available are listed in Table A.2a,b. The Fell
multiplets used come from various papers in the literature, such as Kwan and Krolik
(1981), Grandi (1981), Kollatshney et al. (1981), Wampler (1985), Westin (1984) and
P uetter et al. (1981). Note th a t this is a much more comprehensive list than th a t used
by Boksenberg et al. (1977), who attem pted a similar fitting technique for Mkn231.
There is one region where no attem p t has been made to fit F ell lines to the data.
This is the region between He and the Balmer edge. The flux here is in excess of the
flux interpolated from the higher order Balmer lines (taken up to N=40 and case B
conditions), and it seems likely th a t the excess flux is due to F ell emission. However,
there are large uncertainties in the continuum level, and in the strength of the blended
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higher order Balmer lines in this region.
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M ultiplet

No. of

Mean A

lines
UV43

7

1625

UV8

9

1626

UV68

8

1647

UV42

6

1649

UV40

8

1673

UV41

6

1679

UV99

2

1782

UV66

4

1826

UV98

2

1840

UV65

6

1848

UV7

2

1852

UV97

2

1868

UV83

7

2011

UV94

2

2025

UV93

3

2040

UV82

1

2057

UV109

2

2060

UV92

2

2071

UV107

3

2080

UV91

4

2085

UV81

2

2090

UV108

2

2098

UV80

2

2113

UV106

3

2160

UV90

2

2168

UV79

2

2168

UV89

3

2176

UV4

6

2261

UV3

9

2348

UV35

10

2364

UV2

14

2394

UV34

2

2450

UV33

5

2523

Table A.2: The F ell m ultiplets fitted by SPECTRUM
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M ultiplet

No. of

Mean X

lines
UV64

8

2580

UV1

13

2614

UV62

9

2729

UV63

10

2746

UV32

3

2755

UV61

5

2883

02

5

2967

08

5

2980

060

3

2977

082

9

3130

07

4

3181

06

8

3194

01

7

3289

04

5

3488

05

1

3425

016

3

3472

014

1

3783

03

2

3926

028

5

4244

027

8

4282

032

1

4314

026

1

4560

037

10

4579

038

7

4589

0 44

1

4663

043

2

4793

036

2

5014

042

3

5036

041

2

5270

049

7

5302

048

4

5339

049

7

5302

040

3

6439

046

11

6029
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